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Viewing Schedule
Wednesday, October 19: 12 noon to 7pm 
Thursday, October 20: 9am to 7pm 
Friday, October 21: 9am to 7pm 
Saturday, Oct 22: 8am to 930am (morning of sale) 
Earlier viewing by appointment
The auction is available for viewing online at our website longleyauctions.com and at Stamp Auction Network 
(stampauctionnetwork.com).

Introduction

Welcome to Auction 27. This auction features an impressive array of worldwide material including POW mail to 
Hong Kong, a specialized Viking thematic exhibit, an extensive US collection, Gusen concentration camp cor-
respondence, a Japan collection, extensive Ascension and St. Helena stamps, Australian States, US misperforation 
collection, worldwide postcards, hand illustrated Victoria era Great Britain, and much more.

The highlight of the Canada section is the Brian Draves Officially sealed collection. A specialized collection of pre-
cancels, further squared circle rarities, 1977-1982 Peace tower collection, Edward postal history, further portions of 
the Leigh Hogg Leaf and Numeral collection, complete sheets of Newfoundland including a 4c Rose imperforate 
sheet will attract a wide range of collectors. 

Another highlight of the sale is the Newfoundland production file for the 1940 cancelled stamp centenary issue (ex 
Baillie) with photographic and tin type proofs accompanied by the correspondence between ABNCo and the post 
office in an attempt to quickly produce a 1940 centenary of the postage stamp issue. The issue was cancelled due 
to the outbreak of WWII. 

The sale has an unprecedented number of collections offered largely intact. You will find a huge selection of Light-
house hingeless albums largely completed and ready for expansion or dealer stock. Extensive Pence and Cents issues 
include a 12d Black proof, and numerous scarce perforated Pence issues. Numerous re-entries and collections will 
attract the specialist. Collections of bisect covers as well as worldwide forgeries are offered in tantalizing group lots. 
One of my favorite lots in the sale is the 1970 Christmas stamp, matted and signed by the child artist. Certainly a 
modest value but an intriguing bit of philatelic history.

We look forward to seeing you at the auction. If you have any questions, please contact us.

Sincerely,

Bill Longley

Sale #27

Longley Auctions    PO Box 620, Waterdown, ON  Canada L0R 2H0
Telephone (905) 690-3598    Email bill@longleyauctions.com – www.longleyauctions.com

Sale Date: Saturday, October 22, 2022; 10AM
Location: Oakville Holiday Inn (Centre) 
590 Argus Road, Oakville, ON L6J 3J3
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Bid Sheet – Sale 27
Saturday, October 22, 2022

Longley Auctions    PO Box 620, Waterdown, ON  Canada L0R 2H0
Tel: (905) 690-3598       Fax: (905) 690-3762      email: bill@longleyauctions.com       www.longleyauctions.com

I hereby authorize Longley Auctions Inc. to purchase on my behalf the following lots, at one advance over the next highest bidder. 
I have read and agree to the terms of sale printed on the back of this sheet. A Buyer’s Premium of 18% will be added to the 
hammer price and becomes part of the total purchase price. All bids must reach our offices no later than Friday, October 
21, 2022 at 8 PM. Bids received after that time risk not being entered into our computer system. Late bidders should call 
our offices direct at 905-690-3598. The sale will be conducted in Canadian Dollars.

Bidder’s Name & Address (Please Print)

                                                                                                           My Bids are in Canadian funds

                                                                                                          My Bids are in US funds  

                                                                                                   You may increase my bids by          increment(s) to break ties

                                                                                                   Please limit my bids to $                                                                   

Phone:                                                                                                 Please outline your collection interests below:

Fax:                                                                                                                                                                                                       

email:                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Signature:                                                                                                                                                                                           

Credit Card payment (optional)
I would prefer to charge my purchases to my Visa Card. I agree to pay a 3% service charge.

Visa No:                                                                                  Expiry Date:                                                                                     

            Catalogue Subscription. Please add $25 to my invoice to cover catalogues and prices realized for the next 3 auctions

specify # of increments

Lot No. Bid Lot No. Bid Lot No. Bid Lot No. Bid

Longley
    Auctions
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Terms of Sale

Bidding
This public auction is conducted by Longley Auctions Inc. on behalf of the consignors. Persons executing bids either in person 
or via telephone, fax, mail or through the services of an auction agent agrees to the acceptance of all of these Terms of Sale. The 
cancellation of any bid(s) must occur in writing before the start of the sale and confirmed by us. The order of the sale will follow 
the sequential order of the lots in the catalogue.

Bidding is conducted in Canadian funds. Lots are sold to the highest bidder at one advance over the second highest bidder. The 
auctioneer shall regulate the bidding. In the event of any dispute, the auctioneer’s decision will be final. In the event of tie bids, 
the first bid received will take precedence. The lot will be knocked down to the highest bidder and payment due at the time the lot 
is knocked down. If the bidder fails to pay immediately, Longley Auctions Inc reserves the right to immediately reoffer the lot to 
the next highest bidder. The auctioneer reserves the right to reject any bid, divide or groups lots or withdraw any lot. Bids are to be 
submitted on a bid sheet and forwarded via mail, fax or email. Telephone bids must be confirmed in writing. Agents are responsible 
for their clients’ bids. Bids not conforming to the bidding increments will be reduced to the next lowest interval. We accept “OR” 
bids and “Limit” Bids. “BUY” bids will not be accepted.

Bidding Increments

 Bids      Increment
 $0  to $25  $2.50
 $25  to $100  $5
 $100  to $300 $10
 $300  to $500 $25
 $500  to $1,000 $50
 $1,000  to $3,000 $100
 $3,000  to $5,000 $250
 Over $5,000     $500

Charges, Taxes, Payment
An 18% Buyer’s Premium will be added to the hammer (selling) price and becomes part of the total purchase price. Canadian 
residents will be charged the appropriate HST as applicable to their province or territory. Postage, registration and insurance is 
added to the total purchase price. 

Floor bidders are expected to take possession of their lots and make payment immediately following the sale unless other arrangements 
have been made. Mail bidders known to us with established credit may have their lots forwarded immediately with payment due 
within 7 days. Other bidders will be sent a pro forma invoice with payment due within 7 days. Unpaid accounts will be incur a 
2% service charge per month. Lots not picked up and paid for within 30 days of the completion of the sale may be reoffered with 
the associated cost of such sale borne by the defaulter.

Payment can be made with cash, cheque (drawn on a Canadian or US bank), money order, bank draft, wire transfer, debit card 
or VISA. A 3% service charge will be added for credit card use. Payment may be made in US funds at the rate announced at the 
commencement of the sale. The auctioneer may, at his discretion, accept payments in other currencies or means provided the bidder 
pays the associated banking charges, if any.

Extensions
All items are sold as genuine. Should a bidder wish to obtain an expert opinion and submit an item to a mutually acceptable 
body, the bidder must indicate the desire for an “Extension” on the bid sheet before the sale. Floor bidders must indicate the 
request for extension at the conclusion of the sale. The successful bidder on an “Extension” lot must pay for the item in full and it 
will be forwarded to the expert(s) for opinion. The bidder shall be responsible for the cost of the certificate. Items returned with 
certificates as “not genuine” will be refunded including the cost of the certificate (to a maximum of $50). Items returned with 
“no opinion” certificates are not grounds for return. A maximum of 4 months will be allowed for the certification process after 
which time the item cannot be returned. Items returned must be in the same condition as when shipped by Longley Auctions 
Inc. A misdescribed lot containing 5 or less items can be returned within five days of receipt provided it is in the same condition 
as when shipped. 

No lot may be returned by bidders who have had the opportunity to view the items before the sale nor may any lot be returned 
on account of condition visible in photographs in the catalogue (print form or internet). Items offered “AS IS” or described with 
faults regardless of degree may not be returned.
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Index 

Lot # Section
1-63 Worldwide group lots
64-104 Worldwide postcards
105-226 British Commonwealths
227-250 Canada Postal history group lots
251-313 Canada collections
314-393 Worldwide - By Country
394-413 Philatelic Literature
414-423 Thematic
424-446 Brian Draves Officially Sealed
447-536 Canadian Postal History
537-609 Canada Stamps - Pence and Cents 
610-675 Canada Stamps - Large Queens to George VI
676-712 Canada Stamps - QEII to modern
713-725 Canada Stamps - Airmail to Cancels
726-739 Canada Stamps - Forgeries to Officials
740-785 Canada Stamps - Precancels
786-799 Canada Stamps - Re-entries to War Tax
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Worldwide Lots
1  Worldwide box of cover, mostly post WWII but with wide range of countries, about half the size of 

a banker’s box.
$75

2  Worldwide cover accumulation in large carton, strength in Canada, GB modern FDCs and 
matching mint presentation sets, worldwide assortment of covers. Spotted Canada #15 5c Beaver 
1860 Farnham East large hammer etc.

$150

3 */O Worldwide oddities lot, small box with interesting material incl. South Africa #40 no hyphen pair 
(STC $210), GB #243, 245, 246, 281 barred stamps for PO training purposes, Mail 1971 imperf 
pairs and trial colours of Seven Wonders, US overrun countries mint blocks, France 15 deluxe proofs 
1980s-1990s, Finland early issues, several with full serpentine perfs, Brazil snake eyes (presume some 
forgeries), an assortment of South America, Greece and more France, France #6 Ceres tete-beche 
imperf block of four forgery (paid $125 in 2002), Newfoundland Pence Oneglia forgery sheet of 36, 
old auction lot of worldwide space fillers, reprints CV $1432, 

$150

4 O Worldwide tins of used on and off paper incl. US, Egypt, Czech, France, Canada $100
5 */O Worldwide six tins and boxes with loose Canada, Germany, and FDCs (Canada, Czech), worldwide 

covers and cards,
$100

6 */O Worldwide carton with extensive Czechoslovakia, Italy, Israel etc. 15 stockbooks of various sizes. $400
7 */O United Nations collection in four binders, mint, used, blocks and covers. $100
8 O Worldwide tins of used on and off paper incl. US, Egypt, Czech, France, Canada $100
9 */O Worldwide carton, mostly GB, spotted albums, bags of stamps, sorted stamps, two UV lamps etc. $150

10 */O Small shoe box with a diverse group of stamps, intended for Lew Tauber’s continuing stories about 
stamps in Canadian Stamp News and other publications. Spotted Mexico JX14, JX17 (CV $135), 
US revenues, duck stamp, Baltic states propaganda stamps etc. All strange story material.

$150

11 */O Worldwide revenues in small stock book, old time revenues etc. incl. North British Railway 1/2d 
newspaper, NZ railway newspaper 1/2d, Argentina, GB, Brazil, Crete, French, Swiss, Colombia, 
Romania, Italy, Ireland, South Africa, etc.

$75

12 */O Worldwide carton, largely tins and boxes of stamps, semi-sorted, saw USA, Europe, and a few 
Canada year sets 1970s.

$100

13 O Worldwide carton, largely tins and boxes of stamps sorted by country, often in small plastic boxes 
with labels by country, some album pages, old Bolaffi 2008 etc.

$100

14 */O Worldwide lot, three stockbooks, two binders and a stack of black Vario sheets incl British 
Commonwealth, GB, Aland, Art on stamp, misc. worldwide etc.

$200

15  Cover box incl. Japan covers, US Prexies registered to Canada, extensive postcards, small souvenir 
folder booklets (2”x3”) with brown covers of Toronto, Niagara Falls and Moose Jaw, two 1918 tour 
booklets “Guide to the Tower of London” (very cool), and other “stuff”. 1926 Canadian Postal Note 
$1 value with side profile of George V (cheque size, and rarely seen), stack of aerogrammes incl one 
1960 to Pakistan with receiver postmark. Inspect.

$200

16 */O Worldwide lot incl four binders, the first with mix of omnibus set, 1948 UPU mint sets,GB, 
Bermuda, butterflies, Greece, Pitcairn, 1980 New Zealand annual set, a binder of FDCs of world 
and Canada covers etc. and finally two blue binders of mounted WW sets etc.

$150

17 ** Worldwide new issues, appear largely British Commonwealth, many with original new issue invoices, 
spotted Australia, Norfolk Island, Gibraltar, PNG, some year sets etc. 2 large cartons jammed.

$500

18 */O Huge worldwide horde in seven large cartons incl. one hardware drawer system with clear drawers. 
A wide array of countries incl countries sorted by catalogue number range. Spotted Australia, 
Netherlands, Ireland, Germany, Switzerland, and Norway in particular but wide range of countries), 
approval page books (some CV over $100).  What it lacks in quality, it makes up for in sheer volume. 
A digger’s delight. Inspection highly recommended.

$400

19  Canada, US, UN, GB FDCs in carton with some earlier Canada, modest box of fun. $75
20 */O Old time worldwide horde in glassines, on and off paper, old Harris approval glassines, mint 

Commonwealth, older used Canada, QEII collection in GB album, QEII Silver Jubilee collection, 
old ledger books etc.

$200
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21 */O Worldwide box with several binders of European countries, US and Canada blank album pages, 
cigar boxes of stamps etc. Balance of collection lot.

$75

22  Large carton of worldwide incl GB, Japan, Australia, Canada with many sorted in envelopes by 
country and Country/catalogue number. 

$100

23 */O US collection in Lincoln binder, used 1880s onwards, plus Harris Liberty album 1870s onwards incl 
mint and used, high degree of completion post WWII, plus three binders of duplicates.

$200

24 */O Worldwide collection mostly British Commonwealth in Regent album then four binders of 
Commonwealth incl. New Zealand, Scouts etc., Inspect

$100

25 */O Worldwide box of stamps and covers including used sorted by country, spotted strength in Canada, 
Australia and Caribbean, also covers and aerogrammes especially Caribbean and High Commission 
of Canada at Australia etc. Inspect.

$250

26 */O Worldwide estate in two cartons incl. five binders of basic worldwide stamps, album of Lady Diana, 
album of QEII 1977 Silvery Jubilee FDCs, two albums of UN covers, tins and boxes of stamps, loose 
and in glassines. Spotted an unopened package of original Dennison hinges !!!

$100

27 */O Europe two volume collection in old specialized KaBe albums (tape reinforced spine), Albania to 
Romania in volume 1, Russia to Ungara (Hungary) in volume two. some areas blank (modern 
Russia), while others stronger (earlier Russia). Old time collection that seemed to focus on earlier 
material. 1000s of stamps. Inspect.

$250

28 */O Worldwide collection in two older Schaubek albums, plus two stockbooks of extra material. 1000s 
of stamps. Old time collection.

$250

29 */O Worldwide jumble, balance of a collection, incl. large tin stuffed with 1000s of worldwide stamps, 
small box with envelopes of stamps, bags and boxes, small stock book etc. 

$75

30 O Worldwide balance in carton including dozens of unopened packages of Hawid mounts, bags of 
stamps on and off paper, two stock books. Treasure hunt.

$75

31 */O Worldwide collection, two albums with one volume being “Americas” including good bunch of mint 
modern Canada, the other being general worldwide. Also large bag of worldwide stamps on and off 
paper.

$150

32 */O Worldwide binders, the first a KaBe album with a mixture of worldwide, the second a binder with 
black stock pages, some Commonwealth including mint, spotted a bunch of GB etc.

$100

33 O Worldwide stamp carton with tins, boxes and loose, sorted and unsorted stamps of the world. A 
digger lot.

$100

34 */O Two volume Europe collection in old time specialized KaBe albums, Andorra to Portugal, scattered 
representation but 1000s, some mint though mostly used. Useful for a dealer.

$300

35 */O Worldwide collection in carton with three Schaubek albums, some disbound, plus fourth empty 
with blank pages, some good country representation and 1000s of stamps. Inspect.

$300

36 */O Worldwide collection in worn KaBe album (tape supported spine), Bangladesh to Pakistan, thousands 
of stamps.

$100

37 */O Worldwide carton of stock books, loose stamps etc., spotted two small stock books of Berlin. Inspect $100
38 */O Worldwide collection in KaBe album, Samoa to Zypern (Cyprus), and second Kabe album of the 

“Americas”
$150

39  Worldwide bisect stamps and cover collection incl. 30 stamps and seven covers incl. Nova Scotia 
3d and 3d bisect on piece, 1883 use Trinidad #67a 6d green two bisects on piece, New Brunswick 
10c Orange bisect on piece, Nevis #22a bisect on piece, British Honduras #28a on two pieces and 
cover, Obock (three forgeries and one genuine bisects), other countries incl. Poland Funchal, Ponta 
Delgada, Macao (7 bisects on piece), Dominica (three 1/2d surcharge bisect pairs on piece), DWI 
cover, Guatemala cover, GB (two covers).

$200

40  Worldwide cover box, 200+ covers and cards, strength in US, GB, Canada but worldwide 
representation.

$200
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41  Carton of correspondence, 1941-1948 to South Africa, 400+ covers written from USA, GB, and 
Germany, contents largely intact, a family correspondence, with the US one mentioning biochemistry 
lectures at Harvard and Yale etc. A collector was in the family as some covers have stamps removed, 
many censored (GB, US and South Africa on arrival). 

$200

42 O Worldwide cigar label collection, 800-1000 labels sorted in 102 stock cards, appear all different and 
an early era with gold and red banding and illustrations being very strong. A small sample of the 
brands noted include Panter, Ritmeester, Dutchmasters, Hofnar, Muriel, Lugano etc. An attractive 
and peculiar lot which could be an interesting sideline to a tobacco revenue collection.

$100

43 O Bisect collection balance incl. Trinidad #67a bisect pair tied on piece (CV $700 on cover), Nova 
Scotia #3, 3a 3d single and bisect on piece, Nova Scotia 10c orange single and bisect on cover to New 
York, DWI #18a bisect on cover, Azores #127 bisect on piece, GB 1941 bisect on Guernsey cover, 
US 1931 2c Washington bisect on small postcard, Poland #N1 on cover with bisect of 1916 Warsaw 
loval tied by oval cancel, large red “Wreczenie Oplacone” hs; plus few others

$200

44 */O Worldwide stock book with range of interesting material including 10 mint Canada semi-official 
airmail, 6 American Letter Mail Co proofs, US Express mail mint ($2.90, $9.90),  Newf #C7 
mint, range of early worldwide used, bit of mint modern China, Cape of Good Hope Victorian/
Edward VII revenues (23), Liberia (Norman Rockwell), large range of US used commemoratives 
1930s-1960s etc.

$200

45 */O Germany to Jordan collection in album, with extensive early  Germany, spotted “3 Berlin” and “37 
Berlin” overprints, Greece, GB, Hungary, Iran, Italy, Japan, Jordan etc. Inspect.

$100

46 */O Worldwide approvals box, old printed approval pages, spotted Australia, Burundi, Indonesia, 
Romania, Russia, Paraguay and more. Loads of Yugoslavia and more.

$100

47 */O Worldwide horde carton, an eclectic mix of stockbooks and binders incl. mint modern face Canada, 
US, GB, mint and used GB, Austria, France, Greenland, Faroe Island and worldwide, annual 
supplement pages with mint stamps. A diverse carton best suited to a wide ranging dealer.

$500

48 */O Commonwealth carton incl. mint and used Canada, Australia, GB, two dealer binders of 102 cards 
with early GB, then scattered mint Commonwealth. A specialized Monserrat album and pages (no 
stamps), envelope of loose stamps etc.

$250

49  Worldwide cover carton, several hundred incl. registered, printed matter, airmail, from all areas of 
the world. Largely from a commercial correspondence, 1950-1960s to Maytag washing machine 
company in USA.

$150

50 */O Worldwide horde in two cartons, three ring binders with black stock pages and manila pages, jammed 
full of stamps, wide array of countries, mostly used and often with duplicates, but some mint, mostly 
more modern.

$500

51 */O Worldwide balance carton, selection on stock pages, some unused black approval pages, spotted a 
few pages of China from coiling dragons to junk issue.

$100

52 */O Worldwide carton, several binders with stock pages, duplicated, Netherlands etc., spotted small 
stock book with China mint blocks (hundreds of stamps), some Hong Kong, China, Fiji covers, 
other misc.

$250

53 */** Worldwide carton with balance of collections incl. glassines, loose stamps, few stock books. Inspect. $100
54  Carton of worldwide covers and cards, spotted mostly European, but some South America, Asia etc. 

First flights, special events, international frankings etc. Inspect.
$400

55  Balance of worldwide cover lot, spotted Germany, Japan commemorative postcards, FDCs, flights, 
international mail, mostly non-Commonwealth. Inspect

$250

56 F Worldwide forgery collection, 600+ items mounted on album pages in springback album, includes 
Germany (71), Japan (12), Poland, Argentina (15), France, Latvia, Greece, Angola, Italian States, 
Turkey, Peru, Heligoland, Switzerland, Iran, Korea, Spain, Poland, Belgium, Fiji (Fiji TImes), Buenos 
Aires (4 sheets of 48 barques), Egypt, Transvaal, Metropolitan Delivery Co (mint block of 20), etc. 
No modern digital forgeries. A lifetime collection. Inspection highly recommended.

$1,000

57  Worldwide cover collection, mounted on simple pages covering wide gamut of countries with 
strength in GB (numerous 1d red covers), US, a few Canada, spotted Jamaica Y Force cover, an 
Italian States cover (one stamp off), various European countries but little South America or Asia.

$150
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58 */O Worldwide Europe collection in five binders incl. Belgium, France, Netherlands and Switzerland. $200
59 */O Worldwide collection in five binders incl. Denmark, Faroe, Finland, Greenland, Iceland, Norway, 

and Sweden. Inspect.
$150

60 */O USA and UN collection in two binders, modest selection of early material and normal representation 
from 1920s onwards with a fair degree of completion.

$100

61 */O Worldwide collection in eight springback albums, scattered areas, with some useful pockets of 
interest. (One virtually empty).

$200

62 */O Worldwide collection, three cartons and 16 binders, incl. Hungary, East Germany, Poland, Saar, 
Danzig, Portugal, Argentina, Spain, Greece and more. Total 16 binders

$500

63 */O Worldwide balance lot with sorted stamps in small pouches , stock book of odd balls and binder of 
FDCs.

$75

Worldwide Postcards
64  GB postcard collection in small box formed by a family over 75 years, unpicked and not dealer 

residue, lots of town views etc., spotted squared circles etc.
$100

65  Dirigible/Zeppelin postcard group of 30 cards, mint and used incl. many French early types, used 
Nazi real photo (stamp off), crashes etc.

$300

66  50 Pre-WWI postcards incl 26 airplanes, 17 Zeppelin/dirigibles and 7 balloon cards incl. cards from 
many of the pioneers and military applications of the technology. Spotted Germany, France, USA 
and names such as Wright Bros, Clement Bayard, Zeppelin, Bleriot, Lambart, Antoinetle, Farman 
etc.

$400

67  15 early Balloon postcards, mainly with military theme, mostly French with some used examples as 
well. Spotted on related to war in Morocco (1907).

$200

68  40 WWI era military related postcards incl. views of camps, soldiers marching, etc. (very little of the 
cheap perforated French ruins cards).

$150

69  12 different WWI / WWII tank postcards, German, US, French, British, mostly WWI, few used. $100
70  16 different stamp postcards, mostly Ottomar Zieher, mint and used, one used one with stamp 

removed, one German one with silver coin reproduction as well, some embossed, others flat.
$150

71  12 Pre-WWI submarine postcards, mint and used (a few with stamp damage, one with stamp off), 
mostly French and USA.

$100

72  45 Pre-WWI airplane and pilot postcards, all French except one British card, and one Wright brothers 
card but with French text, shows a variety of the early pioneer pilots incl. Wright Brothers, Bleriot, 
Forman, Curtis etc., mixture of mint and used.

$500

73  20 wreck related postcards, 1900-1920 incl five different zeppelin and planes, five different ships 
and 10 different trains, mostly US and European but did spot Canada and Hong Kong, mint and 
used cards.

$250

74  75 disaster postcards, early 1900s incl. fire, flood, earthquake, ship wreck, train wrecks, mostly USA, 
and Europe but spotted Japan, Madagascar, Hong Kong. Excellent collection.

$500

75  27 Dog team postcards, all different including Canada, Greenland, USA, 8 real photoviews, mint 
and used. A great thematic bundle.

$250

76  1914 Amundson Arctic expedition postcard with Norway 5 ore tied by ship pictorial cancel 
“Polhavet” to Denmark with autograph of Roald Amundson. Very pretty

$100

77  1910-1913 Scott Expedition to Antarctic postcard “Captain Scott’s 1st Sledge Party to the Bluff”, 
unused Landsdown Publishing Co card with note “reproduced by kind permission of the Royal 
Geographical Society”.

$100

78  Halifax explosion postcards (4), all unused incl. “Indescribable horror and ruin...”, “Ruins at 
Richmond”, “Soldiers searching debris” and “Beautiful Halifax church...”.

$75

79  Worldwide postcards, 100s of cards, mostly US incl. “Yellowstone National Park” set of 50 “photo-
tint” postcards by Smith & Chandler, saw some Canada, and a few worldwide.

$100
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80  Small box of early postcards, all beautiful women, ladies with hats, etc., selected examples incl. artists 
signed Caldari, Xavier Sager, etc., group of 12 Tuck’s Oilette de luxe series “Early Victorian Series 1” 
(dark black backgrounds, quite striking), group of six cards all ladies and roses related (Series 57), 
and more.

$150

81  Box of British postcards, several hundred, all earlier era (no chromes), lots of town views, buildings, 
seashores etc. Inspect.

$500

82  Box of better European postcards, all early period with strength in military related (German, Italian 
regimental), Gruss aus, Italian bicyclists, Wasserkampf ladies bicycling, Austrian train wreck, map 
view of Laussane, Hotel Metropole Brussells, early Hamburg-Amerika line deck view of ladies 
relaxing, large red Tyrol Eagle card, Savoy hotel, Rome, etc.

$300

83  Box of early postcards, largely French with a few Swiss etc., spotted race cars, submarine, military, 
town views, and some French colonial (Algeria, Morocco), including military marks. 100+

$300

84  Carton of US postcards, largely all earlier issues (no chromes), events, interesting features, town 
views, people, mostly larger towns but some small towns present, mixture of mint and used. Inspect.

$250

85  Carton of European postcards, largely all earlier issues (no chromes), spotted French, German, 
Italian, Swiss, early attractive cards such as Gruss Aus, events, interesting features, town views, 
people. Inspect.

$300

86  Carton of British Commonwealth postcards, largely all earlier issues (no chromes), spotted Jamaica, 
New Zealand, GB, Ceylon, South Africa etc. Mostly town views, or people or interesting structures, 
a few event, transportation and celebration related. Mix of mint and used. Inspect.

$300

87  Small carton of worldwide holiday related postcards, all early (no chromes), with extensive and 
attractive Santa Claus, a few New Years, Easter (including one die cut), etc. Inspect.

$100

88  Worldwide postcards, 19 cards showing weaving, sewing, or similar crafts, all earlier cards (no 
chromes), mint and used.

$100

89 */O Worldwide collection in three volumes, scattered representation but seams of interesting material. $150
90 ** Albania collection #147/2117 mounted on custom pages with hingeless mounts, largely complete 

sets with highlights #178-185, 395-402, 868-877, 1828-1832, a few airmail #C29-35, all NH. CV 
$420 US

$100

91  Austria 1895 registered AR to Canada, with Austria #55, 91 10kr, 50kr tied by Nikolsburg (1/4/95) 
on #10 cover with embossed back flap from Venezuela embassy, to Halifax, NS, paying registered, 
AR rate. Reverse with New York (4-13/1895), St. John, NB (AP 16) and Halifax, NS receiver (AP 
17 95). The cover is addressed to Henry Hechler, Capt of 63rd Rifles, and stamp dealer.

$200

92 */O Tobacco revenue group incl. #RM30a, RM36, RM70, RM156, RM238, RM312TP, RM313 (by 
Ryan catalogue). Old Brandom #s are M215, M251, M713, M254, M718, M384, and M385TP.

$200

93 ** Austira #599/1710 plus B.O.B. all mounted on custom pages with hingeless mounts, NH, incl. 
#599-603, J232-259, all NH, CV $142 US

$50

94 P Austria black proof collection “Sonderpostmarke”, 1990/1998 in three large albums with slip cases. 
These were proof copies sent to collectors with information about the stamp. Quite attractive and 
lots of thematic interest.

$150

95 ** Azerbaijan #363/681 all mounted on custom pages with hingeless mounts, NH, incl. #669a, 670a, 
679, 680, 681, all NH, CV $210 US

$75

96 ** Belgium #322-337, 338-363 Victory Lion imperforate pairs, VF, NH as well as the parcel post 
#Q291-296 imperforate pairs (Mercury), VF, NH. Total 36 imperforate pairs.

$250

97 * Belgium #13-16, 1c green, 10c red (crease), 10c brown, 20c blue (crease), mint, og, H, part og. CV 
$672.50

$150

98 ** Benin 400/1175 plus B.O.B. all mounted on custom pages with hingeless mounts, NH, incl. #525-
532, 575-585, 590-596, C308-317, C319-326, C334-340, all NH, CV $375 US

$100

99 ** Bhutan #1/772 plus B.O.B. all mounted on custom pages with hingeless mounts, NH, incl. #56-67 
imperf, 96-96O, 101-101G, 252-269, C11-38, C1-20, all NH, CV $370 US

$150

100 ** Bulgaria #977/3725 plus B.O.B. all mounted on custom pages with hingeless mounts, all NH, CV 
$300 US

$100
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101 ** Burundi #88a/660 plus B.O.B. all mounted on custom pages with hingeless mounts, incl. #434e, 523-
527 blocks of four, 528-530, C264-266 blocks of four, 534-537 blocks of four, 548-556, 565-569, 570-
572 strips, 589-600 short set WWF (CV $188), 655-660, C46-C54, C186e, all NH, CV $700+ US

$250

102 ** Burundi #517-519 wildlife twelve strips of four, NH, CV $184 US $75
103 ** Central Africa Republic #87/961 plus B.O.B. mounted on custom pages with hingeless mounts, 

highlights incl. #323-328, 349-356, 608-613, 633-637, 638-642, 643-648, 650-655, 673-678, 
679A-679F, 710-715, 724-728, 745-750, 758-763, 772-777, 786-791, etc., NH, CV $470 US

$150

104 ** Chad #179/559 plus some B.O.B., largely all mint sets NH, spotted 367-372, 427-432, 459-464, 
482-487, 517-524, J23-34,  and more. CV $239

$75

British Commonwealth
105 */O Queen Victoria collection on 3 exhibit pages likely for club display showing the many Victoria 

images. Very useful material incl. 1d Black, 2d blue(2), 1d red(2), 1d Black on cover, 1d red on cover 
with lovely Maltese cross, 1940 Waterlow exhibition set of 5 imperf colour trials. Other countries 
incl. Canada, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland 24 plate proof pair on card (#34Pi CV $180), Heligoland, 
Niger Coast, St. Vincent, Seychelles, 

$250

106 */O British Commonwealth stock book incl. mint singles and sets, scattered countries incl. Jersey, Isle of 
Man, and spotted earlier used Canada, a few foreign. Seems to be an overflow stockbook.

$75

107  British Commonwealth cover group, 18 selected covers incl. 1952 UN Asmari, Eritrea with 
surcharged values to 10/-, 1900 Hong Kong 4c to Canada, 1936 Fiji to Canada, 1934 Fiji 3d meter 
to Canada, 1936 Fiji illustrated cover (South Seas Correspondence club) to USA, 1930 Fiji by air 
service to Lautoka (FFC), 1934 Southern Rhodesia FFC to Limbe, Nyasaland, two 1944 Gold Coast 
covers with Geo VI to 5/- censored, four Rhodesia covers marked invalid postage with postage due, 
1948 GB 1£ cover (June 1 1948) registered to Canada, 1948 GB 1£ plus 3d (Ju 7 1948) registered 
to Canada, 1946 GB POW letter sheet 118 Bulwark to Germany, 1941 Ireland double censored 
to Canada, 1901 Madagascar et Dependencies 5c(2), 15c tied by Corrces D’Armees Diego Suarez, 
censored to Pretoria with pink “OHMS Opened under Martial Law” tape and tied by triangular 
“Passed Press Censor Pretoria”.

$200

108  British Commonwealth cover lot in carton, hundreds of items, spotted first flights, event covers, 
some postal stationery and postcards, registered, some advertising, strength in GB, Canada, Australia, 
New Zealand.

$500

109 F British Commonwealth forgery collection, 115 items mounted on springback album pages incl. 
GB cover with RH Official on 1d red on cover with Lord Stewart Buckingham Palace crown oval 
(pink BPA cert), 30+ GB official overprint stamps, Australian States incl Victoria 2d and 3d blocks 
of four, NSW 6d block of four, Western Australia selection (9), Ceylon (10), Solomon Islands (7, 
with genuine not counted), two early India covers, British North Bornea (15), Hong Kong incl QEII 
contract note (3), New Zealand 1958 2d on 1/2d brown with forged surcharge (RPL cert as forged), 
India Chakhari (9). No modern digital forgeries. Inspect.

$500

110 */O British Commonwealth collection in 7 binders from Aden to Barbados, scattered early material and 
then often sets (including mint new issue sets).

$200

111 */O Australia collection in two binders incl. early material and mint sets, incl some in hingeless mounts. 
Worthwhile

$200

112 */O British Commonwealth collection, Barbados to Ceylon, 7 binders, scattered early material, mint sets 
throughout, some in hingeless mounts. Inspect.

$200

113 */O British Commonwealth collection in 7 binders, Ceylon to Dominica, scattered early material but 
often mint sets throughout, noted extensive mint Cook Islands in mounts.

$250

114 */O British Commonwealth collection, Falkland Islands to Grenada in six binders with extensive mint 
modern Falkland, most in hingeless mounts. Inspect

$200

115 */O British Commonwealth collection in 6 binders, Ghana to Mauritius, scattered early, noted Hong 
Kong of interest, and mint sets throughout.

$100

116 */O British Commonwealth collection in 5 binders, Monserrat to New Zealand, spotted mint New 
Zealand new issues 1970s-1980s mostly. Inspect.

$150
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117 */O British Commonwealth collection in five binders, New South Wales to Rhodesia, some light 
representation, some early material. Inspect.

$150

118 */O British Commonwealth collection in six binders, Samoa to Singapore, mixed early material and little 
of it, but mint modern sets throughout.

$150

119 */O British Commonwealth collection in four binders, South Africa to Trinidad, one being a very large 
binder. Mixed early material, mint sets in modern era etc. Worth inspection

$150

120 */O Commonwealth collection in seven binders, Tristan da Chuna to Zambia plus misc. binders $200
121 * Ascension #1-9 1/2d to 2/-, “ASCENSION” overprint on St. Helena stamps, mint set, full og, LH, 

small HR on few. CV $438 US
$150

122 * Ascension #10-21 1/2d to 3/-, mint set, full og, H, HR, CV as H $436.25 US. $150
123 * Ascension #10-21 1/2d to 3/-, mint set, full og, H, HR, CV as H $436.25 US. $150
124 * Ascension #10 1/2d three varieties, SG#10a broken mainmast, SG#10b torn flag, SG#10c cleft rock, 

og, H, HR, 10c with tiny hinge thin at top perfs. CV £440
$100

125 O Ascension #11 1d green and black variety SG#11a used, broken mainmast variety. SG CV £300 $100
126 * Ascension #11var 1d green and black variety SG#11b torn flag variety, mint H, SG#11c cleft rock 

variety. Two stamps. SG CV £280
$100

127 * Ascension #11var 1d green and black variety SG#11b torn flag variety, mint H, SG#11c cleft rock 
variety (two examples), mint, H. Total three stamps. SG CV £410

$100

128 * Ascension #12var 1 1/2d rose red variety SG#12b torn flag variety, mint H, SG#12c cleft rock 
variety, mint, H. Two stamps. SG CV £350

$100

129 */O Ascension #13var 2d bluish gray and gray variety SG#13a broken mainmast, used; varietyvSG#13b 
torn flag variety, mint H, Two stamps. SG CV £700

$100

130 */O Ascension #14var 3d ultramarine variety SG#14a broken mainmast, mint, H; variety SG#14b torn 
flag variety, used; variety SG#14c cleft rock, mint, H. Three stamps. SG CV £610

$200

131 * Ascension #16var 5d olive and lilac variety, variety SG#15dc cleft rock variety, SG CV £400 $100
132 * Ascension #17var 6d rose lilac and gray, SG#16c cleft rock variety, mint, H. SG CV £650 $200
133 * Ascension #18var 8d violet and gray, SG#17b torn flag variety, mint, H. SG CV £350 $150
134 * Ascension #19var 1 /- brown and gray, SG#18c cleft rock variety, mint, small HR. SG CV £375 $150
135 * Ascension #20var 2 /- ultramarine and gray blue, SG#19a broken mainmast variety, mint, small HR. 

SG CV £750
$250

136 * Ascension #20var 2 /- ultramarine and gray blue, SG#19a torn flag variety, mint, very light H, 
appears NH but CV as H. SG CV £750

$250

137 * Ascension #21var 3 /- black and gray blue, SG#20c cleft rock variety, mint, H. SG CV £850 $250
138 No Lot
139 * Ascension #23-32 1/2d to 5/-, mint set, full og, lower values NH, higher values LH, CV as H 

$161.10 US
$50

140 * Ascension #23-32 1/2d to 5/-, mint set, full og, H, HR, CV as H $161.10 US $50
141  Ascension cover group, four covers and one piece incl. 1915 Ascension cds (A 16 OC 15) tying GB 

#160 1d pair on #10 cover to London, England with purple “CENSORED” hs; piece with GB 1d 
red tied by Ascension cds (B JA 25 113), 1935 Silver Jubilee set tied by oval “Registered Ascension” 
on small cover with registration label to England; 1936 registered oval tying 5d blue block on cover 
with registration label to Scotland; 1937 with #23-28 1/2d to 3d tied by registered oval on cover 
with registration label to Southampton, England.

$250

142 */O Australia collection on Lindner hingeless album pages (no album), scattered stamp representation, a 
bit of early and modern.

$75

143 ** Australia 1982-2000 year sets, 19 HB sets with slip cases. $500
144 F Australia - Victoria collection of 137 forgeries and reprints, mounted on album pages, singles, pairs, 

blocks, includes multiple examples of the first issues,1863, 1865, 1866 reprints with “Reprint” 
overprint. No modern digital forgeries. Inspect.

$300
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145 O Tasmania #1 1d blue, two used copies, the first with overall thinning, three margins and bottom 
margin just cut into outer frame line, the second with four clear margins and small thin at base, both 
stamps are blue with clear impression. CV US$3,000 (SG #2 CV £3,000)

$300

146 O Tasmania #1a 1d pale blue, thin hard white paper with worn impression indicative of this printing, 
tied by grid cancel on small piece, VF. CV US$1,350. (SG #3 CV £1300)

$300

147 O Tasmania #2, 2a, 2b group of 11 4d light orange to dark orange, six sound, two with repairs, two 
with thins, one cut to shape.CV US$4,275 (SG #5/11, clear bright impressions, orange to dark 
orange, some thin outer frame line indicating possible Plate 1. CV £3,750+)

$500

148 */O Tasmania 1855-1868 Chalon portrait group incl.  #6 4d blue star watermark (6), #11 used strip of 
three, #11 mint pair, #11, two mint singles, then 15 further 1d  imperf, variety of perfs; #12 2d used, 
, #13 4d “4” watermark, also one odd paper but not pelure; 6d (various shades, 11 incl. mint pair, 
some manuscript cancels), 1/-(2), plus few later Victorian mint.

$500

149 */O Cape of Good Hope selection incl. mint #22, 30, 32, 40, 67, 69, 70, and used #16, 18, 20(2), 21, 
25(2), 28(3), 42, 43, 52, 52a(3), 58b(2), 58, 63, 64, 65, 67, 68-70.

$150

150 F Cape of Good Hope forgery collection, 72 triangle forgeries, singles, pairs, blocks, some with 
facsimile overprints or incorporated into design. Collection mounted on album pages. No modern 
computer forgeries in this lot. Specialized. Inspect.

$350

151 */O Cook Islands collection, 1967-1978, collection with duplicates in two large stock book, #195/592, 
often duplicated with multiple sets, largely mint with a bit of used. Spotted mint #381-402 (5 sets), 
etc. and third stockbook with small quantity. CV $1,993.

$400

152 */O Cook Islands, 1960s-1990s, large carton filled with mostly FDCs, but also a substantial group of 
mint new issues (often in quantities of 10 or more), largely 1970s-1980s. Useful lot for the dealer. 
Careful inspection will reward.

$200

153 */O Cyprus, three stockbooks, 1885-2009, incl. lots of mint sets including duplication, spotted mint 
#737-751 (CV $40 each x 5 sets), some toning from interleaving aging offset onto stamps, groups of 
early material with squared circles; modern booklets, S/Ss etc.

$200

154 * Gibraltar #142-145 2/- to L1, mint, light hinge, CV $171.50 $75
155 ** GB and Channel Islands, over 150 booklets, wide range of material, bit of duplication. Inspect. $150
156 */O GB box lot being 7 binders (manila pages, plastic pages) filled with 1000s of GB stamps, some 

semblance of being a collection, but largely duplicates etc.
$100

157 */O GB collection in 10 binders, Victorian to modern including mint singles and mint blocks, a binder 
of FDCs but most binders are used in quantity, spotted several specialized binders of Machins (by 
specialized numbers), early QEII castles and modern castles, etc. Inspect.

$200

158  GB #1 1d Black “DF” (3 1/2 margins, just into at top left) tied by red Maltese cross on folded letter 
from Monmouth (OC 18 1840) to Kent Road, Surrey. Reverse with red circular “D 19 OC 19 
1840” and hourglass “10 Fn 10 OC 19 1840” as blue waver seal showing fox and tree.

$100

159  GB #28a 1/- light green tied by London duplex (NO 8 70) on cover to Louisville, Kentucky, USA, 
with red “21 cents” accountancy and New York Pkt Paid 24 (No 23). A late use of a scarce stamp.

$200

160  GB group of five hand painted cover fronts, 1899 franked with 1d lilac or 1/2d pair from Preston, 
Leamington, Leamington Spa, addressed to J.C. Merrick, Toronto, Canada with various images of 
Chinese man, bull, a painter with brush (the creator??), a boy jumping a post box, and a gentleman 
and homeless man, all fronts, with backing paper from a scrapbook etc., toned a bit. A lovely group 
and rare addressed to Canada.

$1,000

161 * GB #115a 3d violet on orange, mint full og, very light hinge mark. CV $825. $300
162 O GB #122 1 shilling, lovely block of four with neat Glasgow cds (JU 29 94). CV $290. $100
163  1886 Heligoland postal card (5 farthing / 10 pfennig) with Heligoland datestamp (MY 26 86) to 

Ottensen, card with long message on reverse, card toned and scuff at top.
$100

164  GB 1948 FDC Silver Wedding, 2 1/2d, L1 tied by Rotherfield cds (26 AP 48) on cover to Brantford, 
Ontario, Canada.

$150

165 */O Commonwealth UK collection, 5 binders incl GB, Scotland, Guernsey Isle of Man and also some 
Ireland.

$200
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Hong Kong
166  1862 Hong Kong (C FE 27 62) to Ashbourne, England bs (A AP 19 62), red ms “1/-” postage and 

boxed “PAID”, “via Southampton”. The letter enclosed is datelined “July 7 1861” and may not 
belong or was delayed in mailing as sender was en route to Foochow. The letter is from S. Watson to 
his father and reads in part, “waiting for steamer to proceed on to Foo Chow”, “weather is frightfully 
hot”, “never saw such quantity of horses for the number of inhabitants the Chinese never touch a 
horse themselves but you find all the barbarians keep 4 to  6”, “there is a very brilliant comet to be 
seen every evening quite as large as the one seen in England in 1858”. S. Watson was a tea inspector 
for the British firm of Bull, Purdon & Co. He is listed in the 1864 Chronicle and Directory of China 
(page 198) as being located in Foochow.

$300

167  1862 dateline “Foochow 18 September 1862” on folded letter via Hong Kong bs (C SP 22 62) 
and Derby bs (NO 21 62) and Uttoxeter, England (NO 21 1862), rated “1/-” ms in red and boxed 
“PAID” hs, ms “via Southampton. Reverse with some paper loss when opening. Letter from S 
Watson to his brother, reads in part, “we have plenty of rebels and cholera just now on the coast... no 
eligible party (woman) within 500 miles”, sending a sample of tea and gives instructions on how to 
brew “the water boils and only let the tea brew 5 to 7 minutes...”. S. Watson was a tea inspector for 
the British firm of Bull, Purdon & Co. He is listed in the 1864 Chronicle and Directory of China 
(page 198) as being located in Foochow.

$300

168  1942 Ireland 2 1/2d tied by Alt Grolsh (2 XI 42) on cover to Rogers, M, Police, Hong Kong, with ms 
“Prisoner of War Post Service des Prisoners de guerre”, and “c/o Japanese Red Cross Tokyo”, British 
censor tape 9516, red Japanese censor mark, red “10” may be camp or block related, A Mr Rogers is 
noted as a civilian internee at the Mee Chow Hotel (perhaps same individual).

$200

169  1942 Australian Prisoner of War Post Red Cross envelope from Rockhampton, Queensland to PJA 
Hamilton, Civilian internee, Hong Kong with two purple censor marks “251”, censor tape on 
reverse and red Japanese chop on face, back flap off, green pencil notes “sent 25 Augt 1942 / Recd 
July 1943”, red notation “10/G 1 Basement”. PJA Hamilton is noted as located in Room 408 ISH 
(Internee Stag Hotel).

$150

170  1942 Australian Prisoner of War Post Red Cross envelope (with solid red bar and endorsement c/o 
Japanese Red Cross) from Melbourne, Victoria to Chas E Terry, Civilian internee, Stanley Camp, 
Hong Kong with two purple censor marks “402”, censor tape on reverse, pencil notes “16/25”. CE 
Terry is noted as HK & KL Wharf, 16 Essex Cres KL TKH (Tai Koon Hotel).

$150

171  1942 POW card with Japanese censor, reverse (undated presumably 1942ca) “Seasons Greetings 
From John Roberts / Hong Kong Prisoners of War Camp(s)”, sent to another internee Mrs 
Tomlinson, Civilian Internment Camp, Stanley, Hong Kong”, red pencil “Tomlin?” and red “?”, 
then ms “10”. Most unusual intercamp mail, and especially to a woman internee. Hong Kong War 
Diaries website notes Roberts to be located at IAKH (Internees at Kwon Loon Hotel) to Tomlinson 
at War Memorial Hospital.

$200

172  1942 Japanese card dateline “Kowloon 2-11-42” to PJ Hamilton c/o Foreign Affairs Internee Camp 
Stanley (Hong Kong), purple Japanese boxed censor with red chop. Message from Elsie Leung. PJA 
Hamilton was located at ISH (Internees at Stag Hotel).

$150

173  1943 Australian Red Cross POW envelope (backflap off) from Melbourne (Nov 3 43) to PJA Hamilton, 
Bungalow C British Civilian Internment Camp, Stanley, Hong Kong, with two purple censor marks 
“322”, censor tape on reverse, red Japanese Red Cross hs, Japanese boxed censor with red mark and 
Japanese censor tape tied by black chop, light red pencil “M”. Pencil notation “Recd 16 May 1945” just 
a few months before liberation. PJA Hamilton was located at ISH (Internees at Stag Hotel).

$200

174  1943 Australian Red Cross POW envelope (backflap off) from Melbourne (Aug 17 43) to PJA 
Hamilton, Bungalow C British Civilian Internment Camp, Stanley, Hong Kong, with two purple 
censor marks “261”, censor tape on reverse, Japanese boxed censor with red mark, light red pencil “M”. 
Pencil notation “Recd XMAS Day 1944”. PJA Hamilton was located at ISH (Internees at Stag Hotel).

$200

175  1943 Japanese postal card dateline “Stanley IC” Internment Camp 5 Feb 1943” from PJA Hamilton, 
and signed by him. No address on reverse so unsure how it was delivered. Message mentions other 
internees (Dixon) so presumably an inter-camp card. PJA Hamilton was located at ISH (Internees 
at Stag Hotel).

$75
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176  1943ca Alexandria, Egypt to Stanley Internment Camp, Hong Kong with purple diamond censor, 
circular “5” censor and censor tape, Japanese censor tape and purple rectangle and red chop, ms 
“Mail for Prisoners of War”, and “Free of Charge”. Mrs Ena Cochrane was in Room H, Block 10. 
Mrs Edna Cochrane was located at the Mee Chow Hotel (MCH).

$200

177  1943 Japanese postal card date line “Kowloon 22-1-43” to PJ Hamilton, Block 10, Room B1, 
Stanley Internment Camp (Hong Kong), with purple Japanese censor and red chop. Message from 
E. Leung being a general greeting and Chinese New Year message. PJ Hamilton was located at ISH 
(Internees at Stag Hotel).

$150

178  1943 Japanese postal card date line “18-3-43” to PJ Hamilton, Block 10, Room B1, Stanley 
Internment Camp (Hong Kong), with purple Japanese censor and red chop. Message from E. 
Leung in Kowloon based on other cards. The message is regarding health, growing tomatoes etc. PJ 
Hamilton was located at ISH (Internees at Stag Hotel).

$150

179  1944 China #500 $1 green tied by Kweilin chop on cover to PJA Hamilton, Stanley Civilian 
Internment Camp Block 10, B1, Hong Kong, with purple Japanese rectangular and red oval censor 
chop. Letter enclosed is dateline “c/o Refugee Relief Dept. 32 Feng Pei Road Kweilin 30 1 1944”. 
Letter mentions all staff survived except “Singkan and Charslincheung who died in misery”, hard to 
earn living, hope for peace, signed (indistinct IOT G.L.”

$200

180  1944 Sale, GB (23 Jan  44) sent free, Prisoner of War Post to VC Dixon, British Civilian Internee, 
Stanley Internment Camp, Hong Kong, with fragment of British censor tape, overlaid with Japanese 
censor tape, purple Japanese censor boxed marking with red chop, red ms “M”. Reverse with Japanese 
chop that ties both British and Japanese censor tape, also a small “5” bs. Dixon was located at ISH 
(Internees at Stag Hotel).

$150

181  1944 Rockhampton, Queensland, Australia (29 MCH 44) to P Hamilton, English Civilian Internee, 
Stanley Camp, Hong Kong, sent free as POW mail on folded form letter with purple diamond 
censor (398), partial Japanese censor tape and purple rectangular chop and red censor mark, ms 
notation “Recd 13 Mar 1945”. PJA Hamilton was located at ISH (Internees at Stag Hotel).

$200

182 */** Hong Kong mint group, 1898-1954 incl. #69, 70, 154-157B, 158-159B, 161-163, 185-198, J6-12, 
mostly H,HR with a few NH. CV $629.50

$200

183 */O India collection in binder #2/O103, spotted used #2, 2a, 6F, 18, 24, 34, 50, 71-2, 75, 94-97, 125, 
134, M11 and more. Mint highlights incl. #11 (1/2a blue perf 14, unwmk, NH), #51, 221 (NH), 
C1-6, M9, M10, M15-18, M20-22, M52-55, O103, with many more cheaper sets and stamps not 
mentioned. Also a small representation of convention and feudatory states. Inspect.

$400

184 */O India #5 2a green, used group of 10 including one pair. CV US$400 $75
185 */** India #203-206 1 1/2a to 10r Gandhi set, lower values NH, 10r LH. CV $557 $200
186 * India - Jind sate #O72-O75 1r - 10r, LH. CV $289 $100
187 O Malaysia cover lot, over 300 covers and a few revenue documents, 1910s to modern with most being 

modern era. Includes Johore, Kedah, Kelantan, Malacca, Negri Sembilan, Pahang, Penang, Perak, 
Perlis, Sabah, Selangor, Terengganu, and Malaysia (modern era). Includes much modern commercial 
mail including meters but also earlier issues (much of the South India correspondence). Inspect.

$250

188  Malaysia - Singapore cover lot, 200+ covers and a few revenue documents from largely early George 
V to modern, with mostly modern era commercial mail but useful earlier material too. Inspect.

$200

189  Macao 1910 #81 3a, four bisected examples tied on cover from Macau (17 OCT 10) to Hong Kong 
with partial receiver bs, back flap off. Scarce and unusual franking,

$150

190 ** Nevis #31 four 1d bisects with “Nevis. 1/2d.” surcharge tied by “A09” on cover from Nevis (SP 
10 83) to St. Kitts with arrival mark “St Kitts” (SP 11 83), small piece of cover missing at top left, 
possibly a stamp; second item is #31 8 copies of 1d bisect with “Nevis. 1/2d.” surcharge tied by 
“A09” on piece, reverse with pencil notation “Morgenthau”, the 1940s auctioneer, uncertain if it is a 
guarantee signature or notation of the purchase source; third item is #22, 22a 1d violet vertical strip 
of three tied by “A09” on piece with third stamp being a bisect and tied (no surcharge). Scarce trio.

$150
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191  St. Lucia #41 1/2d surcharge on 1d bisect tied across bisect by St. Lucia (JA 29 92) on worn cover 
(vertical creases, flap off), ms notation “circular” to Roseau, Dominica, with receiver bs (C FE 2 92); 
2nd and 3rd items are #41 1/2d surcharge on 1d bisect tied on piece; 4th item is #41 1/2d joined 
bisect pair used with “C JU 2” St. Lucia cds.

$150

192  Oil Rivers 1895 1d GB postal card overprinted “British Protectorate Oil Rivers”, with Old Calabar 
River squared circle (A JU 11 94) on card to Bristol, England, no message on reverse.

$75

193  Oil Rivers 1895 1d GB postal card overprinted “British Protectorate Oil Rivers”, with Old Calabar 
River cds (A MR 5 94) on card to local address. No message on reverse but a later Old Calabar River 
bs (MR 8 94). 

$75

194 */O Pitcairn Islands carton, 1970s-2000s incl mint groups, often duplicated but largely FDCs, 
presentation sets. etc.

$100

195  Rhodesia - 1904 North Western Rhodesia Livingston double circle (MY 27 04) (Type 6 notation) 
ties 4d olive pair on cover (lower right corner replaced) to Major General Sir E. Collen, GCIE and 
CB, London England, redirected to Cromwell Road. 

$100

196  Sierra Leone 1837 SFL dateline “On board the James Capt Wrangles Nov 2 1837” en route to Sierra 
Leone, Deal bs (No 3 1837), red Paid Nov 4, ms “P8” and “GP”, reverse with “10 FN 10 NO 4 
1837”, to Islington, London England. Extensive five page letter incl. two cross written pages from 
missionary James Beal en route to Sierra Leone, writing to Rev John Smithurst, missionary who 
eventually served in Canada and was previously engaged to Florence Nightingale.

$300

197 D St. Helena group of 10 lithographs and prints, cut from antique books etc. Some toning. Interesting 
collateral material. Inspect.

$100

198  St. Helena group of 30 postcards and postal stationery postcards incl. 1900 registered postcard to Germany 
(purple censor POW, one stamp off), early town views, aerial view, harbour view postcards etc.

$200

199 */O St. Helena collection #1/47, 1856-1893, specialized study with duplicates of the first design issue, 
includes mint and used #1(6, 3 appear unused), 2b, 4, 5, 6(4), 7(7), 8/9(5), 12(4), 14(2), 15(2), 
17(2), 19, 23, 33(16), 34(18), 35(9), 36(11), 37(22), 38(12), 39(8), 47(10), plus 27 additional 
stamps with fancy cancels (grids, segmented grids and radial sunbursts).

$500

200 * St. Helena #60 10/- green and red on green, mint, H. CV US$275 (SG #70 CV £275) $100
201 * St. Helena #79var 1/2d  black and gray, two stamps, broken mainmast variety and cleft rock variety, 

both mint, H. (SG #97a, #97c, CV £165).
$75

202 * St. Helena #80var 1d  black and green, two stamps, rose red, three stamps, broken mainmast variety 
and cleft rock variety, both mint, H. (SG #98a, #98c, CV £165).

$75

203 * St. Helena #81var 1 1/2d rose red, three stamps, broken mainmast variety, torn flag variety and cleft 
rock variety, all mint, H, HR. (SG #99a, #99b, #99c, CV £295).

$125

204 ** St. Helena #82var 2d pale gray and gray, cleft rock variety, corner margin example in vertical left 
margin pair. The variety is mint, NH, the normal stamp is H. (SG #100c CV £100).

$75

205 * St. Helena #82var 2d pale gray and gray, two stamps, broken mainmast variety and cleft rock variety, 
both mint, H. (SG #100a, #100c CV £310).

$100

206 * St. Helena #82var 2d pale gray and gray, two stamps, broken mainmast variety and cleft rock variety, 
both mint, H. (SG #100a, #100c CV £310).

$100

207 * St. Helena #83var 3d ultramarine, three stamps, broken mainmast variety, torn flag and cleft rock, 
all mint, H. (SG #101a, #101b, #101c CV £370). Three stamps.

$100

208 * St. Helena #83var 3d ultramarine, three stamps, broken mainmast variety (mint, H), torn flag (mint, 
NH) and cleft rock in pair (mint, H). (SG #101a, #101b, #101c CV £372). Four stamps, three 
varieties, one being in a pair with normal stamp.

$100

209 */O St. Helena #84var 5d red and green, broken mainmast variety, used, with rounded corner at UL; cleft 
rock variety on mint, HR. (SG #103a, #103c CV £600). Two stamps.

$200

210 * St. Helena #85var 6d red violet and black, broken mainmast variety, mint, LH, torn flag variety, 
mint, H. (SG #104a, #104b CV £600). Two stamps.

$200

211 * St. Helena #86var 8d violet and black, cleft rock variety, mint, H. (SG #105c CV £180), and #86var 
8d broken mainmast variety, mint, HR (SG #105a CV £200). Two stamps CV £ 380

$150
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212 * St. Helena #86var 8d violet and black cleft rock variety, mint, H. (SG #105c, CV £180). $100
213 * St. Helena #87var 1/- dark brown and black, broken mainmast variety, mint, very faint LH. (SG 

#106a CV £375)
$100

214 * St. Helena #87var 1/- dark brown and black, torn flag variety, mint, LH. (SG #106b CV £500) $150
215 * St. Helena #91var 5/- green and black on yellow, torn flag variety, mint, H. (SG #95b CV £950) $200
216 * St. Helena #79-93 1/2d to 10/- Badge of Colony set of 15, mint, H. CV $477 (SG #97-112 CV 

£425).
$100

217 * St. Helena #79-93 1/2d to 10/- Badge of Colony set of 15, mint, H. CV $477 (SG #97-112 CV 
£425).

$150

218 * St. Helena #94 15/- Badge of Colony, mint, LH, top value set of 15, mint, H. CV $1,100 (SG #113 
CV £1,100).

$100

219 * St. Helena #95var 4d black on yellow, three stamps, broken mainmast variety, torn flag and cleft rock 
(corner margin single), all mint, H. (SG #92a, #92b, #92c CV £800). Three stamps.

$250

220 * St. Helena #101-110 1/2d to 10/- Centenary issue, mint, H. CV $472. (SG #114-123 CV £425) $150
221  St. Helena Boer War postal history group, 10 covers incl. 1901 CGH 5x1d on censored registered 

cover to POW Broad Bottom Camp, St. Helena, purple Censor POW; 1901 1d CGH tied by Ceres 
squared circle on cover to Deadwood Camp, St. Helena with censor tape; 1901 Natal 2 1/2d blue 
to POW, St. Helena with triangular “Passed by Censor Deadwood”; 1901 1d CGH Kimberley 
with Passed By Censor (Carlton Capt?) to Boradbottom Camp, St. Helena; 1901 VRI 1d Passed 
Press Censor, NPR, to Broadbottom Camp, St. Helena; 1901 ERI 1d x 3 Passed Press Censor 
Johnannesburg oval to Deadwood Camp; 1900 St. Helena 2 1/2d tied by St. Helena to Arnhem, 
Holland, purple Censor Prisoner of War, stamp scuffed; 1901 Bechuanaland Protectorate 2d(2) to 
Deadwood Camp, purple triangle and censor tape; 1901 ERI 1d Johannseburg oval Passed Press 
Censor to Deadwood Camp; 1901 Holland 5c, 7 1/2c Amsterdam to Deadwood Camp, St. Helena 
with purple triangle.

$250

222  St. Helena postal history 1900-1960, nine covers incl 1900 St. Helena cds ties #37 3d surcharge 
on 6d pays 3d single rate registered rate to Canada (1d Imperial penny postage per 1/2 oz and 2d 
registration rate); 1937 PO envelope with Badge of colony 1/2d pair, 1d, 1 1/2d, 2d and 3d registered 
to Canada; 1935 Silvery Jubilee set on small cover with 1/2d badge of colony, registered to Scotland 
(foxing); 1937 cover with Badge of colony 1/2d pair and 1d to England; 1926 cover with 2d Badge 
of colony to Canada; 1934 large cover with Centenary issue 1/2d(10), 1d, 1 1/2d(4), 2d(2), 3d, 6d 
registered airmail to Germany “via Kaptown, London, Berlin, Par Avion Dakar, Casablanca, Paris, 
Berlin” with red Berlin Mit Luftpost Befordert and arrival bs ( 8 8 34 17-18); 1952 cover with 
George VI Badge of colony  #118/124, 9 stamps 1/2d to 1/-, registered to India; 1960 with QEII 
1/2d to 2/6 to England; 1956 two covers registered airmail with QEII 1/2d to 2/6, total 11 stamps

$250

223 * St. Helena #79/86var Badge of Colony varieties balance group incl. mint #79var 1/2d broken 
mainmast (2) (SG #97a CV £170), #79var cleft rock (SG #97c CV £75), #80var 1d cleft rock (SG 
#98c CV £75), #81var 1 1/2d broken mainmast, torn flag varieties (2) (SG #99a, #99b CV £200), 
#82var 2d broken mainmast (SG #100a CV £160), #86var 8d cleft rock variety (SG #105c CV 
£160). And used #80var 1d broken mainmast with cds but creased (SG #98a CV £95). Total 9 
stamps. SG CV £935.

$75

224 */** St. Helena collection, 1890-1953 mint incl. #40-46 1890-1897 Victorian mint group, all H, HR incl 
1/2d(4), 1d(5), 1 1/2d(4), 2d(4), 2 1/2d(1), 5d(2), 10d(4) (CV $328); #48/60 incl #48(5) 49(5), 
56(5), 57(5), 58(5), 60 (top value 10/-), #73 (CV $570);  #61-70 mint, H (CV $177); #73(4), 
#74(5) (CV $120); #111-114 (CV $31.15); #140-152 QEII set (CV $104); #MR1, MR2(3) (CV 
$9.30). Total CV US$1,339.45

$250

225 */** Tristan da Cunha group incl. #1-12 mint, H set complete, #1-11 mint, NH short set with bottom  
imprint tabs (missing top value), and a cover with #1-9 1/2d to 1/- on 1952 small cover, registered 
to London, England.

$100

226 ** Tuvalu 1976-1989, carton of new issues, often three of each incl. S/S, booklets etc. $150
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Canada Postal History
227  Canada cover lot, 32 covers and cards, best incl. 1934 15¢ air to Canal Zone, 1934 15¢ air to 

Bahamas, 1948 US Embassy free, corks, flags etc.
$100

228 */O Canada, two volume collection in KAE hingeless albums, used #4 with a tiny cancel, #15 pair and 
strip of three, no other Pence, Cents or LQ, but 50c Widow weed mint, 5c, 6c, 15c Jubilees mint, 
mixed Leaf/Numeral mint and used, bit of Edwards, Quebecs offered as separate lot elsewhere, scant 
Admirals but with some coils, and from Scroll to 1980s largely complete with much NH. The back 
of the book is strong with complete airmail and Special delivery mint, mint pairs #F1, F2, some 
postage dues, mint War Tax, and complete mint officials incl. O9, O25, O27, no 4 hole or 5 hole 
OHMS. An extensive collection worthy of expansion.

$1,500

229  1937 Mufti issue collection of postal history, 124 items incl. covers, cards and two cheques, variety 
of domestic, postage due, US, overseas, airmail, registered, advertising. Spotted 75c registered parcel 
tag with crown wax seal, airmail to British Guiana, Colombia, Spain (with consular hs and censor, 
but front only), England, Wales, Scotland, Norway and more. Inspect.

$750

230  Canada cover box, several hundred with strength in Mufti issue, War Issue, Postage-Postes issue and 
some modern. Spotted group of Shediac-Foynes FFCs, some travelling letter box covers, foreign 
destinations and odd usages. Inspect.

$300

231  500+ Canada covers/cards/fronts in shoebox from Victoria (58), Edward VII (46), George V (120 
incl. 69 fronts to Belgium), George VI (291 incl military, perfins, officials, etc.). Inspect.

$200

232  Carton of Canada postal stationery, hundreds of items, mint and used, largely modern with some 
specialization in Hydro cards and flimsies. Inspect.

$100

233  Canada covers, 1950-1970s, hundreds in small carton, mostly all town cancels and often on neat 
business return address covers. A collectors start to a town cancel collection abandoned for other 
pursuits. A worthy lot for the show dealer

$100

234  Canada postal stationery cards, all Hydro cards and flimsies from Centennial to Fisher issue in a 
hefty carton, thousands of cards for the specialist. Measures 35 linear inches of cards. Just wow. Dig 
in

$200

235  Canada cover carton, 1940s to modern, plus few zip lock bags of stamps on piece with lots of town 
cancels. Worth a look.

$100

236  Canada modern cover carton, commercial controlled mail source, lots of commemoratives, #8, #10 
sizes. Cancel interest but strength is in-period use of commemoratives.

$75

237  Canada cover box, 500+ covers, mostly $1 to $5 each, sort the good from the bad and toss the rest 
in your $1 box. An instant stock for show dealer or fresh injection of material. 

$150

238  Canada cover lot, 50 covers and cards, a few fronts, Small Queen to modern, spotted slogans, flags, 
airmail, good variety.

$100

239  Airmail first flight cover group in small box, 125 covers, 1928-1946, virtually all with cachets, saw 
some registered, overseas, etc.

$100

240  Canada cover box, small box with 225 covers and cards, from Small Queen to early QEII with most 
being SQ to Admiral, spotted registered SQ, three registered 7c Edward, some advertising and cork 
cancels, postcards, military cigarette cards etc, some stationery.

$150

241  Canada covers in carton, three binders incl. one old time spring back, stampless to early QEII but 
most are Victorian to George VI, spotted advertising, small towns, registered etc. Careful inspection 
will reward. Circle this lot to examine closely.

$400

242  Seven George V and George VI bisect covers incl. 1927 use 2c Admiral bisect on 1c Victorian postal 
stationery, 1939 3c Royal Visit and 2c Royal Visit bisect on Sept 1 cover Granville Ferry, NS to local 
address, 1939 3c Royal Visit and 2c Royal Visit bisect on Sept 3 cover (first day of WWII), 1935 use 
of 2c Medallion pair, one being vertical bisect, 1937 two 2c Pictorial vertical bisects both tied, 1947 
use of diagonal 8c Peace tied by Vernon, BC large datestamp across bisect, 1953 3c Moose, 2c Postes 
Postage bisect tied twice across bisect.

$100

243  Canada cover album, 200+ covers and cards from stampless to QEII, spotted Small Queen, Leaf 
and Numeral, advertising, CPR postal cards, FDCs, squared circles, postcards and more. A few 
worldwide included as well.

$200
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244  Canada cover carton, with hundreds of covers and cards, largely post-WWII but includes interesting 
modern rates, cancels and peculiar things like postage due, event covers, some modest 1930s-1940s 
advertising cc covers. A few stampless but little if any Victorian era. Inspect.

$150

245  90 First flight covers, 1929-1938, variety of flights, spotted some scarcer frankings (5c MaGee, 5c 
Scroll). Useful group.

$100

246  Small cover group, incl. July 15 1859 (early Cents usage) 5c Beaver on cover from Hamilton with 
grid “16”, nine 3c Small Queen covers 1880-1885 from/to Winnipeg, Jack Fish Lake (Algoma), 
Richards Landing (Algoma), St. Catherines, Smithville, etc. 1908 2c Edward to Gore Bay, some 
rough opening at left. 

$100

247  Canada cover carton, 100s, largely 1950s - 1970s, incl official, registered, airmail, meter, advertising, 
spotted group of private cachet FDCs, Canada Post presentation folder for few modern issues, other 
odd things.

$200

248 */O British Columbia postal strike mail, 133 mint stamps/cinderellas, 55 covers and one copy of 
specialized catalogue Covert “Strike, Courier and Local Post of the Elizabethan era,”, 2nd edition, 
1992. A specialized sideline collection ready to go.

$200

249  Canada medium sized carton of covers, spotted 100s of postal stationery (Victorian to QEII), 
handful of Centennial era covers, big clump of War issue to early QEII and much more.

$200

250  Canada, two large carton of covers, approximately 8 shoe boxes worth incl. FDCs, modern 1950s 
- 2000s covers, correspondence, a bit of earlier though not much, some meter and official “G”, 
“OHMS” covers.

$150

Canada Collections
251 */O Canada collection, 1851-1971 in Lighthouse hingeless album incl. Pence (faulty) #2, 8, 13, Cents 

issue 15, 17-20, Large Queens including extra copies, spotted mint 15c LQ, Small Queens to 50c 
incl. extras, RLS F1-F3 with mint F1 and F3, mix Jubilees to 50c (mint and used), Leaf to Quebecs 
(mix of mint and used), Admirals mostly used with some mint and War Tax, largely complete from 
Scroll to 1971, with back of the book official, special delivery but no airmail and only a few postage 
dues. Inspect.

$2,500

252  Canada modern cover box with FDCs, postal stationery, specialized individual town cancels on cover 
(collecting one of each modern, and preserving modern postal history), other odd items. Hundreds 
and a big sort.

$100

253 */O Canada collection in red Lighthouse hingeless album, 1868-1951 then 1972-1984, plus back of the 
book. Virtually complete mix of mint and use with LQs (few mint NH, fancy corks, leaf, SON cds), 
LQ watermarked paper, Small Queens incl. pairs, 20¢ Widow Weed SON, #F1-3, Jubilees mint 
to 50¢, and seemingly complete from thereon including coils, war tax, special delivery, officials $1 
OHMS and G ferry, lacks first issue dues. Some faults as expected. High CV. Inspect.

$1,500

254 O 1868-1968 Canada used collection in CWS Northstar album, Large Queens to QEII, scattered 
representation of early material, LQ, SQ and Jubilees, thereafter largely complete and most with 
cds, SON, select cancels. Mounts for blocks on reverse of pages but removed. A life time collection 
assembled with choice strikes. Inspection highly recommended.

$500

255 O 1969-2000 Canada used collection in four CWS Northstar albums with slip cases, virtually complete 
with almost every stamp cds or SON cancelled. An amazing lifetime accomplishment assembling 
truly collectible, top quality used stamps. Mounts for used blocks on the reverse of each page but 
since removed. An incredible collection. Inspect.

$750

256 ** Canada #587/838 matched set plate blocks in PO plastic packs, total face $550+ $200
257 */** Canada mint stock book 1920s-1980s incl. 8c Admiral (7), stated #465Bi very dull paper (CV 

$320), matched PB of $1, $2 Olympic diver and sprinter, other mint plate blocks etc.
$100

258 */O Canada tagging errors #455/1288 in binder with write up and illustration. $100
259 */O Canada collection, 1868-1971 in Lighthouse hingeless album with slipcase, used from Large Queens 

(full set plus extras), #33 3c LQ laid paper, used, Small Queens incl. Widow Weeds, Jubilees selection 
of mint and used spotted mint 6c, 8c, 10c, 15c, used 50c, , Maps (a few mint and used), Leaf, 
Numerals, Edwards, Quebec and Admirals, War Tax  largely complete from Scroll to modern with 
mix of mint and used, B.O.B. incl. OHMS and G officials, special delivery but no postage dues.

$1,500
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260 */O Canada album of Beliski varieties, 60 page Lindner album with slip case with his remarkable sales 
slips plus the stamps. All modern 1950s-1970s material, superb for flyspecker or marketing student 
to study his genius in writing sales material. Worthwhile at

$200

261 P Canada revenue group, in #102 cards etc incl. used #FCF4 $2 consular on piece, FX50, FPS17, 20, 
OV8, FWm71 etc. plus tobaccos Owner’s STC $500

$100

262 ** Canada three volume collection / exhibit in production of the Parliament and Peace tower issues of 
1977 -1982 Peace Tower series, 1982-1989 Artifact and Parliament series and 1985 Parliament and 
Cameo. A great deal written up and already mounted on exhibit pages including varieties, tagging, 
perfins, cover usages and most especially extensive examination of booklets and varieties (partial 
missing values etc.). An exciting and under studied area of Canadian philately waiting for a specialist 
to “own” these issues. Be the resident expert. See longleyauctions.com for more scans.

$1,500

263 ** Canada Cameo issue to modern in 14 stockbooks, with extensive SS and complete booklets, extensive 
quantity, spotted Peace issue official mint 1c-20c and other little surprises, like modern varieties. For 
the modern specialist or someone who wants to supercharge their modern portion of their collection 
with one purchase. Inspection highly recommended.

$1,200

264 */O Canada balance lot, spotted #58 15c Jubilee VF, HR, #126 1c Admiral strip of four mint, #224 13c 
Confederation lower imprint block of six, VF, NH, #MR3 unused block of four, modern 52c pig 
with missing gold variety (uncertifiable as they can be manufactured), George VI “Postes/Postage” 
booklet panes, mixture of Newfoundland, stockbook of lower value things.

$100

265 */O Canada collection in three White Ace albums from Small Queen to 1990 with extensive mint singles 
and blocks and plate blocks, used throughout with quantities (3c SQ), and used blocks (1930s - ), 
two used Bluenose stamps. The used blocks are quite nice.

$750

266  Canada balance lot incl. mint file folder incl. $1 Vancouver, shoebox of used sorted by catalogue 
number, small leather binder with mint hinged blocks late Geo VI to early QEII, two collection 
binders incl. mint Admirals, mint modern blocks etc.

$300

267 */O Canada collection in hingeless KABE album incl. used #12 3d perforated with 4 ring “18”, few 
clipped perfs, Cents #14-15, 17-20 incl mint #14, unused #20, Large Queens mixture of mint and 
used incl. 1c yellow with 2 ring “5”, 6c with pre-printing crease variety, 1/2c spur variety, etc., nice 
mint Small Queens and used as well, mint Widow Weeds, mint set Leaf, used Widow Weeds, used 
RLSs, extra mint Leaf, used “WJG” Gage perfin on 5c Leaf, mint Jubilees to 50c, selected used 
Jubilees with cds or squared circles incl. 1/2c, 1c, 3c, 6c, 8c, 10c, 20c, mint Maps and mint set 
Quebec, used Quebec, mixture of mint and used Numerals with pages of extra used incl precancel 
etc., mint and used Admiral mix, and largely complete from Scroll onwards and back of book as well. 
Worthy of careful inspection.

$2500

268 */O Canada collection, mint and used in one album and two stock books, scattered early material, 
value in face postage and plate blocks. Inspect.

$250

269 ** Canada Year Sets 1992/2003 incl. 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995(2), 1996(2), 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 
2001, 2003, sealed plus a few empty (1987, 1989, 1990).

$200

270 ** Canada mint modern plate blocks 1970s onwards, some in MS packaging. $100
271 ** Canada mint box with stockbooks, year sets, from 1960s to `1980s generally, spotted quantities of 

Centennial blocks and plate strips, booklets and more. Inspect
$350

272 */O Canada group comprised of one album (scattered early representation, mint and used) and two stock 
binders with manila pages and duplicates in quantities, sorted by catalogue number

$150

273 */O Canada collection, 1859-1986, spotted mint 10c Jubilee and others, largely mint from 1940s 
onwards, good used representation incl #15, 50c Bluenose, Admirals, high denomination 1900s 
etc., back of the book and Newfoundland. Good quantity of mint face value.

$300

274 */O Newfoundland collection in Lindner hingeless album with slip case, #48/270 plus back of book. 
Used incl. scattered earlier material, but mos stamps are mint. Spotted mint #56, 57, 59, 61-66, 68, 
72, 78-85, 87, 89, 108, 115-126, 130, 131/143, 145-159, 163-171, 172-182, 183/199, 214-216, 
218-220, 226-229, 234-243, 253-266, C2 VF, H, C3 VF, H, C6, C9 etc. Inspect. CV over $2,500.

$500
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275 */O Expo 67 collection as mounted three frame exhibit, 48 pages neatly mounted and written up 
with adult and child passports, tourist accommodation cards and two parking tokens, stamps by 
participating countries, FDCs, covers mailed with registered boxed hs “EXPO 67-1”, “EXPO 67’2”, 
“EXPO 67-3”, UN souvenir folder, Russian special postal stationery card with Posokhin (the pavilion 
designer) handed out to special guests, US FDC with missing blue printing on FDC, French Pavilion 
proof, rejected Congo tete-beche souvenir sheet proof, and many more stamps, postcards, covers. For 
worldwide collectors of expositions, this is an opportunity to acquire an exhibit built by a Canadian 
in the country that it was hosted. Excellent thematic collection worthy of expansion.

$750

276 ** Canada year sets 1977-1986 inclusive, most still sealed. $200
277 ** Canada year sets 1978-1983 inclusive, most still sealed. $75
278 */O Canada collection in Harris album 1859-1977 incl. back of book. few early stamps (#15, #28) 

scattered Small Queens and Jubilees, higher degree of completion from Leaf onwards and most sets 
(Scroll etc.) into modern era. Also includes a stockbook and binder of mint singles and plate blocks 
(mostly 1950s-1970s).

$150

279 O Canada stamp horde, neatly organized by catalogue number in 10 binders and three shoeboxes, 
sometimes 100s of each stamp, Little early material with strength in post WWII. Inspect

$200

280 */O Canada sheet and block horde from War issue to 1970s largely, spotted perforated OHMS, overprint 
“G”, 1950s-1960s plate blocks and blocks in quantity, small green box with better incl. Canada mint 
6c SQ, 50c Admiral, 13c Britannia, WWII war savings booklet, binders and stock books incl. mint 
$1 Ferry block etc. Some used and a bit of worldwide. Worth inspection.

$750

281 */** Canada shoebox of mint stamps organized by catalogue number, 1960s-1980s, 5c to 60c values incl 
plate blocks. Face value $702. 

$350

282 */O Canada collection, 1868-1971 in Lighthouse hingeless album from Large Queens (1/2c, 1c, 3c-15c), 
Small Queens incl. Widow Weeds, Leaf incl 10c mint, Jubilees mix of mint and used to 50c, Quebec 
mix of mint and used complete, Numerals used, Edwards, Admirals incl some mint, coils, and 
imperfs, Scroll to 1971 largely complete, extensive B.O.B. incl.  OHMS and G officials.

$1,000

283 */O Canada collection, 1868-1983 in Lighthouse hingeless album with slipcase, used from Large Queens 
(full set plus extras), Small Queens incl. Widow Weeds, Leaf incl 10c mint, Jubilees (mint 1/2c 
to 10c, 20c, used 15c, 50c to $5, the $1 having a SPECIMEN hs), mix of mint and used Leafs, 
Numerals, Edwards, Quebec and Admirals, War Tax inland revenue overprints, largely complete 
from Scroll to modern with mix of mint and used, extensive B.O.B. incl. OHMS and G officials, 
RLS incl. #F3 8c RLS. Inspect.

$2,000

284 */O Canada estate in carton incl. “main’ collection in three ring binder, largely used 1/2c Large Queen 
to 1980s, with some degree of completion in George V and VI era and some mint, three binders of 
FDCs, mint plate blocks (largely 1970s), and a few year sets 1997-81, 1983.

$200

285 ** Canada mint modern in two binders, groups of souvenir sheets and full panes, spotted Alaska cruise 
SS (#1991C-D). Inspect.

$300

286 */O Canada collection in carton incl Schaubek album, Small Queens to 1988, spotted 1c SQ vertical 
precancel, other earlier used, used to modern era and then some mint modern, also two stockbooks 
with 1000s incl mint modern face and some loose.

$350

287 ** Canada year sets in large carton, 1978/2014 incl 2000 Millennium, other premium products, few 
tins of stamps etc.

$200

288 */** Three Canada collections, all in CWS albums, 1898-1970s, largely mint in hingeless mounts, 
presumably made for each of three children, the first album with earlier material and sets to $1, 
other two with less. All three with extensive mint from 1970-1985 era. Inspect.

$400

289 ** Canada Year sets1982-1988 in bankers box, 1982-1985 (3 of each), 1987 (3), 1988 (five white box, 
three silver box), no 1986.

$200

290 ** Canada Year sets 1974-1981 incl.. 1974 (small format), 1975-1981 (large format 3 hole punched). $100
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291 O Canada back of book collection incl. very extensive 5 hole perf “OHMS” stamps, being 92 stamps. 
Although this comes from an old, established collection, the authenticity of some is questioned 
considering the recent spate of presumed forgeries flooding the market, which can only be 
differentiated with careful study. Next is a collection of 4 hole OHMS perfins (120 stamps), spotting 
2c and 3c Mufti coils which should not exist, again suggesting some are not genuine. Finally, OHMS 
and G overprints, postage dues and war tax (spotted MR2B, MR2Bi, MR2C, MR2Ci, MR2D, 
MR5 etc. Also includes some NS, NB and PEI stamps.

$1,000

292 */O Newfoundland collection in stock book, #1/J7, with numerous pence, extensive cents issues, Guy 
issue (lithographed), and rest of country to 1940s, Lacks early airmail but later ones there, along with 
postage dues, $1 Labrador cinderella. Noted mint #3, 12A, 21-23, 32, 32A, 41, 88/97 and more. 
Used #8, 11A 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30-31, 32A, 33-40, 42-43, 47 and much more. Inspect.

$1,000

293 */O Canada small carton of mint and used on approval cards and pages, Small Queens to modern, incl. 
singles, blocks, better items, used booklet panes, wide range of material useful for dealer.

$200

294 */O Canada carton, binders with back of the book stamps incl. airmail, semi-postal, special delivery, 
RLS, postage due, war tax and postal stationery and covers. Spotted a used #CLP6 (damaged), some 
revenues, a binder of covers with more covers throughout.

$250

295 */O Canada carton, binders with general stamps, mostly George VI to modern, includes some cancel 
interest and cut squares organized by province.

$150

296 */O Canada carton incl new issues (blocks, plate blocks and FDCs), stamps on and off paper, some covers 
incl. Edward cover group from Staples, Ont etc.

$200

297 */O Canada carton of binders with mint Canada singles and blocks mostly 1950s to modern, organized 
by year. A few pages of early used Canada included.

$300

298 */O Canada collection in Lighthouse album with slip case, 1852-1950 incl. used #4, 8, 10 (poorly 
centered and possibly rebacked), #11 (perf fault), #12 (thin), #1419, #221-30, #35-45, Jubilees to 
50c (with a few mint), Leaf, Numeral, Map, Quebec, Edwards, then mixture of mint with some used 
from Confederation to 1950, extensive Special Delivery, War Tax and officials, postage dues (last 
issue only) and RLS incl. min #F3 8c RLS (crease at top). Inspect.

$2,500

299 */O Canada collection, 1852-1975 in Lighthouse album with slip case #7 10d (only Pence stamp), then 
Cents issues light cancel or unused, used LQ, SQ and RLS, mint Jubilees to 20c, then mixed mint 
and used Leaf, Numerals and Edwards, then largely complete and mint from Quebec issue to 1970s. 
Back of the book largely complete but postage dues scattered. Noted 50c Bluenose F-VF, NH, etc.

$2,500

300 O Canada Cents issue collection, 20 Lighthouse album pages with #14(2), #15(2), #17(20), #18(20), 
#19(18), #20(17), with a few extra #17 tucked into the #16 spot just for convenience, occasional 
fault, cancel and re-entry study interest. See longleyauctions.com for more scans. CV as F $9,960.

$2,000

301 O Canada collection duplicates on Lighthouse stock pages, largely early material incl. #14(7), #18(3), 
#22, 24, 25, 27(8), 28(4), 29/30(10), selection of Small Queens, Jubilees incl. 20c and 50c, selected 
8c Leaf, scattered used through to 1940s, some back of book. Inspect.

$400

302 */O Canada collection, 1852-1975 in Lighthouse hingeless album with slip case, spotted used #5, #14-
20 (less #16), extensive Large Queens, Small Queens and RLS (these largely used but a few mint), 
then mixed mint and used Jubilees to 50c, Leaf to 10c, Numeral to 20c, Edward to 50c, extensive 
Admirals with more mint, then Confederation to 1975 with mix of mint and used, officials, airmail, 
special delivery largely complete, postage due is light. Inspect.

$2,500

303 */O Canada collection, 1852-1985 in Lighthouse hingeless album with slipcase, highlights incl. used #5 
(crease), 14-15, 17-20, 21-30 (incl crown cancel on 15c), 35/48, mint Jubilees to 50c, then $2 roller 
used with crease, $3 unused with surface scuff, $4 used with sealed tear, Quebec mint, Numeral, 
Edward and Admirals mix of mint and used, largely mint from Confederation though a few higher 
values used, back of book incl. officials, special delivery, RLS, but few airmail and postage due, a few 
semi-official. Inspect.

$3,500

304 */O Newfoundland collection, 1857-1947 in Lighthouse hingeless album incl. numerous early pence #1/23, 
with range of 1861-1862 issue, spotted #11A , then #26, 30, 33, a mint #38, and continued representation 
throughout to Guy issue (a bit spotty but #96 mint), then through to last issues, a bit of postage dues but 
very few airmail. An interesting collection with most value in early imperforates. Inspect.

$1,500
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305 */O Canada collection, 1852-1985 in Lighthouse hingeless album, noted Pence (all varying degrees of 
faults) #4, 5a, 5b, 7, 8, 10, 14-15, 17-20, used Large Queens with extras, Small Queens to 50c with 
extras, F1-3, Jubilees to 50c, mixed mint and used Leaf, Numeral, and Edwards complete, Quebec 
issue, Admirals with mint and used and extras (imperf, coils, War Tax), then largely complete to 
about 1975 and then scattered to 1985. Back of the book including some officials, special delivery 
etc. Inspect.

$3,000

306 */O Canada balance lot incl Large Queens, Small Queens and PEI. $200
307 */O Victorian stamp group of misc. incl. mint Small Queens 1¢, two mint strips of three, both full og, 

2¢ mint block of four, full og, 3¢(3 singles), then Numeral used blocks of 1/2¢, 1¢, 2¢ and quantity 
of 3¢ Jubilees (20+), Numeral low values.

$100

308 O Canada used collection, 1913-1985 in large stockbook, with duplicates (often up to 5), spotted #157 
Bluenose, 2c Scroll coil strip of four, $1 Cavell, Arch coils incl pairs, plate scratch varieties identified 
in this era, extensive Centennials. Also spotted mint Arch cock-eyed king coil pairs. Inspect.

$300

309 ** Canada year sets from 1978-1990, 1995 and 1997, total 16, plus 8 small folder sets from 1960s. $400
310 O Canada used collection, 1985-2016 in five large stock books, stamps carefully selected for very 

light cancels and/or CTO and handed back, includes coils, panes, souvenir sheets, booklet stamps 
etc. Hundreds of stamps and just gorgeous. The lot is perfect for the modern collector that attends 
local shows digging through hundreds of used stamps of each issue looking for that perfect stamp. 
Inspection highly recommended.

$700

311 */** Canada mint group #54, 56(tiny thin), 57 light crease, 58 (no gum), 144 5c Laurier inscription 
block of eight, NH, 224-227 (no gum), 227 NH, 302 $1 Fish plate block NH, O16-25 LH.

$200

312 F 1875 article “The Spud Papers” with 6 forgeries tipped in incl 3d triangle, 5c harp seal, 13c ship, 24c 
blue Victoria, Nova Scotia 10c Victoria, New Brunswick 12 1/2c ship.

$75

313 O Canada used block collection 1898-1970s, several hundred blocks, many selected for cds cancels, 
spotted 1/2c Numeral, $1 Admiral, Historical issue, 13c Silver Jubilee, 50c BC Parliament, $1 Ferry 
and much more.

$500

Worldwide - By Country
314 O China town cancel collection in stock book, 1913-1941, 500 stamps from junk issue to Sun Yat-sen 

issues, on and off paper, singles, pairs, strips and blocks, 2¢ postage due strip of three, etc.
$750

315 */O China collection on old pages #99/1163, plus back of book including provinces and airmail. 
Smattering of stamps and some early cancel interest (rectangular imperial cancel on 1898 issue, etc.).

$100

316 */O China collection 1913-1948 neatly mounted on home made album pages, with several extra pages 
of duplicates, largely used with some mint, includes postage dues. Inspect.

$400

317 */O China, old time horde in small box, with some sorting by issue type, some mint blocks and some on 
paper used, a few perfins. From a lifetime collector with access to a continual mail stream. Seems to 
be largely 1930s-1940s issues, Sun Yet-Sen, junk ship and a bit of PRC. 

$200

318 */O China related (to and from) cover group incl. China 1941 internal airmail with large pictorial cancel 
(hand holding a baton?), 1947 surcharged values airmail $4850 registered airmail to Canada, 1947 
$4500 surcharged stamps, registered airmail to Canada, three covers each with single franking on 
China 4c overprint on German 10pf red from Hankau (1914, 1915, 1915) to Germany, 1934 
Chekiang via Daien Paquebot (INPO) to Ireland, 1932 GB formula registered envelope to Shanghai, 
six 1940s WWI era German cover to Shanghai and Hangkow, incl airmail, postal stationery, censored, 
two German inflation era postcards to Shanghai and 1931 registered airmail postal stationery to 
Shanghai. Interesting group.

$150

319 ** Comoro Island #190/756 plus some B.O.B., largely all mint sets NH, spotted #254-259, 268-273, 
301-306, 471-479, 579-586, 591-598, 609-613, 623-627, 706-711, 752-756, C153-157, J6-22, 
and more. CV $403

$100

320 ** Congo, Peoples Republic #129/1107 plus some B.O.B., largely all mint sets NH, spotted #453-458, 
534-538, 551-556, 703-710, 735-739, 869-874, C256-260, C261-265, C266-270, C282-286, 
C296A-296E, and more. CV $240

$75
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321 ** Costa Rica #184/309 and bunch of airmail, largely all mint sets NH, spotted #267-273, C354-361, 
C759-764 (CV %$ butterflies), C782-785, and more. CV $210

$75

322 */O Cuba collection, 1855-1957, scattered early colonial material, and mint highlights 1936 Matanzas, 
1959 nurses imperf strip, 1931 airplanes mint, 1931 surcharge inc. imperf (2), two sets Matanzas 
imperf, Matanzas set, C31 NH SS, 1937 Writers and artists set NH, C30-31 NH, 1940 Rowland 
Hill SS NH, C96-106 NH, C126a SS NH, plus $1,000+ STC colonial at back with specialized 
plating notes on early material. Inspect.

$250

323 * France #54 10c, mint, og, toned gum. CV $540 $150
324 O France #311-312, 75c and 1F50c Vimy memorial, lower right corner blocks of four, both NH, 

75c with creased corner tab, 1F50 one stamp with small inclusion kernel, CV as stamps with block 
premium CV $230US.

$100

325 F France and colonies forgeries collection, 318 examples neatly mounted on album pages in springback 
album. Virtually every one is identified as a Fournier. Countries include Indo-China, Diego Suarez, 
Senegambia, Martinique, Dahomey, Canton, French Guinea, Moheli, Guiana, Yunnansen, Mongtze, 
Comoro Islands, Benin, French Indian Settlements, French Oceanic Settlements (carion forgeries), 
Ivory Coast, Madagascar, New Caledonia, Reunion, St. Pierre & Miquelon, Senegal,. Mostly all the 
tablet type but a few others including 5 franc mauve lilac. Also includes three extracts from Fournier 
album page for Annam et Tonkin showing 15 forged surcharge, three Tonkin datestamps and five 
Cochinchine datestamps. No modern digital forgeries. Splendid collection, rarely offered. Inspect.

$500

326 */O Germany carton incl. old time Shaubeck album for Germany, plus extra pages for Berlin, KaBe 
album with more Berlin and German duplicates, few small tins of loose. Old time collection.

$200

327 */O Germany collection in Schaubek album, 1872-1988, largely used with good completion, much 
earlier material, missing most expensive things but good value.

$250

328 */O Germany new issues 1969-2001 in glassines, and original post office shipping envelopes, plus 
stockbook with some used.

$100

329 */O Germany collection in two KaBe albums from early states to WWI, then BRD (Bundsrepublik) to 
1989, 1000s of stamps and mint and used modern in hingeless mounts etc.

$300

330 */O 1941-1944 Gusen (Mautheausen, AUSTRIA) German concentration camp correspondence, 35 
items incl. 11 intact printed forms (various layouts) with postage stamps and messages, 23 single or 
multi-sheet letters (no address panel or stamp) incl one half sheet, and one printed notice regarding 
Christmas packages. Stamped examples are largely 12pf red Hitler, one with two 6d purple Hitler, 
one with partial stamp removal, and addressed to Wilamowice (Wilmesau), Poland. Correspondence 
is from Franz Stuszek (ID # 3636 and later #43044), Block 6/II, or IB. Small printed form instructs 
that one Christmas package is allowed, with groceries and tobacco only, any other goods confiscated, 
and that contents and exact address of detainee must be declared, with pink “Gusen” handstamp. 
This was presumable included in a letter to a recipient outside the camp to provide instruction 
on sending Christmas packages. The form letters have a variety of printing formats including 
“Konzentrationslagur Mauthusen/Gusen Oberdonau” with Mauthusen crossed out, “Gusen”, 
“Gusen St. Georgen” etc written in with pen. The three Gusen concentration camps were part of the 
larger Mauthusen camp system and served as slave labour camps with half of the prisoners dying. 
The Gusen camp also served as the central SS camp where looted goods were sorted for return to 
Germany.

$1,500

331 */O Germany collection in Schaubek album plus two stock books, incl. Germany, largely DDR, extras. 
1000s of stamps. Inspect.

$200

332 */O Germany DDR collection, 1949-1989 in old specialized KaBe album (worn spine), appears largely 
complete, mostly used with a bit of mint. Inspect.

$250

333 */O Guinea almost all mint (a few used stamps), #5/1455, spotted #752-757, 762-768, C145, 795-806, 
839-844, 8582-858, 953-960, B38-43, C137-142, etc. CV $500+

$150

334 ** Guinea-Bissau #367/896 sets mounted in hingeless mounts on homemade album pages, CV $201 $75
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335 */** Italian States - Sardinia mint blocks incl. #10 5c block of 11, og, all NH except one; #11 10c block 
of 11, og, all NH except one, lower left stamp with nibbled margin; #12 20c block of 5, og, NH; 
#15 3 l bronze on thin paper, irregular block of three, og, two NH, one H, small scissor cut between 
top two stamps. CV as cheapest shade and as singles $1,724.

$500

336 */O Japan collection in banker box with 5 Japan albums, from early dragon and chrysanthemum issues 
to 2000s, then two pages of very early issues (Owner STC $17,000+), a few stock books and two 
Sakura catalogues. An extensive collection that deserves special inspection. Spotted 1894 C1, SSs 
and complete sets, saw #422 in single, SS and ms of 5, New Year issues singles and SS, definitives, 
airmail issues including Airplane and pheasant issues, two very early stamp albums on rice paper 
(likely intended as souvenir sales item to tourist), prefecture issues (sheets, singles, booklets etc.), 
National Parks issues and Quasi National incl souvenir sheets and some presentation covers. Finally 
some large multiples in sheet and part sheets, and loose material still to be sorted. An amazing group. 
See longleyauctions.com for more scans.

$2,500

337 ** Japan collection, 1955-1970, oh White Ace Historical album pages, in hingeless mounts, seemingly 
all NH and complete. Spotted better items #607, 608a, 609, 613a, 625a, 636, 636A, 672, 703, 704, 
752-754, etc. 

$100

338 * Japan #435, 436 500y, 1000y mint, LH, watermark 257, perf 13 x 13.5, engraved. The top two 
values of the set. CV $1150 as NH, but these H.

$200

339 * Latvia - German Occupation #1N4 20pf with red “LIBAU” overprint, og, three expertising marks, 
CV $110.

$50

340 * Latvia - German Occupation #1N10 15pf with purple “LIBAU” overprint, og, H, two expertising 
marks (Kosack, Milkuski). CV $275.

$100

341 ** Macau #438A 1976 unissued 1p 4th century of the diocese, rare. NH. CV $150. $75
342 ** Macau #440-442 1976 Legislative Assembly set, NH. CV $176. $100
343 */O Malawi collection in six binders with substantial duplication, #1 to year 1996 incl. some FDCs etc. $300
344 O Poland mounted duplicated material early to 1970s including up to 40 of each stamp, organized in 

catalogue order on lined pages. Thousands of stamps on hundreds of pages. Ideal for stock, all the 
work is done

$75

345 ** Poland #830 1958 stagecoach souvenir sheet, on silk, imperforate, NH. CV $135. $60
346 ** Poland #1046-1048 Set of three 1962 World Ski Championship souvenir sheets, NH. CV $200. $100
347 ** Poland #B29 1938 Warsaw stamp show souvenir sheet. CV $125. $75
348 ** Poland #B29 1938 Warsaw stamp show souvenir sheet, imperforate. $100
349 ** Poland #B31 1938 Stratosphere Ballon souvenir sheet, (Michel BL 6). NH. CV $120 $75
350 ** Poland #B49c 1956 Education souvenir sheet, semi-postal (Michel BL 9), NH. CV $425. $175
351 ** Poland #C26d Roosevelt souvenir sheet , numbered #14841, NH. CV $325 $125
352 ** Poland #C34 1954 Philatelic congress aviation souvenir sheet, imperforate, NH. CV $275 $125
353 (*) South Russia - Krim Sevastapol, Mi #2, NH. $100
354 (*) Russia - Wenden (Livonia) #L3a 4k yellow green, unused, VF, with Philatelic Foundation certificate. 

CV $300
$100

355 ** Somali Coast, 1903 issue #47var 2f mint NH margin single with inverted centre, #56var 25c 
imperforate mint NH margin single with inverted camel variety, #56var 25c mint NH margin single 
with error of mosque in centre when it should be camel. 

$100

356 */O Sudan collection, 1897-1973 incl 1897 issue plus selection of identified forgeries, mint blocks of 12 
showing overprint varieties, multitude of desert postmaster stamps incl well struck used, mint, mint 
pairs and a few larger multiples (1948 stamp jubilee), a few covers.

$200

357 */O Tibet specialized collection, several hundred stamps and covers, presume most are forgeries but some 
appear to be genuine. The unsorted collection balance from Ken Kershaw, who wrote several books 
about Nepal and TIbet. Some are obviously and clearly marked forgeries but others are marked as 
genuine with plate position etc. This is NOT your normal junk collection and inspection is highly 
recommended

$500
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358 */O USA two volume collection in All American albums (scattered early with greater completion towards 
modern), noted back of book and some revenues. Also two stock binders with manila pages with 
duplicates in quantity.

$200

359 */O USA collection in  old time KaBe album and a second one (partial pages) in a Schaubek album, some 
earlier material but most of value is in mint modern face 1970s-1980s.

$150

360 */O US forgeries collection mounted on album pages, 28 items incl. Postmaster provisional block of 12, 
Knoxville block of four, D.O. Blood & Co city despatch, #384 pair with fake perfs as #388 (bad APS 
cert), fake #354 mint line coil pair, fake #388 coil pair, #519 with fake perfs, forgeries of O69, and 
O71 , facsimile o/p of #O60, O70, Fournier fake of Guam o/p, crude 1892 3c Columbus rebacked, 
coloured print, #39 90c (two examples), #317, 1901 1c steamer inverted fake, five newspaper stamps, 
#5 and #38 in black, 1c Kansas, #1393 Eisenhower 6c forgery, etc.

$500

361  US forgery cover collection, 10 items incl. 1867 94, 93, 93a 2c Black Jack bisect cover with bad 
APS cert, three US City Despatch fake covers with “Way 6”, “Shi[p” and “Nosy carrier”; New York 
postmaster provisional with Honour’s City Post local and steamer Anna Perret oval, a second NY 
provisional with USPO Despatch on front to San Francisco, City Despatch tete beche pair on New 
York local; 1846 5c Alexandria Post Office on Eastern RR cover to Boston; Fake embossed “US 
Sanitary Commission Soldiers Mail” on cover to Jasper, Indiana; and finally 1857 3c on Union 
patriotic flag cover from Boston with bad PF cert. All fakes. Reference collection.

$250

362 F USA - Hawaii forgeries, group of 14 items, #5/53b, mostly earlier issues but no Missionaries; incl. 
1863 2c Sperati die proof (signed by Sperati and “Philatelie et Art” cachet bs), Inspect.

$200

363 F USA- Confederate States forgery collection, mounted on album pages incl. 24 blocks of four, and 
twelve sheets of 20, variety of stamps, colours. Total 336 stamps.

$300

364 */O USA in carton, modest collection in binders on manila stock pages #25/826, often duplicated. $100
365 */O USA collection, 1847-1985 in two Lighthouse hingeless albums, incl. #1, 2, 7(7, though some 

purport to be better Types), 12 (corner creases), 13, 15(3), 17 (sealed tear), 1857-1861 1c(7, some 
duplicated), 3c(3), 5c(#29, 6, two with SE), 10c(4), 36, 38, 1861-1866 1c(2), 2c pair, 3c(7), 5c(#76, 
4), 10c(3), 12c(#97), 15c, 24c(5), 30c, 90c(2, one with perf tear, one with toned edge). 1869 issue 
1c(2), 2c(4), 3c(6), 5c(1), 10c(2), 12c(3), 15c(#118 crease and #119), 24c, 30c, plus second set 
#112-120 1c to 90c (#120 hinge thin),  #133 1c buff on soft paper (sealed tear), 1870-1879 issues, 
continuing good representation spotting #218, 229, Colombian to 50c, 1894 issue to 50c, with 
duplications, Trans-Mississippi to 50c (thin), 1901 to 10c, 1902 to $5, mixture of Washington-
Franklins with duplicates and some mint, then scattered mix of mint and used to 1964, back of book 
incl. airmail, postage dues, special delivery. Condition varies especially with early issues. Inspection 
recommended.

$10,000

366 ** #37 12c Washington, gray lilac, og, NH. CV $1,450. $500
367 O #39 90c Washington, deep blue shade, perf 15.5, used with face free grid cancel at lower right,, 

centered to the right and down but a lovely example with a deep rich shade. CV $10,500.
$4,000

368 ** #599A 2¢ carmine, type II, coil pair, NH, bit of red ink offset. CV $400 $150
369 ** #599A 2¢ carmine, type II, coil pair, NH. CV $400 $150
370 ** #599A 2¢ carmine, type II, coil LINE pair, NH. CV $400 $150
371 ** #599A 2¢ carmine, type II, two pairs and a single, offset on reverse, H. CV $500 $150
372 ** #599A 2¢ carmine, type II perf 10 vertical coils incl. a strip of four, a strip of three and a strip of five, 

red ink offset on reverse, otherwise NH. CV $2,400.
$500

373 ** #599A 2¢ carmine, type II perf 10 vertical coil strip of ten including a line pair, red ink offset on 
reverse, otherwise NH. CV $2,000.

$500

374 O #63b 1c Franklin, dark blue shade with neat cds cancel (SEP 25 1862). CV $875 $250
375 O #122 90c Lincoln carmine and black, used with cork cancel, with “G” grill, stamp with unfortunately 

placed sealed hole in forehead under the cancel, CV $1,800.
$200

376  US 1831 stampless Burlington, VT (Nov 12) via “STEAM PACKET FRANKLIN CAPT R.W. 
SHERMAN LAKE CHAMPLAIN” to Montreal, carried outside the mail to Montreal where mailed 
as a 1d drop letter, ms “1d” to local address. Rare and Ex Knapp, Frajola, Steinhart, Cipolla.

$1,000
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377  US 1850 stampless Sacramento (17 JUNE 80 Cal.) to Norwich, Brock District, Upper Canada 
with ms “80” in blue and ms “8” strengthens the rate “80”, reverse with ms “80c US postage chd 
at Lewiston (NY) to a/c of Throkinston, Losee Delany & (??), Aug 10/50”. There is no Canadian 
receiver or indication of any BNA postage. The cover pays double the 40c transcontinental rate, 
in effect until June 30, 1851. The long, three page letter may have a missing internal page as there 
is no date line and just starts with “The Rocky Mountains...” is from “T.S. Long” or “J.S. Long” 
and describes his lengthy journey over the Rocky Mountains, “The Rocky Mountains... I crossed 
the last summit on the 2 Oct 1849... gold is plenty in California... There are 1000 men working 
independent... a good share of these are speculators, one mine $18,000 in five days...” and other 
great detail including housing costs, activities. A ‘49 miner’s account.

$250

378  1854 FL docketed New York Mar 14, 1854 to Halifax, Nova Scotia with US #10A 3¢ Washington 
orange brown (corner fault) tied by red circular grid pays 3¢ domestic rate, ms “Per Andes from 
Boston” (Cunard) and special notation “Not for England”, rated 5d packet rate collect (4d Stg, 5d 
Cy).  Reverse with “UD States Halifax Mar 17 1854 “ bs. Siegel reports not more than 4-5 covers to 
NS with this franking.

$250

379  US 1878 Townsend Harbour, Mass blue target ties #135, 136 2c, 3c on cover with red Paid All 
Direct, to Constantinople, Turkey, reverse with Wien (18/4 11N 78), Constantinople Lloyd (16 4 
78) and blue double circle Constantinople Turkquie (26 Avril 1878).

$200

380  US #271 6c bisect tied by New York flag cancel (Nov 5 1897) to Springfield, Mass. $150
381  1919 Harrisburg, PA duplex (MAR 24) ties #377 4c Washington bisect across bisect on cover to 

local address,
$100

382 */O US misperforation variety group, all mint incl. #634 2c plate block of nine (21424) with Brooklyn, 
NY precancel and dramatic fold over variety, block creased natural but top two stamps with a tear as 
well; used 2c with double paper variety, small piece removed and used with cancel on top of missing 
printing area; #530 3c mint bottom margin single with misperforation, #498 1c NH margin imprint 
pair (10865) misperforated vertically, #498 1c NH block of four, misperforated both horizontally 
and vertically, #530 1c top left margin pair with fold over variety (og, H, pre-printing crease), #424 
3c top margin pair with double print/fold over variety, unused, left stamp thinned.

$250

383 */O US variety collection, mounted on album pages (all mint unless otherwise noted), including #828 
24c Prexie vertical pair, part imperforate horizontally, #1057 3c Liberty coil strip of five showing 
plate #25141, $1 O’Neill two misperforated copies, 4c flag misperf, 2c Yorktown two copies shifted 
vignettes, 25c Savings stamp misperf, 5c Erie canal misperf, #1440 misperf, #C98 dramatic colour 
shift, #C98 miscut across selvedge, #105E 15c  two coil strips of three misperf, #1597c 15c flag 
imperf block of for, #1819 “B” misperf block of 8, 2c Clark vignette shift, #1742A miscut windmill 
booklet, 1c Jefferson booklet pane of four, miscut, #1945A cactus misperf block of four, #1840 15c 
misperf, #1288c 15c misperf booklet, #1592 10c pair misperf, #1616 9c coil strip of three misperf, 
#1889A 13c animal booklet with booklet above showing, #C72c 10c air booklet miscut, #1213A 
5c booklet pane miscut (two panes), #1737A 15c booklet pane of eight with part imperf horizontal 
and vertical, 3c Scout misperf, 3c Poultry misperf, 4c Lincoln coil pair misperf, 10c Zip misperf, 
10c Montobello coil pair misperf, 5c Washington coil pair miscut with imprint number showing, 6c 
Eisenhower misperf, 8c flag at White House misperf, #1804 15c misperf, 8c postal service misperf, 
#1390A misperf block, 29c coil strip of four misperf, #2170 3c imprint block of 20 with very light 
printing almost totally missing in one vertical pair, plus few other varieties.

$750

384 * #PR25 $3 vermillion newspaper stamp, unused, small part og, HR, APS cert states unused, genuine 
(originally submitted as PR100, but cert is PR25). CV $925 as unused.

$250

385 O US #PR2a 10c green newspaper stamp, og, few thins and adhesion on reverse, one pulled perf at 
bottom. CV $300

$100

386 F Uruguay forgery group of Sperati forgeries incl. 1r Diligencia, 80c sun yellow die proof (signed), 
120c sun blue die proof signed, 60c black sun die proof (signed), 120c black sun die proof (signed), 
then stamp size 60c brown sun, 100c red sun, 120c blue sun, 180c green sun (2). All with purple 
“Sperati Reproduction” bs and numbered “45”. 

$200

387 O Vatican City #28-31, #41-46, used light cds cancels. CV $302.50 $100
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388 ** Vatican City #102/Q15 mint selection incl. 102-109, E7-8 mint set of blocks, VF, NH (CV $75), 
#154var 12 l on 13 l with offset surcharge on gum (CV unknown), , #B1-4 VF, NH (CV $190), 
#C22-23, VF, NH (CV $140), Q1-15 parcel post VF, NH (CV $160). Total CV $565 plus variety.

$200

389 ** Vatican City #149-153, 1951 Council of Chalcedon mint right margin blocks of four, the 60 l and 
the 100 l with lathework, full og, NH. CV $318

$150

390 ** Vatican City #C9-15 1 l - 100 l, airmail with “SAGGIO” specimen overprint, og, NH, expertising 
mark in pencil on reverse. Unpriced in Scott.

$100

391 ** Vatican City #Q11a 2.50 l red orange parcel post, double overprint variety, block of four, full og, 
NH. CV $3,000

$1,000

392 O Vietnam - 1889 set of seven stamps issued privately by Marie-David de Mayrena an retired French 
officer who tried to parlay his claim to a kingdom of Sedan in the Vietnamese highlands into an 
exchange for mining rights. On paper, small faults. A most intriguing story worth investigating.

$75

393  Yugoslavia, post WWI bisect study, 1919-1921, 60+ covers, cards and pieces, primarily Slovenia 
and Croatia-Slavonia, wide range of issues, with some multiple franked uses, spotted some Austro-
Hungarian stationery in conjunction with local issues. Research notes accompany.

$350

Philatelic Literature
394 B Worldwide philatelic literature and catalogues, the nicest being “Cyprus Stamps 1880-2004 Linking 

History and Culture” (retail 108 euros), Turkish Cyprus, Seven Seas, GB Concise, Norfolk Island 
etc.

$75

395 L 1906 “The Postage Stamps, Envelopes, Wrappers, Post Cards and Telegraph Stamps. The British 
Colonies, Possessions and Protectorates in Africa. Part III Comprising New Republic, Northern 
Nigeria, Oil Rivers and Niger Coast Protectorate, Orange River Colony with Orange Free State, St. 
Helena, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Southern Nigeria, Stellaland, Swaziland, The Transvaal with South 
African Republic, Uganda, Zanzibar and Zululand..” The Philatelic Society, London, 247 pp., paper 
wraps (chipped at edge and cracked spine held by few threads with intact text block but will need 
rebinding or very gentle use). A foundational resource of information for the specialist.

$150

396 D Caspary, Alfred H. collection of British Commonwealth, H.R. Harmer (NY), 1956-1958, HB 
edition of sales #5, 9, 12, and 15 with prices realized, introduction and index, excellent condition.

$100

397 L 1900 “The Postage Stamps, Envelopes, Wrappers, Post Cards and Telegraph Stamps. The British 
Colonies, Possessions and Protectorates in Africa. Part II Comprising Gambia, Gold Coast, 
Griqualand East, Griqualand West, Lagos, Madagascar, Matabeleland, Mauritius and Natal...” The 
Philatelic Society, London, 247 pp., paper wraps (chipped at edge and along spine). A foundational 
resource of information for the specialist.

$100

398 D American Bank Note Company Archives, British North America, Christie’s Robson Lowe, Sept 13, 
1990, with prices realized., 298 lots. The important reference from the archives sale.

$50

399 B Canada 1913 Official postal guide, 560 pages, missing soft covers, broken spine but hanging together. 
A very rare year and difficult official guide to find. 

$100

400 B 1913 Official Postal Guide, 560 pp, original red binding, front board a bit loose but intact. Scarce 
to find guides in the 1910s.

$100

401 B 1914 Official Postal Guide, 368 pp, original soft binding, spine marked “1914” in black pen and 
first few pages and cover mouse nibbled, but not affecting print block.

$100

402 B 1915 Official Postal Guide, 362 pp, original soft binding, spine marked “1915” in black pen, cover 
is water stained. Very useful war time information.

$100

403 B Canada postal guide group, English, hardbound versions incl. 1944-1945 (scarce), 1947 (large), 
1947 (reprint, smaller), 1952-1953, 1955, 1957, 1959, 1961. Total 8.

$200

404 B 1853 Postmaster General report for year ending March 31, 1853, 111 pp, red private HB with gold 
stamping.

$100

405 B 1855 Postmaster General report for year ending March 31, 1855, 181 pp, red private HB with gold 
stamping.

$100

406 B Canada 1858 Report of the Postmaster General, Canada, for year ending Sept 30, 1858,approx 200 
pages, modern HB, gold stamped.

$100
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407 B Canada 1872 Report of the Postmaster General, Canada, for year ending June 30, 1872, plus five 
pages, modern HB, gold stamped.

$100

408 B 1890 Report of the Postmaster General, Canada, for year ending June 30, 1890, 294 pp, plus xxxvi, 
modern HB, gold stamped.

$100

409 B 1890 Postmaster General report for year ending June 30, 1890, 294 pp, red private HB with gold 
stamping.

$100

410 B Jephcott, Greene and Young (1964). “The Postal History of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick 1754-
1867”, Sissons Publications Ltd, Toronto, 393 pages. signed on the title page “V. G. Greene”, 
inscribed on the inside front page “To Hubert With Love from Uncle Vinnie June 1964”, Printed 
notice “Edition limited to four hundred copies of which this is number” and manuscript notation 
“Author’s Copy Number 7”, with original dust jacket is good condition. This is the author’s copy as 
a gift to his nephew, Hubert Greene.

$200

411 B 1878 US Postmaster General report, Nov. 9, 1878, original binding, cover a bit loose but intact, 
424 pp. 

$75

412 S Dennison stamp hinges, 10 unopened packages, the old red and blue package, No. 64. The best and 
most highly sought out hinges. A lifetime supply right here. 10 packs @ 1,000 per package - 10,000 
hinges.

$100

413 */O Large box of thematic collections in stockbooks or albums incl. dogs (sparse), 1977 QEII Silver 
Jubilee (special album), New Zealand health stamps, binder of Charles and Diana Royal Wedding 
(no Royal divorce stamps), cats (stock book and binder), as well as a collection of Papua New Guinea.

$250

Thematics
414 */O Art thematic collection, three specialized albums of Peter Paul Ruebens stamps, SSs, covers, plus 

extra old time binder of similar material.
$200

415 */O Art thematic collection in two cartons incl. partially completed exhibit on Jan Vermeer, five binders 
of worldwide art stamps, an organized binder by artist alphabetically (Bains, Beale, Blampied, 
Brakenbury, Burne-Jones... Turner, Ward, Warren, Waterhouse, Wood, Wright etc. Also loose 
stamp orders, on stock pages and approval cards. A wealth of material for a collector to form 
their own miniature art gallery. (The original paintings would cost untold billions of dollars). See 
longleyauctions.com for more scans.

$1,500

416 */O Art thematic collection balance in a carton, on approval pages, stock pages, in envelopes, sorted and 
unsorted. Inspect.

$100

417 */O Canada EXPO ‘67 three binder collection includes mounted material and loose extra, a project 
waiting to be completed featuring worldwide stamps, sets, SSs, FDC and covers. Also spotted a 
child’s passport admission booklet (blue). Canada’s coming of age event of the global stage.

$500

418 */O Mathematics topical collection in stockbook, 100s of stamps incl. GB, Russia, USA, Fiji, Hong 
Kong, France, Togo, Ireland, Poland etc. A fabulous foundation for expanding a collection or 
building an exhibit.

$200

419 */O Train collection in five stock books, wide range of countries with specialized souvenir sheets (ie Sierra 
Leone trains of Africa with elephant). A different collector than Goodale with his own approach to 
collecting trains. Offered intact.

$300

420 */O Trains - Mauritania to Oman, three binders incl. Mauritania, Mauritius, Memel, Mesopotamia, 
Mexico, Micronesia, Middle Congo, Moldova, Monaco, Mongolia, Montserrat, Morocco, 
Mozambique, Mozambique Company, Namibia, Nauru, Netherlands incl Antilles and Indies, 
Nevis, New Brunswick (1c, 1c block, 1c specimen), New Caledonia, Newfoundland, New Zealand, 
Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Niue, Norfolk, North Borneo, Northern Rhodesia, Norway, Nyasaland, 
and Oman. Three binders. 

$750

421 */O Trains - Udmurtia to Zimbabwe in two binders incl. Udmurtia, Uganda, Umm Al Qiwain, United 
Nations, Ukraine, Upper Senegal, Uruguay, Uzbekistan, Vanuatu, Vatican, Venezuela, Vietnam 
(north and south), Virgin Islands, Wallis, Western Australia, West Irian, Yemen, Y.A.R. Yugoslavia, 
Zaire, Zambia, Zanzibar, and Zimbabwe.

$300
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422 */O Viking thematic exhibit, 10 frames and award winning collection meticulously written up and filled 
with desirable items. The organization is as follows Sources, Origins, Central Kingdoms, Society life, 
The Ship, Expansion outwards (raiding, instruments, tactics, founding of states, colonization etc.) 
and conclusion. Important items include Bulgaria 1996 Stockholmia sheet with missing numbers, 
Denmark cover with bisected 4 ore during period Jan 3-23, 1919 (cert), Iceland 1930 30 aurar bottom 
print in blue,  1981 Freya stamp original artist’s wood cut stamp design (numbered 4 of 5), ornate 
1944 Danish telegram with gold embossing of Viking ship, Ghana 1957 compound deluxe die proof 
sheet (#14-16) by E.A. Wright Bank, USA, Norway #1 pair on cover, Drammen to Wennersborg 
(with cert), early Iceland postal card proof, Saxony 1890 unused Dick & Marquardt private letter 
card, Iceland 1930 5 aurar bottom print, second print and issued block of four with second bottom 
print missing, Germany 1927 artist’s original water sketch for private order stationery for Dornier 
Wal D861 flight Steettin to Oslo, Norway unissued essay sheet of six in green showing lighthouse, 
tree, stars, torch etc, Iceland 1938 University issue essay never issued, one of two copies, the other in 
Postal archives, cert.), Iceland 1930 15aurar settlement fires pair with full offset on reverse, Iceland 
1930 Allping proof sheet of 16 in red, Iceland 1930 Allping proof sheet in grey with blue printed flag 
on 40a value, St. Lucia deluxe epreuve proof block of unissued $2.50 Alfred the Great stamp, 1945 
St. Nazaire local with Taxe Percue overprint on registered cover, 1940 5th Corps graphic airgraph 
from Norwegian expedition, Estonia 1940 50c registered cover to Germany Collective Aid surcharge 
used in 9 month period, Borisogleb Zemstvo 3k blue,  Also includes stampless, early posted covers, 
Zeppelin covers, souvenir sheets etc. as part of a thorough and descriptive thematic exhibit touching 
on all aspects of Viking life and lore. Offered intact so that someone can continue the collecting and 
exhibiting journey. Inspection highly recommended.

$7,500

423 */O Viking and Norman Conquest - spectacular thematic exhibit in four binders and extra loose filled 
with conquest and Viking related material, organized but not mounted for an exhibit on the 1066 
Norman Conquest. An exhibit at its formative stage and not yet completed, giving the buyer a jump 
start on a thrilling aspect of early history. See longleyauctions.com for more scans.

$1,500

The Brian Draves collection of Officially Sealed Stamps.
424 DP #OX1DP Officially sealed progressive die proof in deep orange red on india paper (typical fragile 

paper with thin and scuff). Only example that I have seen in orange. Minuse & Pratt #OS1PX-A. 
Rare and the only example that I have seen.

$1,500

425 DP #OX1DP Officially sealed trial colour die proof in green, on india paper (typical fragile paper with 
thin and tiny 1mm tear at lower margin only, not mentioned in Greene certificate as this paper is 
prone to variabilities). Minuse & Pratt #OS1TC1. The second example in green that I have seen.

$1,500

426 P #OX1P Officially sealed plate proof, brown on india card, CV $600 $250
427 * #OX1 Officially sealed, yellow brown, imprint block of eight, og, hinge reinforcement, perf 12x12, 

imprint “British American Bank Note Co. Montreal”, The location of the imprint at base further 
supports the research that the seal was produced in a sheet of 50, five wide by 10 tall, which also 
approximates the size of a sheet of 100 Small Queen stamps, with a bit of additional paper remaining 
at the base for a large margin. Ex Brigham. The largest recorded multiple and a showpiece. Our 
research suggests that this block was reunited from two pieces in Brigham sale #3 Nov 22, 2014 (lots 
276 and 278). Another block of six is recorded, along with three blocks of four, and presumably 
more pairs. See note about imprint values x3 in Unitrade. CV $3,600 based on just a F centering, 
but a valuable showpiece.

$2,000

428 O #OX1 Officially sealed, yellow brown, used dated example with Dead Letter Office Canada datestamp 
(OC 7 89), perf 11.75 x 12, with vertical crease from having sealed an envelope as expected, few tone 
spots. Rare used, especially dated, F-VF. CV $187

$100

429 O #OX1 Officially sealed yellow brown used, with faint cancel and typical crease from sealing a cover. 
F-VF. CV $175

$75

430 DP OX2 Victorian officially sealed large die proof , 67x81 mm on faint yellow card with die number 
“O-11” at top and imprint “American Bank Note Co. Ottawa: at base, horizontal guide line at centre 
right and vertical guide line along right edge at top and bottom. Spectacular.

$1,000
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431 P OX2 Victorian officially sealed plate proof  (35x48 mm) on india paper on large card (230x152mm) 
with crease along lower right corner, blue “INDEX COPY” handstamp and manuscript “O - 11” 
with initials above design. The die proof represents both the blue and white paper versions of the 
issued seals. The only recorded “INDEX COPY” reported. A showpiece.

$2,500

432 P OX2 Victorian officially sealed plate proof ,33x48 mm on india with a crease and pin hole. CV 
$1,000

$250

433 O #OX2 Officially sealed, Victoria on blue paper, used with faint crease from sealing a cover. F. CV 
$300

$100

434 * OX2 Victorian officially sealed mint block of four, full og, small H, black ink offset from stacking and 
upper left stamp with minor corner crease. An example of the 1c Leaf black letter card accompanies 
that shows the similar postal stationery stock paper used for the official seals, Only two blocks of four 
are recorded. VF. CV $3,200

$2,000

435 (*) OX2a Victorian officially sealed pair on blue paper, unused, upper right pair, light vertical bend, 
ownership bs. Reportedly only 25 pairs in existence, issued without gum. These seals were printed 
on the blue postal stationery letter card stock and were found to be too thick to fold over and seal 
the envelopes, eventually being replaced with normal, white wove paper. Only recorded example of 
this position. CV $6,500

$3,000

436 (*) OX2a Victorian officially sealed pair on blue paper, unused, upper left corner block of four, light 
corner bend at upper left mentioned for the record. Reportedly only 25 pairs in existence, issued 
without gum. These seals were printed on the blue postal stationery letter card stock and were found 
to be too thick to fold over and seal the envelopes, eventually being replaced with normal, white 
wove paper. Only recorded example of this position. VF. Greene Foundation certificate accompanies. 
CV $13,000

$7,500

437  OX2(3) Officially Sealed, three copies tied by Branch Dead Letter office oval (NOV 27 1908) on 
cover from Vancouver, BC (Nov 20) with #90(3), 93 2c Edward (3), 10c Edward (scuff) all tied on 
cover to Mitcham, England bs (DE 8 08). The cover appears to have been sent as a registered (5c), 
five times (2cx5) rate letter, overpaid 1c. The manuscript notation “Coin” resulted in the cover being 
sent to the Montreal DLO with a red wax crown seal on reverse “DLO CANADA MONTREAL 
BRANCH”, and the three official seals applied and tied. One seal is partially torn away at right. 
Reverse with Vancouver (NOV 20), Montreal (NOV 27), London, England registered (7 DE 06) 
and Mitcham (DE 8 06) receiver. The accompanying Greene cert notes that a srestored piece was 
put in place “fraudulently” (or cosmetically and doesn’t fool anyone) has since been removed and the 
cover is in its original condition. Rare, tied multiple use of the official seals.

$5,000

438 * #OX3 Officially sealed, Victoria on white paper, mint, LH, VF. CV $200. $75
439 * #OX3 Officially sealed, white paper, upper right corner block of four, light H and gum skips, F-VF. 

A rare multiple. CV $550.
$350

440 */** #OX3 Officially sealed, white paper, upper left corner block of four, three NH, one with small offset 
H spot and one margin tab with small H. (One F, H, one F, NH, two VF, NH). A rare multiple. 
CV $1,500

$500

441 * #OX3 Officially sealed, white paper, imprint block of four with imprint “OTTAWA - No. 1”, VF, 
and very light central H. See note in Unitrade regarding three times value for imprint blocks. Ex 
Brigham. CV $2,400.

$1,500

442 P OX4DP Officially sealed brown black die proof (38x25mm) on india, on card (58x49mm) with 
“CANADA - G-O-32” and die number “210-F” at top, few tone spots. “TAM” ownership hs on 
reverse.

$1,500

443 P #OX4P Officially sealed, brown black, plate proof block of four, on india card, bottom margin 
block, VF. A scarce multiple rarely offered. CV $3.200.

$1,500

444 P OX4var Officially sealed brown black plate proof (41x28mm) on brown card (45x36mm), numbered 
and dated “4766 - 2/11/13”.

$250

445 O #OX4 Officially sealed, brown black, mint full og, LH, VF. CV $200. $75
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446 */** #OX4 Officially sealed, brown black, top imprint block of ten, with “OTTAWA - No- 1” imprint, 
right vertical pair with thin and oil mark from storage, rest NH. F, F-VF. A stunning showpiece and 
largest recorded multiple that I have seen.

$1,000

Canada Postal History
447  1843 Quebec Steamboat oval “W” with date “31 Oct (4) 3” filled in on cover rated 1/2, corrected 

to 1/ 1 1/2 to Kingston, CW.
$200

448  1845 Toronto “STEAM BOAT” arc on SFL Montreal to Toronto with Toronto cds (AU 19 1845), 
rated 9d collect (rated for 100-200 miles), likely put in the mail at Kingston. Ex Nickle.

$300

449  1852ca “Steamboat” mauve manuscript postmark applied at Hamilton on stampless cover (creased) 
from Toronto to Hamilton, rated “3”d collect. The local steamer operating between Toronto and 
Hamilton was operated by Donald Bethune. There are three recorded examples of the mauve 
Hamilton steamboat marking. Ex Parsons.

$400

450  1856 cover front from Mosa, CW (DE 26 1856) to Toronto with #4 3d Beaver, two copies, the 
left example with margins just touching outer frameline to showing next stamp with missing lower 
frameline variety, the right stamp with large margins to showing next stamp, target cancel, file folds, 
adhesive strip on reverse.

$200

451  1856 #7 10d Cartier, faulty copy with light target cancel on worn cover (back flap off) with RPO 
QC-155.05 “MON & ISLD. PD. GRAND TRUNK R.WAY/ No. 5” (A/UP/DEC 12?1855” to 
London, England, with red “PAID FE 29 1856” transit (A LEAP DAY). Transatlantic covers are 
rarely seen with early RPO cancels. Rough but rare

$750

452  1868ca #22 1c brown red Large Queen tied by grid hs on prices current (top banner of circular 
missing, and broken along folds) to London, Ontario.

$100

453  1892 #30 15c Large Queen tied by Lindsay, Ont (MY 3 92) on cover (edge tear, small loss) to 
Dresden, Germany, paying 15c triple UPU letter rate, via Peterboro bs (MY 4 92) and Dresden 
receiver (17 5 92) bs. A scarce single franking of the 15c Large Queen, not going to New Zealand.

$1,000

454  1896 #34 1/2¢ Small Queen tied by Walkerville, Ont (JU 6 96) on newspaper wrapper to T H & 
B Ry, Hamilton, Ont with bs receiver (JU 8 96). The 1/2¢ newspaper or circular rate was for up to 
one ounce. This in an exemplary piece with TWO different cds cancels, as most similar mail matter 
did not receive datestamp cancels. 

$200

455  1875 #35 1¢ Small Queen tied by Quebec duplex (C SP 29 75) with second free strike where 
stamp normally placed paying 1¢ drop letter with free local carrier service to St. Louis Hotel, 
Quebec, redirected to Westmeath, Ontario bs and “RETURNED FOR POSTAGE” and scarcer 
“RETURNED FOR DEFICIENT POSTAGE” as it was now subject to the 3¢ letter rate, double 
deficiency with 1¢ credit and “5”¢ due. Sent to the Dead Letter Office bs (OC 11), postage 
presumably collected and eventually arrived at Westmeath OC 15 bs. This cover demonstrates the 
confusion with postage due on redirected drop letters from the Oct 1, 1875 regulations which were 
unclear and the patron suffered double deficiency even though properly paid. As of Oct, 1879 the 
postage due was simply double the deficiency of 2¢ or 4¢, and by 1899 the deficiency was charged 
singly. An important cover in this confusing period and an excellent exhibit item to demonstrate the 
different methods of handling postage due. Ex Lamb.

$150

456  1882 #35 1¢ Small Queen #F2 2¢ RLS tied by bright blue quartered cork fancy cancel on attractive 
purple wrapper with Owen Sound, Ont (SP 30 82) to Thornbury, ms “Voters Lists” for election. The 
rate of 1¢ plus 2¢ registry fee. One of the nicest voters’ lists that I have seen. Printed matter, books 
and circulars could not be registered, with one exception being Ontario voters’ lists, which Arfken 
discusses in detail (pg. 162-164). This cover illustrated in Arfken (page 164). Rare.

$500

457  1885 Hamilton duplex (May 22 85) ties #35 1c Small Queen pair (edge faults) on cover (edge faults) 
to “Lt. H. W. Mickie, K Co. Queens Own Rifles Northwest Expeditionary Force with Col. Otter 
Battleford, via Qu’Appelle NWT, paying 2c soldier rate. One of four recorded examples with 1c 
Small Queens (See Arfken, page 88, cover #7). Cover illustrated in BNA Topics vol 44, p. 17.

$750
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458  1877 #37 3¢ Small Queen tied by large fancy cork on cover from Toronto (JA 20 77) to local address 
paying 3¢ registered drop letter rate, “REGISTERED” hs. This was contrary to regulations because 
the registry fee had to be paid by the 2¢ RLS and not a post stamp as of Nov. 15, 1875. Illustrated 
in Arfken (page 76).

$150

459  1877 “Registered Hamilton” oval (MR 12 77) ties #37 3c Small Queen, #F1 2c RLS and third free 
strike to Thorold, Ont, “Not Called For”. Only three recorded examples of this oval.

$200

460  1884 Nile Expeditionary Force, #37 3c Small Queen tied by Toronto Canada “1” duplex (SEP 12 
84) on cover front with edge loss and creases addressed to “W.C. Baldwin Esq, with the Canadian 
Contingent to the General Gordon Relief Expedition, Windsor Hotel, Montreal QC”, purple hs 
“Reposted this Day By...” and Montreal (OC 23), octagonal “Not Called For Montreal” (NO 8 84), 
purple “Nov 21 1884” and pencil “150” (likely DLO docketing), red “Rec’d from D.L.O.” The front 
is addressed to the Nile Expeditionary Force while still in Canada but missed being delivered before 
they embarked for the Nile, and sent to the DLO. There are 16 recorded covers all addressed to Dr. 
Nielson with the expedition, and four recorded items from the expedition. This is the only recorded 
cover to the expedition while still in Canada before embarkation. A showpiece.

$750

461  1885 “Registered Belleville Ont Canada” oval (AP 27 85) on cover with #37e 3c Small Queen, #F1 
2c RLS with bullseye cancel, registered to St. Catharines. Reverse with two additional ovals. Only 
four reported covers, and this is a new latest reported date by seven months.

$200

462  1873 #35, 37, 39 1c (edge faults), 3c, 6c Small Queen tied by Halifax, NS duplex (DE 16 1873) on 
cover to Darmstadt, Germany paying the 10c Pre-UPU letter rate, London, GB Paid transit cds (26 
DE 73) and ms “3 1/2”d British claim, reverse with Merry Christmas printed flap and “AUGS No” 
bs. Scarce Pre-UPU cover.

$750

463  1896 #42 5¢ Small Queen tied by London Canada cds (FE 7 96) on 2c postal stationery to local 
address with carrier hs (8 AM FE 8), paying 7¢ registered drop letter rate. Ex Lamb.

$200

464  #66 1/2c Leaf tied by Halifax NS Canada (OC 1 98) on Nova Scotia Provincial Exhibition advertising 
cover to Henry Hechler, local (in his own hand writing), paying 1/2c circular rate.

$150

465  #66 1/2c Leaf (10) tied by Toronto type 8 flag cancel (MR 24 98) on worn cover to Valetta, Malta, 
paying 5c UPU letter rate, italic “Too Late” hs. Reverse with Valetta receiver (AP 11 96) and “6” 
letter carrier oval. Very scarce destination.

$200

466  #69 3c Leaf (fault) tied by Montreal (JUN 20 1898) type 8 flag cancel on cover (opened for display) 
to Vienna, Austria, shortpaid 2c and T10,  ms “8 kr” and 5K, 3k Austrian dues tied by Wien cds 
(3 7 98) on reverse. Redirected to Volsalu bs (4 7 98). Scarce use of Austrian dues on 19th century 
Canadian mail.

$300

467  #67, 72 1c, 9c Leaf tied by Waterloo, Ont (FE 5 01) on cover (trimmed at left) to Manila, Philippines, 
paying 9c double Empire, registered letter rate. Reverse with Waterloo, London, Windsor, San 
Francisco and “Mil P. Stn Manila P. I.” (MAR 19 1901). A scarce destination, especially registered.

$300

468  #68, 72 2c, 8c Leaf tied by oval “R” on cover from Belleville, Ont (AU 9 98) to Bridgwater, England 
paying 10c registered letter rate. Oval Registered Liverpool (19 AU 98) and Bridgwater bs. Scarce 
international use of the 8c Leaf.

$200

469  Four Victorian bisect items incl. 1899 use 2c Numeral vertical bisect on 1c Victorian postal stationery 
from Upper Stewiacke, NS, 1901 use 2c Numeral diagonal bisect on 1c Victorian postal stationery 
from Upper Stewiacke, NS, 1899 Berthier (en Haute), Que use of 2c Jubilee on piece with stamp 
tied across bisect with grid cancel, 1897 Montreal type 7 flag ties 2c Jubilee bisect and 1c Jubilee 
intact on piece

$100

470  #77 2c Numeral tied by Montreal machine cancel (OCT 3 02) on business cc cover to Annonay, 
France, bs, shortpays 5c UPU letter rate, “T15” and French 15 centimes due tied.

$100

471  #82 8c Numeral on 2c postal stationery envelope tied by Peel Street Montreal (MR 31 03) paying 
10c UPU registered letter rate to Chanttelle, France. Paris transit on face and Chantelle bs receiver 
(AVR 10 03). Scarce use of 8c Numeral overseas.

$250

472  #79, 83 5c, 10c Numeral tied by grid hs on cover from St. Catherine Street East, Montreal (AP 6 
03) to Leipzig, Germany paying 15c double UPU, registered letter rate, reverse with Montreal and 
Leipzig cds (15 4 03), rough opened back flap. Scarce high denomination franking.

$750
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473  #83 10c Numeral tied by Montreal “D” machine cancel (APL 5 02) on bank cc cover (bit foxed at 
left) to Lyon, France, paying 10c double UPU letter rate.

$250

474  #77, 79(3), 84 2c, 5c(3), 20c Numeral tied by roller cancel on large, linen lined cover (trimmed 
at left and creased) from Westmount, Que (DE 27 02) to Dublin, Ireland. Reverse with red oval 
“Registered London” (8 JA 03) and octagonal “Registered Dublin”. A rare franking with the 20c 
Numeral.

$1,000

475  #77(2), 83, 84 2c(2), 10c, 20c Numeral tied by purple oval “Enquiry Office Post Office Toronto 
NOV 14 1902” on worn label to Singapore, Strait Settlements. The item was originally typed at 
lower left “Sample Post”, which was crossed out and noted as “Parcel (post)”. The sample rate had 
a maximum 12 oz limit so this item was corrected to parcel post for 34 oz at 1c per oz. The rare 
destination and confusion over sample post versus parcel post was the likely reason for the item 
being processed at the Enquiry office. The parcel was sent via London and carried via P&O line of 
steamers. Parcel post mail is rare, and this is certainly the highest franked, most exotic international 
parcel post item of the Numeral era. An absolute stunning exhibition item.

$2,000

476  #89 1c Edward tied by faint cork cancel on postcard to Eastbourne, England, shortpaid 2c postcard 
rate and “T5”, large “1d”, “1d FSB”, and ms “8” in blue, Norway 4 ore(2) dues tied, redirected to 
Christiania and eventually returned again to Eastbourne, England. A four country tour (Canada-
England-Norway-England).

$200

477  #89 1c Edward tied by grid hs on postcard from Hartland, NB (MR 21 06) to Mosgiel, New 
Zealand, shortpays 2c postcard rate, “T5”, New Zealand 1d postage due tied by Mosgiel (4 MY 06). 
Scarce.

$200

478  #89 1c Edward tied by “Vancouver & Prince Rupert RPO May 7 1910 Str Canosun” purple oval on 
postcard via Vancouver (May 10) to USA.

$200

479  #90(2) 2c Edward (2) tied by Toronto machine cancel to Canadian High Commission, London, 
England, redirected to Italy, France and then back to England, rated postage due in Italy 40c, France 
30c and in England 4d collect. A very busy cover.

$200

480  #90(2) 2c Edward (2) tied by London, Ont machine cancel (Jul 30 06) to London, England, then 
redirected to Lucerne, Switzerland, now rated as a double weight UPU letter with 10c and 20c Swiss 
dues tied, not claimed and returned via DLO to Canada.

$200

481  #90 2c Edward tied by Toronto Station C (FEB 9 08) on business cc cover (vertical crease) to Kriens, 
Switzerland shortpays 5c UPU letter rate, “T30”, with Swiss 10c and 20c postage dues tied. Reverse 
with Kriens cds.

$150

482  #91 5c Edward tied by Guelph, Ont (MR 21 04) to Chiavari, Italy, shortpays 10c double UPU letter 
rate, “T25” and Italian 50c due tied

$200

483  #93 10c Edward tied by roller cancel on pre-printed return envelope from Montreal (AU 30 04) to 
Paris, France, paying 10c UPU registered letter rate. Paris receiver on face (11 SEP 04), and reverse 
with Paris Distribution (11 9 04), carried via SS La Bretagne.

$250

484  Four Edward VII bisect covers/cards incl. 1908 2c bisect tied by Dundurn, SK cds and purple 
Branch DLO oval Winnipeg, returned for postage, 1c Quebec added and tied and sent on its way, 
scuff marks on card, 1911 2c bisect tied by Toronto machine cancel and Branch DLO Toronto oval, 
1911 2c bisect tied by Upper Knoxford, NB on postcard, 1910 2c bisect tied by Upper Stewiacke, 
NS on 1c Edward postal stationery envelope.

$150

485  1908 #90 2¢ Edward, #99 5¢ Quebec tied by Ashcroft, BC (SP 17 08) on cover to Victoria, BC 
paying 7¢ registered letter rate. An uncommon domestic use of the 5¢.

$125

486  1927 Calgary, AB slogan (Jan 1) ties #110 4c Admiral bisect on cover to Enderby, BC, accepted and 
not caught, cover has vertical file fold away from stamp.

$100

487  1929 Abbotsford, PQ (DE 4) purple cancel ties #152 4c Scroll on cover to Midland, Texas, bisect 
not accepted as postage and rated “4”c postage due.

$100

488  1940 Ottawa “R” cds (DE 18 40) ties #158 50¢ Bluenose (5 copies), #149 20¢ Historical on 
registered bank tag paying $2.40 registered rate, likely sending money from Bank of Canada. Late 
use but sender undoubtedly wanted to use high values so used what was available. Scarce large 
Bluenose franking.

$500
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489  1934 55c airmail rate Montreal (JUL 11 34) to Barranca Mermeja, Colombia, shortpaid by 10c, 
“T100” hs and 20c postage due. The NEW 55c airmail rate had just been introduced (Jul 1, 1934 
to July 1, 1935) and was shortpaid by the sender. Rare, short rate period.

$150

490  Four Mufti issue bisect covers incl. 1941 1c, 2c bisects on “Carry On Canada” patriotic cover with 
4c due hs, 1937 1c pair and 2c bisect on Toronto cover, not caught for postage due, two covers 1937 
2c Mufti bisect on Hampton Station, NB cover to local address, both of these entirely philatelic.

$100

491  #233i 3c Mufti with crease on collar variety (plate 2, upper right, position 85) tied on First Day 
Cover from Toronto Postal Station A (AP 1 37) together with #231, 232 1c and 2c Mufti, to local 
address. This variety is undercatalogued and rarely found. This is the first FDC that I have ever seen 
or heard of with this variety.

$200

492  QEII bisect cover group, 8 covers incl. 1960 1c Wilding and 6c Wilding bisect, 1960 10c Kayak 
bisect, 1964 8c airmail bisect, four philatelic covers each with 2c Centennial bisect and 6c Centennial 
coil wrapper portion with “Postes Canada 6 Canada Postage”, and finally 1978 use of 12d CAPEX 
stamp trimmed to 12d stamp size.

$100

493  Medical advertising postal stationery cards, 47, mostly George VI 1c cards but few Admiral 1/2c and 
1/2c Arch, printed reverse advertising for drugs, often in colour, incl. Viosterol, Percomorphum, 
Serpasil, Dormison, Cortogen, Benzedrine Sulfate, Par Pen, Streptomycin, Eskadiazine (for “one 
nervous woman”), Dexedrine Sulfate (“Fat people are fat because they eat too much”), Acnomel (“for 
a double barelled attack on the acne problem”), Edrisal (two cards, one for menstrual pain, the other 
for depression), and more.

$150

494  1896 Antelope Bicycle Works advertising cover with #41 3c Small Queen tied by Parkdale Toronto 
duplex (MR 10 96) to Prescott.

$150

495  BC #7 3d pale blue on Wells Fargo Express frank cover, Victoria, Vancouver Island, unused. $150
496  BC Wells Fargo Express frank cover, Victoria, Vancouver Island, unused with 3c Small Queen. $150
497  1829 SFL dateline Alniham England May 23 1829 to Montreal, LC, redirected to St Rose Isle of 

Jesus, carried privately to Quebec where posted (Aug 22 1829) fleuron in red, ms rated “9” with 
Montreal cds on face (Aug 25) and redirected to St Rose Isle of Jesus, and red “FORWARDED” hs, 
ms “not called for” in black on reverse and sent to Quebec with red ms “Dead Letter Office Quebec 
15 Octr 1829”. This is the earliest recorded DLO cover in existence. The previous earliest was 1833, 
with previous authors including Arfken stating the DLO was established in about 1830. This new 
early date represents the single most important DLO cover and the starting point to any complete 
DLO exhibit. A fabulous discovery, with the full story relayed in the PHSC journal. Ex Plain, Draves

$500

498  1850 Printed “Returned Letter” “General Post Office Montreal”, Montreal (AU 29 1850) rated “4 
1/2”d collect to local address, file fold. Inside is printed form “General Post Office Montreal Dead 
Letter Department” with printed notice from “T.A. Stayner Deputy Postmaster-General”. Ex Plain, 
Draves

$150

499  1852 DLO Returned letter, mailed from Toronto and received at Quebec (May 20 1852) red cds, 
rated 4d due. The contents are a printed form letter returning a dead letter with 4d collect. The GPO 
for Canada was located at Toronto from 1851-1856. Ex Draves.

$150

500  American Merchants Union Express, London Ontario, orange express label (toned at left) on worn 
over to New York, edge loss and tears but express label is sound.

$150

501  Group of 15 fake/counterfeit covers incl. 1883 2c SQ with 2c SQ bisect (bad RPSL cert), 1870 Yale 
BC squared circle on 3c SQ cover (rubber handstamp), 2c SQ bisect on postal card, 1c SQ bisect 
on postal card (reportedly attributed to Hechler), five SS River Dennis fake “Paquebot” covers, 1c 
Edward on 1c postal card with real Japanese receiver but stamps uncancelled and a fake cancel used 
to “tie” them, ruining the item, 1c War issue, fake 1897 Winnipeg duplex on JC Wilson patriotic, 
three covers with postal counterfeit of 43c green flag coil.

$150

502  BHJ fancy cancel, three strikes ties 1¢ Small Queen strip of three on cover (part back flap off, wrinkles 
and spindle hole) from Port Carling, Ont (DE 25 76) to Toronto. Lacelle #303, the BHJ fancy 
cork cancel was the initials of the Port Carling, Muskoka district postmaster, Benjamin Hardcastle 
Johnson. 

$500
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503  Capital cachet FDCs, 1958-1963, 150 FDCs incl. singles, blocks, plate blocks, some with coloured 
inserts and printed inserts.

$100

504  1897 Ottawa unfinished flag (type 9-1), two strikes ties #66(6) 1/2c Leaf on cover to Kingston. $100
505  WWII correspondence from Elgin Almer Hisey, killed in action in Italy June 22, 1944 incl. 48 

items and ration booklets, Salvation army and Knights of Columbus stationery. Also noted the very 
popular “1944 A Merry Christmas from Italy” letter sheet cartoon with soldiers in a jeep. Inspect.

$150

506  WWII correspondence 1942-1944 from Pte William Maloney, 35 covers and contents, incl Brockville 
Rifles letterhead and cover (most unusual), #2 RHU No. 1 CISBD; D Co. PPCLI, 38 Cdn base 
Reinforce, NET Wing 8 BN 2 CBRG; 23 Special Employ Co, with various FPO, unit markings etc. 
Maloney moved around quite a bit making this group especially interesting.

$100

507  Military WWII correspondence from three enlisted sons to family, 96 covers with contents incl. one 
son RCAF, one son in navy on Canada’s east coast and third son in navy escorting across Atlantic 
and provided transportation during D-Day. Includes censored, Salvation army envelopes, Legion 
envelopes and more. A family’s story.

$150

508  1912 FPO  Canada Militia Farnham Camp (AM 16 AU 12) ties #104 1¢ Admiral on postcard to 
Geraldine, PQ. The postal clerk was having a bad day, with the AM inverted, 16 inverted and month 
and day position switched. A scarce FPO cancel.

$200

509  1912 FPO militia Goderich (JUN 25 12) ties 1c Admiral on postcard to Woodstock, Ont. $150
510  1913 FPO militia Barriefield, Ont ties 1c Admiral on postcard to Clark, Ont. Early first period of 

use (1912-1913). Rare.
$250

511  1919 Siberia, purple “ORDERLY ROOM / 259th Bn. Can. Rifles (Siberia) / APR 28 1919” on 
unused Japanese postcard “View of Pier, Yokohama”, presumably postcards given to the Canadian 
soldiers en route to Siberia. Rare.

$200

512  1941 Gibraltar 3d pair tied by FPO 475 (24 FE 41) on cover to Sydney, NS, airmail, Passed by 
Censor 24 GIB, from #1 Canadian Tunnelling Company (Major Taylor in command).

$150

513  1925 St. John’s machine cancel ties #132 2c Pictorial single and bisect half on cover to St. John’s on 
receipt from Placentia (DE 16 25). Scarce bisect use, tied.

$200

514  Newfoundland 1897 Royal family cover group, incl five #83 3c single use covers, one cover with 
#81, 83 2c, 3c to US, one cover with #80, 81(2) 1c, 2c(2) registered.

$100

515  Newfoundland group of six bisect covers incl. 1897 2c Cod fish bisect, 1929 use #164 2c and 2c 
bisect tied by St. John’s slogan, 1938 use 1937 Coronation 4c and 2c bisect, 1939 use 4c Coronation 
and 2c Edward VII bisect, 1939 late use of 2c Edward VII orange block and 1c pink Victoria bisect, 
1920 use 4c Cariboo bisect not tied by pointing finger “Returned for Postage”.

$200

516  1860 oval grid ties #9a 10c orange bisect on worn cover (backflap off, crease, pinhole) from 
Fredericton, NB (MY 29 1860) bs to Windsor, NS bs. 

$250

517  Canada Post Letters from Santa, 1992-2006, several with different versions for each year, includes 
the envelope with Canada Post “On Postal Service” imprint and a colour generic letter “Dear Little 
Friend”, various designs. Excellent Christmas thematic material.

$100

518  Perfin P21 “PTL” (P.T. Legare) on #117 10c blue Admiral tied by Quebec slogan (Aug 7 1923) on 
PT Legare window envelope with Fleurier, Switzerland receiver bs (20 VIII 23). This is a rare perfin 
(RF G), and is the new Latest recorded date of use.

$200

519  Two postal stationery envelope varieties incl. #EN4 3c red Victoria with 90% of printed indicia 
missing, yet albino impression remains, the second item in 5c Cameo envelope with half of the 
indicia printed.

$100

520  #EN1 5c Nesbitt used from Woodstock, CW (NO 9 63) with target cancel to Drumbo. Edge faults 
(crease, tear). Scarce usage as most used examples are in poor condition.

$150

521  Carton of Canada postcards, largely all earlier issues (no chromes), town views, people, mostly larger 
towns but some small towns present, mixture of mint and used. Inspect.

$300
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522  Railway related covers and ephemera, several hundred in box incl. railway related covers, railway 
business cc covers, trains on covers, railway bridges, railway buildings and gardens on cards, railway 
related industry, stationery, telegrams, tickets and other paper. Largely Canada but includes a bit of 
US and GB.

$200

523  RPO covers and card, approx 100 covers mostly Victorian to WWII era and then a few hundred 
stamps (mostly Victorian). Saw all areas, but numerous registered, and registered Victorian.  

$250

524  Train binder incl 35 souvenir covers from Discovery Train, a 1951 #10 size cover, Toronto to 
Brantford, burnt at one end with purple “DAMAGED IN RAILROAD FIRE”, plus other postcards, 
covers and thematic train stamps.

$100

525  Train Box of train related covers (mostly #10 modern CP etc.), red postcard album of 35 train related 
stations, bridges etc., binder of train related material, mostly all Canada but a bit of USA.

$100

526  #CL40 Western Canada Airways, dramatic misperforation error at right tied by blue straightline 
Sioux Lookout, Ont (Feb 6 1930) to Gold Pines, airmail then to Toronto. A rare variety.

$250

527  #E1, 34, 66 10c special delivery, 1/2c Small Queen, 1/2c Leaf tied by Brantford, Ont (MR 7 99) on 
1c postal stationery envelope to Hamilton, Ont bs (Mar 7 99), paying the 12c special delivery rate. 
A scarce 19th Century usage.

$200

528  #E1, 77 10c special delivery, 2c Numeral tied by grid hs on cover (rough opened at left) from 
Doaktown, NB (AU 15 00) to Fredericton, NB, paying 12c special delivery rate.

$150

529  #E1, 35, 67 10c special delivery, 1c Small Queen, 1/2c(2) Leaf tied by Yarmouth, NS (17 JY 99) on 
toned cover to Annapolis, NS, paying 12c special delivery rate. Scarce 19th century special delivery.

$200

Square Circles
530  NB - Clifton squared circle (-/SP 26/95) ties 3¢ Small Queen (pre-printing crease) on cover to St. 

John, NB. Eight reported covers. RF 90. Ex Whitehead, Ludlow, Cohen, Hennok (2006 sale, lot 
2031), Draves.

$400

531  ON - Blyth squared circle (-/NO 7 / 9-) ties 3¢ Small Queen on beautiful Blyth Roller Flouring Mil 
advertising cover to Clinton. (RF 90, 11 reported covers). This cover is illustrated in the squared 
circle handbook, illustrated on the front cover of the Hennok auction catalogue (Bennett) and is a 
showpiece. Ex Siverts, Hennok, Kerzner, Draves.

$500

532 O ON - Coleman squared circle type I (-/OC 1/94) on 3¢ Small Queen. RF 170, three recorded strikes 
on stamp. Noted in Roundup Annex #47. It was sold in the Hennok sale via Matthew Bennett in 
2005, and has since been owned by Draves. Quite interestingly, this is the only fully dated example 
and the latest recorded date of all five examples recorded (3 stamps, two covers). Ex Hennok, Draves.

$1,500

533  ON - Grafton squared circle (-/OC 9 / 97) ties 3¢ Small Queen on cover (stained corner) to Montreal, 
bs. RF 45, 10 covers recorded. Ex Draves.

$200

534  QC - St. Polycarpe squared circle (-/JA 24/95) ties 3¢ Small Queen on cover to Coteau du Lac, 
corrected to Coteau Landing. RF 55, 12 covers recorded. Ex Hennok (lot 2057), Draves.

$150

535  QC - Sutton squared circle (-/JY 13/96) ties 3¢ Small Queen on cc advertising cover (bit rough 
opened at right, tape residue on reverse) to St. Johnsbury, VT, tape remnant on reverse. One of four 
examples recorded on cover (3 covers, 1 postal card). Illustrated in squared circle handbook. Ex 
Whitehead, Hennok (lot 2062), Draves.

$300

536  1915 #MR1 1¢ War Tax with 2¢ Admiral, tied by Ingersoll, Ont machine cancel (APR 15 1915) to 
Toronto, being a FIRST DAY COVER of the War Tax.

$200

Canada Stamps - Pence and Cents Issues
537 O #1 3d Beaver, red on horizontal laid paper, used with target cancel, three full margins, cut into at 

bottom, F. CV $800.
$200

538 O #1 3d Beaver, red on horizontal laid paper, used with clear target cancel, four clear margins, but two 
light diagonal creases at lower left barely visible from the reverse but noted. Lovely stamp. CV as F 
$800

$250

539 O #1 3d Beaver, red on horizontal laid paper, bottom margin copy, used with target cancel, four full 
margins. CV $1,600

$500
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540 O #1 3d Beaver, red on horizontal laid paper, bottom sheet margin copy with four clear margins, 
centrally struck blue target cancel. Small tear at right, light pencil notation on reverse “PPA91” (plate 
position A91). CV as VF $1,600.

$400

541 O #1 3d Beaver red on laid paper, used with target cancel tied on cover piece, four large balanced 
margins. Most interestingly a manuscript postmark “Brockville” also ties the stamp. The handwriting 
matches the Brockville manuscript recorded on the PHSC database and is a new latest recorded use, 
extending the 1829 era usage to 1851ca. This practise was likely revived with the issuance of the new 
stamps. An incredible XF+ stamp on piece. CV $1,600+

$1,000

542 O #1 3d Beaver, red on laid paper with centrally struck target cancel, four full balanced margins and a 
remarkable pre-printing crease variety that extends the entire height of the stamp. Like an accordion, 
the paper is still folded and when soaked will show an entire split in the design. We did not undertake 
to soak the stamp as we are not the owners, but the new owner will enjoy a remarkable variety should 
they choose to soak the stamp and open the fold. Remarkable. VF. CV $1,600

$750

543 O #2 6d slate violet, on vertical laid paper, used with target cancel, margins clear of design but cut into 
outer frame line at bottom and right. Attractive stamp. F, CV $1,000.

$200

544 O #2 6d slate violet on vertical laid paper, used with target cancel, four clear margins. VF. CV $2,000 $750
545 O #2 6d slate violet on vertical laid paper, pair, light face-free target cancels, large to just into outer 

frameline margins, clear of the central design, F+. CV $2,000.
$750

546 O #2 6d slate violet on vertical laid paper, centered target cancel, four clear to just touching outer frame 
line margins, VF. CV $2,000

$500

547 O #2 6d slate violet on vertical laid paper, used with target cancel, four clear margins, VF. CV $2,000. $500
548 O #2b 6d greyish purple on vertical wove paper, with four large, clear margins, a neat target cancel and 

a red “PAID” handstamp lightly struck at bottom. An amazing stamp, VF+. CV $2,000.
$750

549 P #3P 12d black plate proof on india, four clear margins, small red mark in left margin and tiny thin 
spot at top left (likely natural variability of india paper but mentioned for the record). CV $6,000.

$3,000

550 O #4 3d Beaver red, target cancel and four clear to large margins, VF. CV $300. $100
551 O #4 3d beaver, red on wove paper with clear target cancel, large margins to just into bottom right 

outer frame line, clear of the design, VF CV $300.
$100

552 O #4 3d Beaver, with light 4 ring “2” centrally struck, a tiny hinge thin and gentle bend (not even a 
crease really), four full margins.

$100

553 O #4 3d Beaver on wove paper, used with blue target cancel tying on cover piece, four full margins, 
VF. CV $300

$100

554 O #4v 3d Beaver, deep red on thick hard paper, light target cancel with beaver visible, four large 
balanced margin, small nick in right margin only, as VF. CV $600.

$200

555 O #4vii 3d Beaver, deep red, used with 4 ring “27” and major re-entry, position 47, pane A. A stunning 
stamp with a perfect 4 ring cancel and the major re-entry showing with great strength. WOW. VF

$250

556 O #5 6d slate grey, on wove paper, used with blue cancel, four full and clear margins. VF, CV $1,600. $500
557 O #5 6d slate grey on wove paper, used with target cancel, four clear margins, tiny ownership hs on 

reverse (WHC) and speck tone spot (not visible from front), VF. CV $1,600
$500

558 O #5b 6d greenish gray on wove paper, light target cancel and four full margins clear of design, a 
pressed out crease shows in fluid, but still very attractive. CV as VF $2,000

$400

559 O #7 10d blue on thin wove paper, lightly struck 4 ring cancel, four full margins, VF. CV $2,400. $750
560 O #7 10d blue on thin crisp transparent paper, with four clear margins. The stamp appears to have 

mint, original gum but the face has a few areas of indistinct darkness. It is either one of the nicest 
used stamps or a slightly dusty mint stamp. CV as VF used $2,400

$750

561 O #10 10d blue on thin crisp, transparent paper, small shallow thin at top right, huge ample and even 
margins all around, light cancel, F. A beautiful stamp. CV $4,500.

$1,000

562 O #7 10d blue on thin crisp transparent paper, used with light face free cancel, large to just into 
margins (at top left and right), F. CV $1,200.

$300

563 * #8 1/2d rose, mint, og, with clear to cut into margins, as F. CV $800 $200
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564 O #8 1/2d Rose, used with a light target cancel, a very gentle horizontal bend that would easily press 
out (left to the eventual owner to do, over time), four full margins, as VF. CV $1,000.

$250

565 O #8 1/2d Rose, used with 4 ring “37” (Quebec), four full margins, VF. CV $1,000. $300
566 O #8a 1/2d Rose on horizontally ribbed paper, partial 4 ring cancel, four clear margins, F+. CV $1,500. $500
567 O #9 7 1/2d green on wove paper with light 4 ring cancel, four full margins. VF. CV $5,000 $1,500
568 O #9 7 1/2d green on medium wove, light target cancel, four balanced margins, fresh used example. 

VF. CV $5,000.
$2,000

569 O #9 7 1/2d green, light target cancel, four clear margins, small pinhole and thin at right margin, as F 
CV $2,000. Excellent appearance.

$400

570 O #9 7 1/2d green, light cancel, four full clear margins, small hinge thin, as F. CV $2,000 $300
571 O #9 7 1/2d green, used with grid cancel and partial red London England “PAID” hs, top right margin 

just touching design and large left margin and enormous bottom margin showing next stamp, F+. 
CV $2,000

$750

572 O #9 7 1/2d green, on wove paper, light pen cancel, four clear margins, small hinge thin. CV $2,000 
as F.

$400

573 O #10 6d reddish purple on thick fibrous soft paper, four full margins, pen cancel, small thin in 
margin. CV $1,500 as VG.

$400

574 O #10 6d Reddish purple on very thick fibrous soft paper, used with 4 ring “21”, four clear to just 
touching margins (at top left). CV as F $4,500.

$1,000

575 O #10 6d Reddish purple on very thick fibrous soft paper, used with grid cancel, very light corner 
crease only visible from the back and bit of toning on reverse, four full margins with next stamp 
showing below, F. CV $4,500

$1,250

576 O #10 6d reddish purple on very thick, fibrous soft paper, used with rare “LATE FEE” handstamp, 
imprint showing at top, hinge thin at top left, as F. CV $4,500.

$500

577 O #11 1/2d rose on wove paper, perf 11.75 with light “U.C.” datestamp with month and day unclear 
but year is 1859, F. CV $500

$200

578 O #11 1/2d Rose, perf 11.75, used with 4 ring “37”, with tiny and barely noticeable corner crease at 
lower left. CV as F. $1000.

$250

579 O #11 1/2d Rose, perf 11.75, used with partial 4 ring cancel, one short perf at top left, reasonably well 
centered for the issue, ownership bs. F. CV $1,000

$250

580 O #11 1/2d Rose, perforated, perf 11.75, used with indistinct cancel, F. CV $1,000. $250
581 O #12 3d Beaver, perf 11.75, used with light target cancel, F. CV $600 $200
582 O #12 3d Beaver, red, perf 11.75, used with 4 ring “5” cancel (Brantford, UC RF 3), VF centering 

(which is rare for this issue). CV $1,600.
$600

583 O #12 3d red, perf 11.75, used with partial 4 ring cancel, F. CV $600 $200
584 O #12 3d perforated, perf 11.75, used with diamond grid cancel, corner crease, significantly 

misperforated variety. The margins of the Pence issue were very close and this was the first perforated 
issue of Canada so misperforation varieties were bound to occur. Eye catching. As F. CV $600

$150

585 O #12 3d Red, perf 11.75, top corners creased, early RPO cancel “... Island Pond G.T.R.” (A DOWN...), 
scarce cancel on a stamp as the RPO cancels were typically applied to the cover and not the stamp. 
F. CV $600.

$200

586 O #13 6d perforated, perf 11.75, used with light 4 ring cancel, largely face-free, three perf creases 
ending in tear between perf (two left side, one right side), sealed and not visible from the front. An 
attractive stamp CV as F $5,000

$1,000

587 O #13 6d Brown violet, perf 11.75, used with mostly face free 4 ring cancel, sealed tear at bottom, 
crease and likely repaired corner, as F CV $5,000. Nice appearance from the front.

$500

588 O #13 6d brown violet, perf 11.75, used with target cancel, small hinge thin at top left just below three 
perf tips, as VG. CV $2,500.

$500
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589 O #13a 6d grey violet, perf 11.75 x 11.75, used with light diamond grid cancel, VG centering as this 
issue is notorious for centering (Others would generously call this F for the issue). CV $2,500 as VG 
and lovely.

$750

590 F Pence forgery group incl. #1(2) 3d Beaver, #2(1) 6d Consort, #8 1/2d Rose, #11 7 1/2d Green. 
Group of Oneglia forgeries.

$150

591 O #14vii 1c Rose with imprint at bottom “merican Bank Note Co. New-Yo”, used with target cancel, 
attractive.

$75

592 P #15TCviii 5c Beaver trial colour proof, orange yellow on india, VF, natural fibre inclusion and paper 
kernel. CV $600

$200

593 O #15vii 5¢ Beaver “rock in waterfall variety”, position 53, spectacular example with Simcoe datestamp 
(NO 20 67), one nibbed perf at lower left, F+. CV $300,

$100

594 O #16 10c Consort, black brown, perf 11.75, used with 4 ring “37” cancel, intense, deep rich shade 
and largely face free cancel, F-VF centering. CV $6,750.

$2,000

595 O #16 10c Black Brown, perf 11.75, light, face-free 4 ring cancel, tiny corner perf crease and sealed perf 
tear, four balanced margins, as F, CV $3,500

$500

596 P #16TCi 10c black Consort trial colour proof on india with diagonal “SPECIMEN” in carmine, two 
hinge thins, presentable from front. CV $450

$100

597 (*) #17b 10c Consort, unused, brown, perf 11 3/4, F CV $800 $200
598 O #173 10c Deep Red Purple, perf 11.75, 2nd printing, used with centrally struck target cancel, one 

short perf at bottom, F+. CV $500
$150

599 P #17TCi 10c Consort plate proof on india, on card, brownish purple, VF. CV $250 $100
600 O #18iv 12 1/2¢ yellow green pair, the left stamp being the major re-entry with distinctive dash in “E” 

of “PENCE” and other identified characteristics, plate position #94 in a scarce pair (94-95), central 
target cancel, F+. CV $380.

$200

601 P #18Pi 12 1/2c plate proof on india, on card with red, vertical “SPECIMEN”, VF. CV $300 $100
602 (*) #18 12 1/2c green, unused, position #61 with minor re-entry throughout “CANADA” and “SIX 

PENCE” and top left frameline etc. bent perf tip at UR, gum stain at UL, F-VF, with diagram.
$150

603 O #19iii 17¢ Cartier, burr on shoulder variety, position #9, VG, hinge thin. CV $750. $250
604 P #19TCii 17c Cartier trial colour proof, orange yellow on india, VF. CV $450 $150
605 O #20 2c Rose, used with neat target cancel, large margins top and bottom, centered to the right, just 

a lovely stamp, F. CV $200
$75

606 O #20 2c Rose, perf 12 x 11.75, used with Ottawa dated cancel (AU 20 60), F-VF. Nicely centered, 
dated copies of the 2c Rose are particularly scarce and desirable.

$100

607 O 1859 Cents issue re-entry and variety group incl. #15 var 1c with significant re-entry along top and 
right frameline, #17 10c “white area behind head, pos. 12 (order 7 or 8), #17 10c “chin flaw” pos. 
20 with tiny portion of imprint at right (order 22-26), #17 10c with strong re-entry along left, in 
“OSTAGE”, inner right oval and right “X”s, and #18 12 1/2c stated pos 62 major but seems to have 
significantly more re-entering at top left, top right “AN” and “DA”, “IX PEN” and left numerals. A 
fine group for the specialist.

$200

608 O Cents issue balance, a group of Cents issue stamps on Lighthouse album pages. A nice selection incl. 
#14(4), 15(3), 17(7), 18(5), 19(5), 20(4).

$200

609 O Cents issue group with 4 ring cancels incl #14 1c with blue “2”, #15 5c with “30” and “49”, #17 10c 
with “29”, “30” and blue “49”.

$250

Canada Stamps - Large Queens to George VI
610 * #21a 1/2c Large Queen perf 11.5x12, unused, VF and #21c 1/2c LQ perf 12x12 with gum, F-VF. 

Here is your start to a LQ collection, two different 1/2c values. CV $416.50
$150

611 O #22a 1c Brown red, on watermark paper with part “U” and full “T” showing, of “CLUTHA”, corner 
crease, used. CV as F, $300

$100

612 O #22a 1c brown red on watermarked paper with portion of “L U”, small thin, F. CV $300 $75
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613 O #24a 2c green on watermarked paper with portion of “& G / L U”, bit of a wrinkle and rounded 
corner, F. CV $250

$75

614 O #27iii 6c Large Queen, major re-entry in “S”, top right corner and along right frameline, pos. 93 or 
95, F, few short perfs at bottom, CV $400

$100

615 P #28P 12 1/2c Large Queen, plate proof on india, on card, in blue issue colour, small india paper loss 
at top margin, not affecting design or card.

$150

616 O Canada collection, 1868-1897, Large Queens and Small Queens, 11 Lighthouse hingeless album 
pages (all page 4A showing 1/2c and 15c LQ and 1870 SQs), with duplicated material incl. 1/2c LQ 
(4), 15c LQ (11) and 11 sets of SQs (1c, 2c, 3c, 5c, 6c, 10c) plus few extras, some faults. Inspect.

$250

617 O #29ii 15c Large Queen with “Pawnbroker” variety, plate position #10, clearly showing the three dots 
in the ample margin at right. F. CV $225.

$100

618 O #30c 15c deep violet on very thick paper, used with bullseye cancel, small shallow thin and few 
corner creases at upper right (so typical of this soft paper), F appearance. CV as F $1,000.

$250

619 O #30c 15c deep violet on very thick paper (carton paper), small HR, used with grid hs, F. CV $1,000 $250
620 O #30c 15c deep violet on very thick paper (carton paper), used wit grid cancel, light hinge thin which 

is so typical of this soft paper, as VF. CV $2,000.
$250

621 O #30c 15c Deep Violet, on very thick fibrous paper (carton paper), pencil notation and dark spot on 
reverse, F-VF, CV $1,500.

$500

622 O #31 1c Brown red, laid paper, used with faint 2 ring cancel, corner crease at lower left and crease with 
small tear at upper right corner, ownership bs, with Greene Foundation certificate. CV as F. $6,000.

$1,500

623 O #33 3¢ bright red, laid paper, light grid cancel, corner crease, VG. CV $500. $150
624 O #33 3c red on laid paper, grid cancel, F. CV $1,500 $500
625 O #33 3c bright red on laid paper, pen wiggle cancel, VG. CV $500. $150
626 O #33 3c bright red on laid paper with verge line, sealed tear at top, excellent reference copy. $100
627 O #33 3c bright red on laid paper, with verge line, used with 4 ring “7” (Collingwood, RF 4), often 

struck lightly but this cancel is pretty strong. CV $1,500
$500

628 O Large Queen dated group 1/2c, 1c (yellow and brown red), 2c, 3c, 5c, 6c, 12 1/2c, 15c(2). Occasional 
fault but selected copies over a lifetime. 

$200

629 */O Large Queen collection, #21/30, 79 stamps incl. 1/2c(10), 1c red brown(9), 1c yellow(8). 2c 
green(8), 3c(10), 5c(10), 6c(8), 12 1/2c(10), 15c(8), collected for shades and papers, very few cancel 
interest (see other lots). Occasional fault as expected. Excellent reference group.

$750

630 */O #21-30 Large Queen set 1/2c to 15c, used except 1c yellow, 15c grey which are mint. Small fault on 
a few. Nice.

$150

631 O #35 1¢ Small Queen, old time study group of 700 stamps, noted fancy cancels, parcel ovals, cds 
cancels, condition varies. An old time study lot, offered intact.

$100

632 O #35x 1c Small Queen, major re-entry with re-entry through “CANADA POSTAGE” and “ONE”, 
and upper left and lower left framelines, partial cds cancel, VF. Unpriced in Unitrade.

$150

633 O #36 2¢ Small Queen, study group of 200 arranged on stock pages with notations, dot at LR, no dot, 
medallion dot, ink smear in margin etc. Some nice cds cancels but most useful for a plater.

$75

634 O #37/41 3¢ Small Queen, 180 copies on ruled paper, an old time dots, scratches and re-entry study. $150
635 O #39 6c Small Queen, dated group of five, used stamps incl. MR ‘72, NO ‘74 (#39b), AP ‘80, JU 

‘82 and JU ‘88
$75

636 O #41var 3c Small Queen with slip or kiss print variety AND an ornate purple fancy cancel. Greene 
certificate accompanies “variety showing smudged or light slipped printing, genuine in all respects”. 
Although not the true double print, this is an interesting item for the specialist.

$100

637 O #41vi 3¢ Small Queen, “Vampire Bite” variety being two triangular marks on Queen’s neck, VF. CV 
$300

$100

638 */O #39, 43 6c Small Queen, 260 copies incl three mint singles, a mint og block of four and the rest 
used. From an old time plating collector. Spotted “Canadian Packet E” split ring, blue cork, odd 
huge margined, a few squared circles etc.

$200
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639 * #45a 10c Small Queen, three mint copies, one unused, one og, H with very small hinge thin, last 
one og, H, all F centered. CV $750

$150

640 * #47i 50c Widow Weed, major re-entry, pos. 6 doubling of top frameline, F+, g, H. CV $400+ $100
641 O Small Queen re-entry and variety collection, mounted and illustrated incl, #34 1/2c horizontal line 

at top, #35x 1c Major re-entry (2, one faulty), 1c minor re-entry (4, with enlarged images), #36 2c, 
three copies of a major re-entry similar to “the” major, 2c nine more examples incl. “eye” flaw”, plate 
scratch and 7 minor re-entries, #41 3c constant plate scratch position #187 incl. two singles and a 
remarkable strip of three pos 186-188 showing diagonal scratch from lower right “3” on #186 to 
lower left “3” on #187; #38 5c with minor re-entry at top right frameline, #43v 6c major re-entry 
with significant doubling of lower half of stamp and pronounced in “CENTS” (stamp with pulled 
perf into design, faulty), #39 6c five minor re-entries, #44ii 8c Major re-entry, two others with 
guidelines, and registered letter stamp group incl #F1 (8 with flaws, repaired state etc.), #F2 (9 incl 
short transfer, re-entry, varieties). A wealth of useful stamps for the specialist. See longleyauctions.
com for more scans.

$750

642 */O Small Queen group, 92 stamps on Lindner hingeless album pages 1/2c to 10c, with shades and 
papers, cork cancels, dated cancels and a few mint. Noted 10c (13). For the specialist or show dealer.

$200

643 */O Small Queen blocks incl. #34 1/2¢ right imprint block of 10, og, hinge supported, F, with major 
re-entry at position #49, a used block of four; #35 1¢ two used blocks of six, one with London “6” 
duplex dated (AU 12 73), and the other with Montreal duplex (AP 1 (86)), #37 3¢ block of six with 
straightline “Registered” hs and #41 3¢ with Port Hope, Ont cds (MY 23 96).

$100

644 O Small Queen reference group organized by printing order, perf, shade etc. incl. 1¢(35), 2¢(7) and 
3¢(9). Includes pairs, shades, fancy cancels, dated copies. Quite useful.

$100

645 * Small Queen mint trio incl. #39 6c SQ, unused, F, HR, bit toned on back, #43 6c SQ, LH, F, #45a 
10c SQ, HR,  F. Ex Lamb.

$75

646 O #56 8¢ Jubilee, used block of nine on heavy linen backed paper, a late use with Halifax, NS cds (MR 
11 10) but a spectacular large multiple. I haven’t see a larger cds block of the 8¢ value, this quite 
possibly the largest.

$100

647 O #U-58-V 15c Jubilee with type U precancel, vertical, expertising bs. CV $350 $100
648 O #61 $1 Jubilee, lake, Toronto “3” roller cancel, F. CV $600. $150
649 * #61 $1 Jubilee, lake, og, multiple HR, fresh colour and wonderful centering, XF+. CV $1,000 $250
650 O #64 $3 Jubilee, purple with Toronto Canada cds (NO 8, yr unclear), with two hinge thins, lovely 

looking from the front. CV as F $800
$200

651 O #65 $5 Jubilee, olive green with heavy roller cancel, F. CV $800120*2.5 $150
652 ** #70 5¢ Leaf, mint block of four, F-VF, NH. CV $1,575. $400
653 (*) #70i 5c Leaf bottom margin imperforate pair, unused, bright blue on horizontal wove paper (200 

stamps). VF. CV $600
$200

654 ** #76 2c Numeral, purple, VF, NH with 2007 PF certificate graded “80”, XF. CV $270 $100
655 * #76var 2c purple Numeral top imprint pair “2”, with dramatic, strong offset printing variety of 

reverse, og, H, small paper adhesion. Eye catching.
$100

656 DP #78DP4 3c Numeral carmine in issue colour, die proof  (18.0mm x 21.5mm) on wove paper (35mm 
x 41mm, light horizontal crease and hinge thin), hardened, “F-113” with “AMERICAN BANK 
NOTE CO. OTTAWA” at base.

$500

657 */O #85, 86 2c Map re-entries incl two mint “major” re-entries and one used “major” re-entry, and five 
used minor re-entries.

$150

658 ** #86var 2c Map with major re-entry, plate #1, position #3 with imprint tab, not the only “major” 
listed in Unitrade as86iii (pl 5 pos 91) but another “major”, see note below in catalogue. A lovely 
mint copy with doubling throughout “CANADA POSTAGE”, left cable and both “2”s, F+, NH. 
Comparable CV $350

$100

659 */** #90A 2c Edward, imperforate margin block of eight, two LH, rest NH, VF. CV $350 $120
660 * #93 10c Edward VII, brown lilac, superb balanced margins, og with two large sized but light hinge 

marks, XF. CV $850
$200
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661 */** #91 5c Edward XF H, #92 7c F-VF NH, #94 20c margin copy part og, F. CV $860 $200
662 ** #97var 1c Quebec Tercentenary, mint og, NH block of four with dramatic misplaced perforations. 

Block has horizontal crease, perhaps part of cause of misfeeding sheet into perforator and the variety 
occurring?

$250

663 * #96-103 1/2c to 20c Quebec Tercentenary, 1/2c hinge thin, rest H, HR, generally F with some 
F-VF, CV as F $530

$150

664 P “Eckerlin” trial proof blocks of four reverse image Admiral #108 3c in green, red, blue and black, 
oversize, lithograph reportedly printed in 1929 or 1930 by the German firm Herbst & Illig and 
submitted to the Canadian post office in an effort to secure a printing contract. Printed in sheets of 
80, the right most column of stamps is only partially printed (shown on red and blue blocks here), 
the black block being a left margin copy. Numerous articles have been written about these “Eckerlin” 
proofs, which were not adopted by the post office.

$250

665 ** #120a 50c Admiral, black, wet printing on vertical wove, og, NH, F-VF. Lower left numeral box 
with top horizontal line extended into left margin, lower outer frameline strengthened etc. For the 
specialist. CV $1520

$400

666 */** Admiral coil and  imperf group incl. #125-130 in pairs, #126, 127, 139 are NH, #128 and #129 are 
LH and 125 is H/NH, centering is fine on 2c ref, F-VF and VF on the balance. next is #136, 137, 
138 imperforate 1c, 2c, 3c Admiral pairs, VF, NH and finally #129i 3c perf 8 paste-up coil strip of 
four, H on both end pairs. CV $1,100

$300

667 * #MR4 2+1c brown lathework pair, type “A”, VF, H. Because this is a right margin pair, the lathework 
design finishes at an angle causing a striking appearance. A desirable example. CV $320

$120

668 ** #160i 1c Scroll paste-up coil pair, VF, NH. CV $300 $100
669 ** #163ii 1c Arch major re-entry in right “1”, plate position #96, PL. 2 UL, Die I) in mint block of 

six, VF, NH. CV $192
$100

670 * #195var 1c Medallion block of six, dist. gum, dramatic misperforated variety with three misperforated 
horizontal rows. A tough Medallion issue variety, as not many exist and useful eye-catching item for 
exhibit.

$100

671 */O #203 20c Grain expo group incl. mint Plate 1 plate block, lower right, gum glazed and disturbed, 
H, F-VF but  with an unusual variety in that the stamps from the 10th column have a raised “G” 
of “GRAIN” out of line with the other letters, a used vertical strip of seven, with right margin edge 
(10th column) shows this variety as well, plus a used single similarly. CV as normal $340

$100

672 * 1932 Ottawa Conference green leather presentation book with “1932 Ottawa Conference (Canada 
coat of arms) Canada” on face, two pages of stamps (stuck in place, two at angle) incl. imperial 
conference set, 1c/8c Arch, 10c Cartier, 12c Citadel, 20c Harvester, 50c Grand Pre (corner crease), 
$1 Cavell, 20c special delivery, 5c air. Also includes business card of Mr Arthur Sauve, Postmaster 
General of Canada, two French Jacques Cartier stamps on Canada Coat of arms small card.

$250

673 * 1933 UPU red leather presentation book with Canada coat of arms on face, “Postal Unione Postale 
Conference Ottawa Canada 1933” title page and two pages of stamps (stuck in place) incl. 1c-5c 
Medallion 13c Citadel, 5c UPU, 5c Air, 3c UPU, 10c Cartier, 20c Harvester, 50c Grand Pre, $1 
Cavell and 20c special delivery. Also includes the 5c UPU Ottawa stamp mounted on small stiff card 
(not die proof but as part of presentation set).

$300

674 */** War issue start and end coil strips incl. #265 pair end strip with 10 tabs, #266 pair with blue start 
strip of 9 tabs and “3cts” hs, #266 pair end strip with 7 tabs, #267 pair with 9 pink start tabs and 
“4 cts” hs, #267 pair with 9 pink start tabs and “4cts” hs but the first tab is double size and different 
from previous item, #266 pair with 9 blue start tabs and “3 cts” hs with first tab double size, #266 
pair with 10 end tabs. One pair #267 is H, a few with H on ungummed tabs. Several of these with 
only 9 tabs appear to be complete so perhaps the catalogue needs to better define a full strip (start 
vs end).

$250

675 ** #284var 1c “Postes/Postage” block of four with dramatic misperforation horizontally, touching or 
almost through the 1c value, NH.

$100
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Canada Stamps - QEII to Modern
676 ** #326car 2c Karsh pair with dramatic vertical misperforation in right margin, vertical perfs 7mm 

to the right. The right stamp has a white gutter and no value. Only 10 such examples can exist. A 
showpiece. Ex McAndless error collection.

$100

677 ** Karsh variety group incl. #326xx var 2c precancel with dramatic misperforation, #328var 
misperforated vertically margin pair and single, #329var Plate 1 LL plate block with position 90 
with long hair variety with what appears to have been a curly human hair dropped onto the plate and 
picked up ink. Certainly unique. Finally #O36var 4c “G” overprint with dramatic misperforation 
horizontally with large portion of lower stamp showing at bottom.

$200

678 ** #330var 4c Karsh block of eight with dramatic misperforation vertically, with perfs shifted to the 
left, VF, NH. A great exhibit display item.

$200

679 ** Karsh booklet collection and exhibit #BK45-47 with detailed analysis of cover varieties (dots in P, G, 
NE etc.), both French and English. Exhibit pages laid out but not mounted. 37 booklets and a few 
panes. An opportunity to expand.

$200

680 (*) #318var 20c Forestry vertical margin pair with dramatic misperforation at left, unused, most unusual. $100
681 ** #334var 50c Textile, plate 1 lower right plate block with dramatic offset variety on reverse, showing 

65% of design and full imprint on gummed side. From a lower block of 10, copy enclosed, this block 
position is unique. SSC retail $995

$300

682 ** #356var 5c Scout plate 2-1 upper right plate block with dramatic fold-over perforation variety, NH. $100
683 O #524 5c Christmas matted and signed on matte by child designer Janet McKinney with photocopy 

of newspaper article and her picture at the time. Amazing modern collateral item.
$75

684 ** #406i, 407i, 408i, 409i 2c, 3c, 4c, 5c Cameo coil jump strips of four, the 5c is normal centering 
(slightly off-centre) but the other values are remarkably well centered. VF, NH. CV $130++

$75

685 ** #454iii 1c Centennial left margin block of four, with dramatic misperforation error, NH. $100
686 ** #459ii 6c Centennial block of four with experimental fluorescent ink, DF paper, VF, NH. CV $200 $75
687 */** Specialized Centennial collection in springback album, neatly written up album pages with paper, 

tagging, perf and gum varieties, including plate blocks and some matched sets. Spotted some better 
items incl. #359bii, 460ii, 461ii, 463iv, 465ii, 465Ai, 45Aiii, 465Bi, 465Biv and more.

$150

688 ** #5c Parliament block of 40 with dramatic perforation shift vertically, mint, NH. CV $1,600 $500
689 */O Canada definitive collection #714/1686 in binder with extensive coils, booklet panes and booklets 

with varieties. Noted #116b, 1361e, 1769a, 1696a, 1699a, 950var jump strip, 943 Canada double 
printed on back, 924ii block comet flaw, BK88b white streak, BK82, 82a mistag, 82a counter, 123 
miscut, 88b mistag HF, 98, 98a, 98b, 98c etc. Inspect.

$500
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690 */O 1977-1982 Peace Tower exhibit, three frames (48 pages, but conclusion page offered separately as 
it is next issue), 47 pages. The 12c portion of the exhibit, shows the only recorded photo proof in 
private hands of the 12c value, blocks and singles explaining the production (BABN, CBN), “hole 
in roof” variety, “broken hour hand” variety, precancel warning strips, one bar tagging coil pair, 
imperforate strip of four, miscut coil strip of four and eight, block of 14 faint score line but double 
perforated five vertical rows,  postal uses and scarce varieties incl. precancel with one bar tagging, 
strip of three precancel with shifted perforations and right margin warning pair showing 15mm 
shift to left, The 14c Peace tower portion shows the ALBINO print (#715b, CV $500), weak print, 
untagged, one bar tagged, closed blind variety, light in window, missing spire blocks, dramatic shift 
in two blocks (total 60 stamps, only recorded examples), block of four with extra horizontal H-comb 
perforation, three dramatic perforated singles, misperforated block of four and 6, offset printed 
block of four, smear printed block of six, specialized coil end strip and start strip, jump strip, narrow 
and wide tagging pairs, misperforated, double perforated and imperforate pairs, half bar tagged strip 
showing only at bottom of stamp, and cover uses. The 17c shows extra tagged single, pre-printing 
fold and dramatic perforation strip of three, imperforate pair, one bar tagging pair, miscut strips, 
strip of four with three imperforate, strip of four with two imperforate, narrow tag strip, start strip 
of 15, fake double perforation strip and how to identify them, detailed analysis of the 1c and 5c 
booklet stamps including varieties such as missing letters, numbers, scratches. The exhibit represents 
an opportunity to add the few missing varieties (double paper, printed on gum side etc.) and perhaps 
expand to include the QEII side profile issues to take the exhibit to five frames. Offered intact to 
allow a collector to continue this journey in modern philately. Stunning and worth inspection.

$3,500

691 */O Canada variety collection, over 110 items including singles, blocks, booklets, extensively mounted 
on album pages on springback album, highlights and by no means an exhaustive list including mint 
4c War LL plate block #31 cracked plate, 1c Postage Postes pre-printing crease block, #428 misperf 
pair, #479 misperf pair, #167 misperf block, #C9 misperf pair, #399 misperf single, #222 8c Arch 
overinked spotty block of four, #742 misprint, #742 donut spot, 4c War pair misperf, #740 misperf, 
#509 misperf, #729 brown offset/kiss, #337 1c misperf block, 60c Street scene shifted print, 1c 
Cameo large pre-printing crease, #239 2c Mufti coil pair with broken “2”, #595A 15c block of 
six with minor pre-printing crease, 17c Parliament block shifted perfs, various scoreline blocks, 6c 
Centennial shifted perf block, 6c Centennial forgery double print, 12c Parliament precancel shifted 
perfs, 14c Parliament shifted perf block, 10c WEII misperf, 6c Snowflake block shifted perfs, 20c 
Centennial smeared “D”, #468 5c coil strip with misplaced pin, 6c Isle of Spruce block of four 
misperf, two misperf singles, 1c War block of nine with one cracked cap variety, 2c Caricature M/S 
of four PBs with shifted perfs, 8c Christmas with shifted perfs, #726 $1 printing crease and 1 bar 
tag, #716B 14c booklet with double Queen, 14c Parliament col strips of 5 (2) misperfed, #727 $2 
Kuane strip of five shifted colour, #460fi 6c printed on gum side, Newfoundland 3c Cariboo with 
dramatic misperf and overlap, etc. Used 5c Seaway with pre-printing creases resulting in split printing 
“SEAWAY, LAURENT, C, N and D of  Canada especially. Careful inspection highly recommended.

$1,000

692 ** #572ii 8c missing bird on totem variety (position 28), central stamp in block of nine, VF, NH. CV 
$250. Gratton certificate.

$100

693 ** #591a 6c Caricature, printed on gum side variety, og, NH. Pencil notation on back “23” and signed 
“JAH”, accompanied by Jim A Hennok “certificate” with embossed seal showing photocopy of the 
sheet the stamp came from and position #23 circled and initialed. CV $250

$100

694 ** #604v 8c QEII imperforate strip of three, DF, VF, NH. CV $412.50 $150
695 */O Modern balance lot incl. #806iii 17c pigeon hole coil, #806var 17c fuzzy printing, illegal and late 

use of #908 “A” stamp on cover, #907 A T1 untagged used on piece,  imperforate 43c flag on cover, 
and 40c imperforate on cover.

$100

696 */O #907, 908 “A” stamp small group (from Peace Tower exhibit) shows BABN and CBN paper, #907 
CBN misperforated left margin block of four, a similar right margin misperforated pair, coil strips 
and some usages on cover.

$150

697 ** #926Bii 36c Parliament upper left corner block with both left stamps partially imperforate 
horizontally and fully imperforate vertically. VF, NH, trivial natural mark on upper left stamp. See 
note in Unitrade. Noted only 8 corner blocks exist. CV $1,000

$300

698 ** #950a 30c flag coil, imperforate pair, full and clear of margin design, VF, NH. CV $450 $150
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699 ** Mammal Definitive collection, small group mounted on exhibit pages, stamps and booklets with 
highlights of #1158 donut variety, BK104a,b,c, 1171i pb(2), BK116, BK105a,b,c, BK117a,b, 
BK129a, Didn’t spot any of the big rarities. Useful lot for modern collector.

$100

700 ** #1165var 36c Parliament top margin block of four, with printing shift misregistration of colours 
making a blurred printing impression appearing double printed, Slater paper, og, NH

$100

701 ** #1190a flag imperforate booklet pane with 1c, 5c(2), 40c Flags, Ashton Potter imprint, VF, NH. 
CV $2,000

$750

702 F #1194B 39c coil in sheet of 110, lithographed sheet with cutting lines, full gum, imperforate 
intended for postal fraud, so technically a counterfeit. These were sold in local convenience stores, 
mostly in larger cities until they were discovered

$100

703 ** #1194Bf/1396a four imperf flag pairs incl. #1194Bf, 1394a, 1395a, 1396a, VF, NH. CV $925 $300
704 ** #119d 37c Parliament imperf pair, #1194Biii 39c Flag imperf pair, #1194Cvar 40c Flag misperf pair 

and red mark by printer. Red marker by printer to indicate improper printing but got out.
$200

705 ** #1250ii 38c Infantry, UL inscription block, VF, NH. Scarce. CV $250 $100
706 ** #1359g 43c Flag over Prairie, imperforate pair, VF, NH. CV $1,000 $350
707 F #1395F 43c Flag, green, postal forgery strip of 12, perforated with top and bottom tabs, as printed. 

It was produced in Montreal and was soon discovered, Pairs and strips of four exist, but complete 
strips are highly unusual. An integral part of the story of Canada’s forgeries.

$100

708 ** #1534ii 52c unissued rate Christmas stamp, lower right plate block. The proposed 52c rate increase 
was cancelled and the rate stayed at 50c. This stamp was produced but accidentally slipped out in 
small quantities. Owning the plate block with inscription “C” is important as it indicates the paper 
was “Coated Papers”. A modern rarity. CV $950

$400

709 ** #1585var 45c Christmas with vertical perfs shifted 4mm to left cutting design at right resulting in 3 
bar tagging error, 52c, 90c Christmas perforation shifts; #1586var 52c Christmas with major vertical 
perforation shift 14mm to left running through “52” at the centre of the stamp, one of the most 
dramatic perf shift varieties in Canada; #1587var 90c Christmas with horizontal perf shift through 
“CANADA 92” resulting in 3 bar tag variety as well. Pos #47 from sheet, a copy of which is included. 
SSC retail $204.90

$100

710 ** #2299f, 2305f, 2366c Vancouver 2010 limited edition gold, silver, bronze overprints on SS, five 
complete VF, NH sets in sealed souvenir packs. CV $325

$100

711 ** #2844, BK623 UNESCO recalled error sheet and booklet, souvenir sheet showing Hoodoos rather 
than Dinosaur National Park, complete error souvenir sheet and complete booklet, plus three normal 
SS and one normal booklet with corrected images. CV $515.

$150

712 P #556 10c Christmas block of four, progressive proof or essay, without silver snowflake engraving and 
offset printing, fluorescent coated paper, Winnipeg tag one bar at left and right sides, perf 12, VF, 
NH. Retails at $300 each when initially discovered. Gratton certificate

$500

Canada Stamps - Airmail to Cancels
713 P #C1P 5c airmail plate proof pair on india, VF. Only three sheets (200 on each exist). CV $400 $150
714 * #CLCA11 “CA” overprint on 1929 Colombia 5 peso, glazed, hinged gum. Expertising mark on 

reverse. From the 1929 SCADTA airmail scheme. CV $1,200
$750

715 */O #C1i 5c airmail, swollen breast variety in plate #2 upper right inscription block of six, VF, NH (H in 
tab only), plus two first flight covers each with #C1i swollen breast variety. CV $770

$200

716 ** #BK34a,c,d,d(variety) 3¢ Dark Carmine booklet pane, with Bileski write up, being 6¢ rate sheet, no 
rate sheet, surcharged rate sheet and “underlined” rate sheet variety. Historically these were a, b, c, d 
but are now a, c, and d subsets. Booklet 34b is the “X” rate sheet and not present. VF, NH. CV $279

$100

717 ** #BK34a,c,d,d(variety) 3¢ Dark Carmine booklet pane, with Bileski write up, being 6¢ rate sheet, no 
rate sheet, surcharged rate sheet and “underlined” rate sheet variety. Historically these were a, b, c, d 
but are now a, c, and d subsets. Booklet 34b is the “X” rate sheet and not present. VF, NH. CV $279

$100

718 ** #BK34a,c,d,d(variety) 3¢ Dark Carmine booklet pane, with Bileski write up, being 6¢ rate sheet, no 
rate sheet, surcharged rate sheet and “underlined” rate sheet variety. Historically these were a, b, c, d 
but are now a, c, and d subsets. Booklet 34b is the “X” rate sheet and not present. VF, NH. CV $279

$100
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719 ** #BK74k 25¢ Caricature booklet with re-entry variety on “age” of “Postage”, set of 10 different 
covers. A difficult to find variety. CV $300.

$100

720 ** BK76c 50¢ Caricature booklet, repeating 10s variety, set of 10 booklets,  CV $300. $75
721 ** Booklet lot, Oakpex special overprint OAKPEX 85 16 March 1985 Oakville Stamp Club on 50c 

booklet with 32c flag (2 booklets), and OAKPEX 86 in red  on 50c booklet with 34c Parliament (10 
booklets). Retail $240 value. Specialized booklets.

$100

722 ** BK111A 50c Flag, perf 12.5 x 13 perf variety, four complete booklets. CV $200. $75
723 * Trio of Large Queens with numeral cancels incl. #23 1c LQ with 2 ring “7”, #29 12 1/2c with 

Toronto fancy “2” leaf and #30 15c with two ring “2”, all with corner creases that do not detract.
$100

724 O #18 12 1/2c with superb, bold strike of two ring “12”, scarce on Cents issue, stamp F+. $100
725 O Large Queens with numeral cancels incl. 4 ring cancels (?2 on 1c red brown, 36 on 6c brown), and 

two ring cancels (7 on 1c, 1c, 2c, 12 on 3c and fifth unknown on 2c). Few faults.
$100

Canada Stamps - Forgeries to Officials
726 F Group of nine forged progressive essays, engraved in gray black or sepia and die sunk on thick 

white card incl. #155(4), 157(2), 159, and 465A(2). Attributed to Gregory Prosser. See Ken Pugh’s 
book Series II , Release 11 “A detailed study of the BNA progressive die proof and essay forgeries of 
Gregory Prosser”.

$300

727 O Fancy cancels on five Large Queens incl. Leaf on 1c yellow, Arrow heads on 2c green, segmented on 
2c green, multi-ray arrowheads on 6c, multi-ray arrow head on 15c, few small faults.

$100

728 O New Brunswick #3 1 shilling bright red violet, used, thinned and damaged corner, almost three clear 
margins, a spacefiller and excellent reference. As F, CV $5,000

$500

729 */O New Brunswick balance incl. #1, 1a, 2, 2d, 5(3), 7(3), 8(4), 9(2), 10, 11(3) and #5TC 5c Connell 
trial colour plate proof, orange with no “SPECIMEN” with scuff and glue mark. Pence stamps are 
faulty and/or repaired. An excellent reference lot.

$150

730 P Sir Gawaine Baillie collection of Newfoundland 1940 rejected stamp centenary production file 
including seven essays or designs (three photographic essays, two large essays, a tintype photographic 
essay, one photographic reference of plane used in design), 12 letters, file cards and original file envelope 
accompany. This stamp was intended to promote the 100th anniversary of the first postage stamp 
(1840-1940) but was cancelled due to WWII. The Canadian Bank Note Co forwarded the post office 
request to the American Bank Note Company. The correspondence includes design and production 
discussions under a tight timeline. As noted there were no airmail stamps from 1933 until a  stamp 
was issued in 1943. Careful observers will note the same airplane was used in a aerial scene over land, 
but was now a 7c value instead of the proposed and rejected 4c value. The centenary set was to include 
the following values 1c, 2c, 3c, 4c, 5c and 10c. The Newfoundland post office cancelled the issue 
due to WWII but the British government went ahead with their centenary design  (showing Queen 
Victoria and George VI). A tremendous opportunity to acquire the original post office archive and 
correspondence. Ex Sir Gawaine Baillie, BT. See longleyauctions.com for more scans.

$12,000

731 (*) Newfoundland #189ai 4c Rose, imperforate sheet of 100, unused, Perkins Bacon printing, 
watermarked arms. An incredible survivor and exhibition showpiece. CV $3,750.

$1,500

732 (*) Newfoundland #191b 5c Cariboo, imperforate sheet of 100, unused, Die II, Perkins Bacon printing, 
with plate “3” at upper left, watermarked arms, with hairline varieties from plate wiping particularly 
in right columns. An incredible survivor and exhibition showpiece. CV $5,400.

$2,500

733 * #193var 10c Salmon, upper left corner block with fold over perforation variety, og, H, small adhesion. $100
734 * Newfoundland mint trio #12A 5d H, #26 5c harp seal with imprint at bottom, HH, #48 2c cod LH, 

light toning but superb centering. CV $300+
$100

735 * Newfoundland #C18 $4.50 Balbo surcharge on 75c air, og, overall light disturbed, glazed gum, few 
perf tips with gum soak, still attractive, VF CV $450

$150

736 ** #11 8 1/2c green, complete sheet of 100, og, NH, incl. unshaded “E” (position 94), with 12 imprint 
blocks. CV as F-VF NH $5,652 and as F, NH $2,040 with NH and imprint premium.

$1,000

737 */O Nova Scotia balance incl. #1, 2, 3(2), 4(2), plus five sets of mint Cents issue (except 5c which are 
used). Pence stamps with faults. Nice reference group.

$150
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738 ** #O2a 2c War issue with OHMS overprint, the lower right stamp with “no period after S” variety, 
block of four, VF, NH. CV $345

$120

739 ** #O9 50c OHMS logging, VF, NH. CV $330 $100
Canada Stamps - Precancel Collection
740 O Canada precancel collection on black stock pages, modest quantity, includes precancel catalogue $100
741 O Beamsville, Ont precancels, five inc. 1-163, 1-195, 1-217, 2-217, 2-231. CV $180 $70
742 O Brandon, Man precancels, 15 incl. 1-90, 1-104, 1-105d, 1-106-I, 1-108, 1-109 etc. CV $278 $100
743 O Brantford, Ont precancels, 31 incl. 1-90, 1-90-I, 1-105, 1-106, 1-149, 3-104, 3-106-I, 3-163-I etc. 

CV $469
$125

744 O Bridgeburg, Ont precancels, 15 incl. 1-104-I, 1-105, 1-105 pair, 1-104-I, 1-89-IE, 1-89-UE, 1-104-
E, 1-104-IE, 1-105-E etc. CV $229

$75

745 O Brockville, Ont precancels, 21 incl. 2-89, 2-89-I, 3-149, 3-163b, 3-195, 3-217 etc. CV $261 $80
746 O Calgary, Alberta precancels, 45 incl. #1-89, 1-89-I, 1-105-I, 1-107a, 1-108, 1-109, 1-195, 2-106, 

2-106-I, 3-195, 3-195-I, 3-195-D, 3-217-D, 3-219, 4-219, etc. CV $640.
$200

747 O Carleton Place, Ont precancels, 13 incl. #1-109, 1-149, 1-150, 1-166, 1-217 etc. CV $212 $75
748 O Cobourg, Ont precancels, 14 incl. #1-149, 1-162, 1-163b, 1-165, 1-165a, 1-218, etc. CV $245 $80
749 O Edmonton, Alberta precancels, 48 incl. #1-89, 1-105d-I, 1-112, 1-114, 1-116-I, 1-117, 1-118, 

2-104, 3-106, 3-106-I, 3-108, 3-109, 3-110, 3-112, 3-112-I, 3-113, 3-117, 3-118, 3-119, etc. CV 
$784.

$250

750 O Estevan, Saskatchewan precancels, 4 incl. #1-104, 1-104-I, 1-105, 1-105d. CV $170 $60
751 O Galt, Ont precancels, 9 incl. #1-149, 1-163, 1-163b, 1-195, 2-217, 2-231. CV $205 $75
752 O Halifax, NS precancels, 46 incl. #1-91-IE, 1-104, 1-104-I, 1-106, 1-106-I, 2-107a, 2-107-I, 2-112-

I, 2-117-I, 2-164, 2-165a, etc. CV $616.
$200

753 */O Hamilton, Ont collection in album from Edward to George VI with highlights #1-111, 1-114-I, 
1-117-I, 1-120, 1-150-D, 2-89-I, 2-90, 4-110, 4-117, 5-163-D, 5-166-D and more. CV $1,500+. 
Inspection highly recommended.

$500

754 O Hamilton, Ont precancels, 79 incl. #1-91, 1-91-I, 1-105-I, 1-106, 1-106-I, 1-109, 1-110, 1-111, 
1-113, 1-114, 1-117-I, 1-120, 1-150, 2-90, 3-106-I, 4-104, 4-104-I, 4-106-I, 4-107a, 4-109-I, 
4-113, 4-114, 4-119, 4-120a, 4-150, 4-165, 5-195-I, 5-218, 7-219, 7-252 etc. CV $1267.

$400

755 O Kingston, Ont precancels, 37 incl. #1-90-I, 1-104, 1-104-I, 1-104 (A and O missing), 2-106, 2-106-
I, 2-107-I, 2-108-I, 2-111, 2-162, 2-164, 2-166, 3-250, 3-252 etc. CV $626.

$200

756 O Kitchener, Ont. precancels, 37 incl. #1-105-D, 1-107-I, 1-108, 1-108-I, 1-109, 1-112, 1-112-I, 
1-113, 1-116, 1-118, 1-149-D, 1-162, 1-165, etc. CV $623.

$200

757 O London, Ont precancels, 48 incl. #1-MR4, 1-162, 1-163, 1-163b, 1-164, 3-162, etc. CV $452. $150
758 O Moncton, NB precancels, 64 incl. #1-104, 1-105d, 1-108-I, 1-109, 1-111-I, 1-113, 1-162, 1-195, 

2-108-I, 2-109-I, 2-109c, 2-110, 2-113, 2-114, 2-118-I, 3-105, 3-149, 3-162, etc. CV $847.
$250

759 O Montreal, Quebec precancels, 184 incl. #1-47, 1-47-D, 2-89-D, 2-89-UI, 2-90-U, 2-95, 2-104, 
3-91, 3-91-I, 4-89-D, 4-94-I, 4-95-I, 4-104-I, 4-105-I, 4-106-D, 4-113-ID, 4-116-I, 4-120, 4-149-
D, 4-149-I, 5-117, 6-104, 6-104-I, 6-107-I, 6-108-I, 6-141-I, 7-119, 8-163-D, 8-163b-D, 8-163b-
I, etc. CV $2,017.

$600

760 O Moose Jaw, Sask. precancels, 22 incl. #1-104, 1-107-I, 1-112, 1-117, 1-118, 1-195, 2-196, etc. CV 
$307.

$100

761 O Niagara Falls, Ont precancels, 28 incl. #1-89-I, 1-104-I, 1-106-I, 3-104, 3-107-I, 3-109, etc. CV 
$311.

$100

762 O North Battleford, Sask. precancels, 8 incl. #1-104-I, 1-105, 1-105-I, 1-106, 1-107, 1-149, 1-150 
and 1-195. CV $205

$75

763 O Oshawa, Ont precancels, 25 incl. #1-114, 1-119, 2-196, 3-251, 3-284, etc. CV $423. $150
764 O Ottawa, Ont. precancels, 70 incl. #1-111-ID, 1-116, 2-89, 2-89-I, 2-90, 2-91, 2-92, 3-111-I, 3-112-

I, 3-116-D (thinned, faults, CV $200), 3-116-I, 3-117-I, 3-119-I, etc. CV $1,127.
$350
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765 O Paris, Ont precancels, 8 incl. #1-105d, 1-107, 1-149, 1-163, 1-217-D, etc. CV $195. $75
766 O Peterborough, Ont precancels, 25 incl. #1-110, 1-117-I, 1-150, etc. CV $255. $75
767 O Quebec, QC precancels, 69 incl. #1-89-ID ($150), 1-92, 1-92-I, 1-93, 1-94, 1-111, 1-116-I, 2-89, 

3-104-D, 3-111-I, 3-112-I, 3-119, 3-163b-I, 4-328 pair. CV $770.
$250

768 O Red Deer, Alberta precancels, 7 incl. #1-105, 1-105-I, 1-162, 1-163, 1-195, etc. CV $192. $70
769 O Regina, Sask. precancels, 77 incl. #1-89, 1-89-I, 1-90, 1-90-I, 1-91, 1-91-I, 1-106-I, 1-107-I, 1-109, 

1-110, 1-111, 1-111-I, 1-112a, 2-107-I, 2-107-ICL1, 2-107a, 2-108, 2-109, 2-111-I, 2-113-I, 
2-117 (B-2-1 rouletted bottom line), 2-149-D, 3-195-D, etc. CV $781.

$250

770 O Rock Island, Que precancels, 10 incl. #1-196, 1-212, 1-218, 2-218, 2-233, etc. CV $218 $75
771 O St. Hyacinthe, Quebec precancels, 15 incl. #1-165, 1-166, 2-218 etc. CV $164 $60
772 O St. John, NB precancels, 10 incl. #1-89-I ($150), 3-112, etc. CV $326. $100
773 O St. Thomas, Ont precancels, 26 incl. #1-108, 1-108-I, 1-109-I, 1-150, 1-162, 1-165a, 1-166, 2-232, 

2-233 etc. CV $382
$125

774 O Saskatoon, Sask precancels, 30 incl. #1-106, 1-106-D, 1-108, 1-116, 1-117-I, 1-118, 1-150, 1-162, 
1-162b, 1-195, etc. CV $532

$150

775 O Toronto, Ont precancels, 247 incl. #2-47, 2-47-D, 2-47-I, 3-74, 3-74-I, 3-89-UI, 3-93-I, 3-94-I, 
3-104-D, 3-104-ID, 3-117, 3-117-I, 3-120a, 5-74, 5-74-I, 5-89-D, 5-89-ID, 5-91-I, 5-92 ($200), 
5-104-ID, 5-117, 6-104-ID, 6-106-ID, 6-108-I, 6-113-I, 6-119, 6-119-I ($100), 6-MR2, 6-MR4, 
6-MR4-I, 7-113-ID, 7-116-ID, 8-113, 9-112, 10-106, 10-112-I, 11-105-D (weak but $150), 11-
110-I, 11-112-I ($150), 11-170 ($150), 12-149-D, 12-150-D, 12-150 ($100), 13-163b-I, 13-170, 
13-195 tete-beche pair, 13-199, 15-221, etc. CV $2,549.

$800

776 O Vancouver, BC precancels, 78 incl. #1-89, 1-89-I, 1-90, 1-90-I, 1-91-I, 2-109c, 2-11-I, 2-112-I, 
2-112a, 2-113-I ($100), 2-114, 2-116, 2-150, 3-114, 3-117, 3-122, 4-195-I, 4-196-I, 6-251 etc. 
CV $927.

$250

777 O Victoria, BC precancels, 18 incl. #1-89, 1-90, 1-91-I, 1-106-I, 1-108-I, 1-109, 1-110-I, 1-149, 
1-195 etc. CV $460.

$150

778 O Walkerville, Ont precancels, 7 incl. #1-107 ($200), P-2MR4, etc. CV $273 $100
779 O Welland, Ont precancels, 6 incl. #1-104, 1-105, 1-108, 1-109, 1-109-I, 1-195. CV $195. $60
780 O Weston, Ont. precancels, 11 incl. #1-104, 1-105-I, 1-109, 1-149, 1-162, 1-195, 1-217, 2-217 etc. 

CV $330
$100

781 O Windsor, Ont precancels, 33 incl. #1-106-I, 3-106, 3-106-I, 3-108-I, 3-166 etc. CV $210. $70
782 O Winnipeg, Manitoba precancels, 127 incl. #1-91, 1-91-I, 1-92-I, 1-93-I, 1-104, 1-104-I, 1-106, 

1-115, 1-150, 2-89 ($100), 2-89-I, 2-90-I ($100), 3-105d, 3-107a, 3-112a, 3-113-ID, 3-114, 
3-115, 3-MR4 ($100), 4-106-ID, 4-116-D, 4-150, etc. Some of the higher values with faults. CV 
$1,520.

$500

783 O Woodstock, Ont. precancels, 19 incl. #1-104, 1-104-I, 1-105-I, 1-105d, 1-106, 1-107, 1-108, 
1-109, 1-162, 1-163, 2-163 etc. CV $339.

$100

784 O Yorkton, Sask. precancels, 6 incl. #1-195-F, 1-217, 2-249 etc. CV $123 $50
785 O Balance of the precancel collection incl. Browns Nurseries (2, $27), Fredericton, NB (4, $70), 

Guelph, Ont. (12, $76), Lennoxville, Que (5, $89), Lethbridge, Alta (4, $90). Lindsay Ont (9, 
$95), New Westminster, BC (3, $120), Owen Sound, Ont (3, $55), Perth (1), Sackville, NB (1, $6), 
Sherbrooke, Que (6, $142). CV $770.

$200

Canada Stamps - Re-entries to War Tax
786 */O Re-entry collection incl. #47i 50c Widow Weed major re-entry (two used copies, both heavy cancels), 

#68 2c Leaf mint, tool slip similar to 6c Engraver slip, #71i 6c used, repaired engraver slip,  #75 1c 
Numeral (two minor re-entries), #76 2c with a major re-entry, #77 2c Numeral (two minor), #91 
5c Edward with substantial misplaced entry at angle along bottom edge of frameline, lower left 
and right frame edges and left “5”, #96i 1/2c Quebec major re-entry in mint block of four, #99 5c 
Quebec mint, LH, with re-entry and lines along top and bottom lettering, but also minor ink smear. 
For the specialist. See longleyauctions.com for more scans.

$450
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787 O #F1 2¢ RLS 10 copies incl. four rose carmine; #F2 5¢ RLS 44 copies incl. perf varieties, coloured 
cancel etc.

$100

788 * #F1b 2c RLS, rose carmine, full og, small H, F-VF. CV $375 $100
789 (*) #F3 8c RLS, unused, dull blue, VF. CV $900 $200
790 * #F3 8c RLS, dull blue, partial disturbed og, F. CV $350 $100
791 O #BCL16a 10c British Columbia fourth series law stamp bisect on agreement to purchase with two 

other copies of #BCL16 10c law, used from Armstrong, BC (Aug. 27 1912) for purchase of Victor 
Victrolia for $20.

$100

792 */O Quebec registration revenue ledger from Champly, Quebec, “Livre de Recherces et de Certificats” 
ledger 12”x20”, front cover off, and starts at page 5 - page 420, with each page having from two to 
20+ Quebec registration revenues, covering the period from July, 1946 to May, 1949. Revenues are 
#QR16A/28 and spotted a page with $20, $50, $100(2), another page with $20(2) and the last page 
in book having $100(3). An absolute showpiece of Quebec registration revenues.

$750

793 */** BC Telephone revenue booklet panes, #BTC104/159, 20 different complete panes, CV $237.50 $75
794 P #CL48P 25c Yukon Airways, engraved reverse die proof in black on thick card. Jamieson note states 

less than 10 known. CV $500
$200

795 */** semi-official airmail group incl. #CL9, 10, CL40, CL42, plus set of four reprints, CL43, 44, 45, 46, 
48d, 50, 52 and two fantasy Newfoundland $1 airmail and 15c triangular, most NH, few H. CV 
$645

$200

796 O Squared circle binder, 200+ strikes, all Nova Scotia incl. Annapolis (21 incl. on 2c Map), Antigonish 
(18), Canning (9), Canso (3), Freeport (1), Lunenburg (14, plus 1c P16), MacCann (6), Newport 
(1), Northport (2), North Sydney (4, incl 3c Jubilee), Spring Hill (5), Stellarton (27), Truro (59), 
Windsor (41). Inspect.

$150

797 * Stamp Dealer Arthur A. Bartlett letterhead, watermarked “E & K Extra Strong Linen” paper, unused 
sheet, with colour reproductions of one BC, one PEI and five NS stamps. Bartlett bought the 
remainders of NS and PEI stamps.

$50

798 ** #MR2Bi 5c inland Revenue War Tax, og, NH, F. CV $300 $100
799 (*) #MR4b 2+1c War Tax brown, Die I, imperforate horizontal pair, VF, no gum as issued. CV $275 $100
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Phone (418) 655-4132
P.O. Box 88250

Quebec City, QC, G3J 1Y9

From Toronto and points east
Take QEW westbound, exit at Trafalgar Road, 
turn left (south) across the QEW, turn right on 
Argus, proceed to 590 Argus Road. Free parking.

Hotel
As the auction will take place at the Oakville Holiday Inn 
(Centre), a block of hotel rooms has been put aside for 
anyone attending under “Longley Auctions”. Contact the 
Oakville Holiday Inn (Centre) directly at (905) 842-5000 

From Hamilton and points west
Take QEW eastbound, exit at Trafalgar, turn right 
(south), turn right on Argus, proceed to 590 Argus 
Road. Free parking.

Bidding
Live bidding will be available on the floor, through 
agents, telephone and Stamp Auction Network. 
Absentee bids may be left by filling out the auction bid 
sheet and sending by email or mail 
Absentee bids will also be accepted via email (bill@
longleyauctions.com) or telephone (905) 690-3598)
Right (west) on Main Street 1km to 6355 Main St. West
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